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FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the fourth edition of Risk Perspectives™, a Moody’s
Analytics publication created for risk professionals, with the goal of
delivering essential insight into the global financial markets.
More than ever, European and North American banks are putting risk
management on top of their agendas. As US Banks prepare for another
round of regulatory stress tests, their European peers are busy finalizing
the comprehensive assessment initiated by the European Central Bank.
The efforts on both sides of the Atlantic have
brought to light the still highly fragmented world
of risk management – responsibilities are separated
in organizational silos, systems and applications
are not compatible, and data is scattered across
multiple databases.
With this in mind, we dedicated this edition of
Risk Perspectives to helping financial institutions
achieve truly integrated risk management.
This integration is not limited to IT-related or
organizational questions. We are taking a step back
and approaching the challenge more holistically to
capture and discuss all of its relevant aspects. As
with the first three editions, we aim to offer a wide
range of views on the risk management challenges
confronting the financial services industry, as well as the established and
emerging best practices to help firms overcome these issues and improve
their businesses as a result.
In the section, Rethinking Risk Management, we discuss how banks
can integrate their risk management framework, and benefit from
synthesizing all the elements of risk from data, infrastructure, processes,
and people. Nicolas Kunghehian examines the concepts of enterprise and
integrated risk management.
In Regulatory Spotlight, we look at how integrated risk management will
impact financial institutions’ preparation for regulations. In the article,
“Integrating Resolution Planning into Risk Management Architecture and

Change Programs,” Cayetano Gea-Carrasco discusses the importance of
effective resolution planning.
The Approaches to Implementation section details how to navigate the
complexity that still hinders the integration of risk management and
pinpoints key opportunities. One opportunity does not even require
massive investment – people. Training staff and leveraging and enhancing
their skills are some of the best ways to integrate risk management,
make it more efficient, and establish a new risk culture.
Sarah Tennyson has contributed a great article on this
topic.
Finally, in the section Principles and Practices, we
describe effective practices for applying integrated risk
management to an organization, including approaches
to overcoming common challenges. We leverage our
experience from working with clients around the world
to demonstrate how to achieve this integration. As an
example, Yuji Mizuno shares his experience from the
Japanese market.
Risk Perspectives offers actionable information to
assist risk professionals in their day-to-day efforts to
comply with new regulatory guidelines, master data
management and infrastructure questions, and create value for their
organizations through better and more effective risk management.
Once again, we hope our perspectives on building more integrated and
leaner risk management will help you approach and thrive in a world of
ongoing regulatory, business, and industry demands. I encourage you to
take part in this discussion and help us shape the future issues of Risk
Perspectives by sharing your feedback and comments on the articles
presented in this issue.

Dr. Christian Thun
Senior Director, Strategic Business Development
RiskPerspectives@moodys.com
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RETHINKING RISK
MANAGEMENT
Discusses how firms can integrate their risk management frameworks and
benefit from synthesizing all the elements of risk, such as data, infrastructure,
processes, and people.

LEAN MANAGEMENT: A NEW ZEITGEIST IN RISK
MANAGEMENT
By Dr. Christian Thun

Dr. Christian Thun
Senior Director, Strategic
Business Development

Christian provides deep expertise on credit risk
management, Basel II, and portfolio advisory projects
and functions as a main contact for regulators and the
senior management of financial institutions.

Banks can greatly benefit from a leaner and more integrated
approach to risk management. This article addresses how banks can
constantly evolve to an efficient and productive process, by focusing
on data, infrastructure, process, and – most importantly – people.
In the aftermath of the global financial crisis,

What is lean management?

banks around the world were restricted by

The concept of “lean” describes a holistic and

increasingly tighter regulations and faced a grim

sustainable approach to managing the key

outlook of a prolonged period of low interest

processes of an organization. It represents

rates and limited revenue growth. Although

a business strategy based on creating value

the situation has improved, banks continue

for customers (internal and external), while

to consider ways to restore profitability. As a

eliminating wastes and deficiencies in the

result, reducing operational cost has once again

process. Every activity in the processes of an

become a focus. By eliminating inefficiencies

organization that does not add value - or worse,

in their business processes (e.g., cost of

destroys it - is a waste. Lean management,

maintaining so called legacy systems), banks will

however, is not only about continuous

drive performance.

improvement of business processes, but also

Moreover, these limitations often affect the
risk management activities of banks as well. On
the one hand, risk management is frequently
viewed as a pure cost center that should be kept

obtain sustainable change and business
excellence.
The idea for lean management can be traced

current “regulatory tsunami” requires significant

back over centuries, but was properly developed

investments in risk management. A recent

and implemented in the production system of

survey by KPMG, conducted on behalf of the

Toyota Motor Company in the 1950s and 1960s.2

Federal Association of German Banks, shows

It allowed Toyota to produce better quality cars

that the cost to implement and comply with the

with fewer defects at lower cost, resulting in

latest regulations – just for the German banking

better customer satisfaction. This helped the

sector – will reach €2 billion per year.1

firm to outsell the “Big Three” US automotive

risk management framework and, at the same
time, keep costs under control? The answer

firms in their home market, and eventually
become the world’s biggest automotive
producer.3

to this dilemma is to take a more integrated

Figure 1 summarizes the typical types of waste

approach to risk management that embraces

in an organization’s processes and the positive

the concept of the “lean” management school

impact that addressing these deficiencies can

of thought. This will help a business better

have on their business.

understand the relationship between risk and
capital.
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purpose, process, and people can an organization

at a reasonable size. On the other hand, the

How can a bank build a better and more capable

8

about respect for people. Only by uniting
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Figure 1 Removing wastes to improve business processes

Types of waste

Process Improvements

» Waiting
» Conveyance
» Over processing
» Unnecessary movement
» Defects
» Unused employee creativity

» Eliminate wasted time and perfect
business processes
» Build quality into workplace systems
» Create a learning culture for
continuous improvement
» Achieve better quality outputs

Source: Moody’s Analytics

Waiting is one key waste and eventual cost in

successfully imported concepts and solutions

banking processes – waiting for colleagues to

from lean manufacturing. Some financial

make a decision, waiting for IT systems to deliver

institutions have experienced notable success,

data or produce results, etc.

like Bank of America reporting more than $2

»» Conveyance is another key waste. Banks must
avoid creating processes that disrupt the
linear, sequential flow of data, paperwork, or
other information.
»» Over processing occurs if banks establish

billion in benefits and BMO Financial Group,
which credited up to $55 million in cost savings
to its “lean” works.5
Financial services executives have increasingly
understood that lean management is a good

complex processes to create the services

way to reinvigorate their business performance,

required by their internal and external clients.

particularly in customer-facing channels.

»» Closely related to the idea of processes
is the unnecessary movement of people.
Organizations must ensure that their work
areas are logically organized to prevent
negative outcomes (e.g., waiting).
»» Defects (e.g., incorrectly captured data in a
bank’s system) occur for multiple reasons.
Organizations must create processes that are
less likely to produce defects, as well as create
instructions and policies that prevent defects.
»» Not using employees’ creativity, skills, and
knowledge is probably one of the biggest
wastes in today’s people‑driven banking
industry.4
Identifying and removing wastes and
deficiencies, perfecting business processes,
and building a learning culture that strives for
continuous improvement, can significantly
increase a bank’s efficiency in areas such as

They can reduce cost and improve how clients
perceive their value through:
»» More automation (e.g., online banking, more
ATMs, smart phones, etc.)
»» Fewer, but more efficient, bank branches
»» Improved and better tailored customer
service
Lean management in banking
This first phase of lean management in banking
focused on the interface between the bank and
its customers, with the goal of improving the
quality of retail banking services. For example:
»» Reducing the processing time of applications
»» Improving help desks
»» Increasing end-to-end productivity
»» Decreasing the complexity of products
»» Introducing a tier-system for branches

client satisfaction, reacting to sudden market

Banks must address a series of key challenges

developments, or risk management.

during this first phase to shift from product-

The advent of “lean” in the financial services
industry
The term “lean” gained wider popularity in the
financial service industry in the 1990s and early
2000s, when organizations around the world

centered organizations to more client-oriented
end-to-end organizations. Most notably, they
need to overcome silo structures within their
organizations and redesign processes. Silos often
foster resistance from managers, as most banks

INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT | NOVEMBER 2014
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have evolved into a collection of rather rigid

that do not contribute to the firms’ earnings.

business lines and hierarchies over decades.

Furthermore, banks rely heavily on IT in their

Observable trends in lean banking

back offices and their distribution channels.9

The trend toward a leaner, more efficient bank

Banks can implement the lean ideas within

did not stop with the retail business. Over time,

their IT departments through a more holistic

it also reached other areas of a bank’s

management of IT architectures, reducing

operations, more recently in wholesale banking

complex technologies across organizations.

and IT. In wholesale banking, the benefits of

Due to non-organic growth, such as mergers

IT is one of the most complex areas in financial institutions. According
to the results of a large survey of firms in the Americas, Europe, and
Asia, financial services firms spend more on IT than other industries. For
example, banks’ IT expenses equal 7.3% of their revenues – nearly twice as
much as other industries.
traditional cost-reduction measures, such as

and acquisitions, it is not uncommon for many

outsourcing and offshoring, have often been

banks to have multiple legacy systems that are

offset by rising salaries and the hidden cost of

connected via a myriad of interfaces. In addition

the increased complexity of their processes.

to reducing this interface complexity to become

Despite this, banks have tried to embed lean

leaner, banks can use a number of levers to

principles in areas such as trade execution,

further increase efficiency:

securities lending, or fund accounting – resulting
in savings of up to 30%.6
When viewed from end to end, many wholesale
products share similar features and workflows to
which lean principles can be applied, such as:
» Aligning operational teams
» Balancing workloads
» Establishing the transparency of information
flows
IT is one of the most complex areas within
financial institutions. According to the results of
a large survey of firms in the Americas, Europe,
and Asia, financial services institutions spend
more on IT than any other industry. For example,
banks’ IT expenses equal 7.3% of their revenues
– nearly twice as much as other industries. On
average, across all sectors polled, IT costs were
equivalent to 3.7% of revenues.7 Other sources
confirm the relatively high IT costs in banking.

» Reuse existing resources and results instead
of reinventing the wheel
» Develop an integrated data model and
consolidate databases in one larger datamart,
supported by standardized data elements
across the business
» Utilize advanced data profiling techniques to
uncover behavioral trends and patterns
» Standardize technologies within the bank10
A leaner IT architecture helps to significantly
reduce the time dedicated to developing
and maintaining IT applications. Once lean
principles have been established, banks can then
focus on automating back office tasks (e.g.,
digitizing work flows, automating or supporting
decision-making), with subsequent increases in
productivity.
Studies have shown that implementing a leaner

in 2012 range from 4.7% to 9.4% of operating

and better integrated IT architecture may

income.

provide a return on investment of more than

The reasons for an increased use of IT in the
banking industry can be diverse. Financial
services firms have to fulfill exacting regulatory
requirements, which translate into IT costs

MOODY’S ANALYTICS RISK PERSPECTIVES

of customized applications

A leading consulting firm saw banks’ IT costs
8

10

» Use out-of-the box vendor solutions instead

50 percent, a reduction in time-to-market of at
least 30 percent, and additional organizational
benefits, including better alignment between
business and IT.11

RETHINKING RISK MANAGEMENT

However, given the current complexity of

aggregate data and respond to reporting

IT infrastructures in banks, there are still

requirements. Some have begun to redesign their

impediments to leaner IT.

risk management units completely by doing the

» Highly complex procedures that are difficult
to automate

following tasks.
Breaking the silos between risk categories

» Maintenance of numerous legacy systems

Traditionally, risk management divisions have

» Lack of internal resources and skills

been aligned with the risk categories set by Basel

» Different understandings and priorities

II (i.e., market risk, credit risk, and operational

between IT and the business side of a bank in

risk). Each division used different information,

defining exactly what is needed in terms of

data, systems, file formats, modeling systems,

data and reporting

and resources to assess its risk category. They

Empowering people with leaner management gives them the voice,
structure, and tools to challenge long-standing assumptions – and the
freedom to question how the organization does certain things and why. This
helps simplify and root out valueless complexity.
Make risk management more integrated and
leaner

also developed their own hierarchies and

Today, risk management is dominated

work.

reporting lines, often resulting in duplicated

by regulatory requirements that affect a
variety of banks’ businesses. For example,

Introducing an end-to-end data management

regulations impacting a bank include the

framework

implementation of the Capital Requirements

Instead of a variety of applications and databases

Directive and Regulation (CRD IV / CRR), the

that require banks to manage an extensive

fundamental trading book review, European

network of interfaces, some banks have begun to

Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), Basel

reduce the complexity of their IT infrastructures

Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) 239,

by reviewing the data flow, understanding the

revised reporting (COREP/FINREP), Dodd-Frank,

data needs, and introducing an end-to-end data

stress testing, etc.

management system.

Compliance with each individual regulation

Understanding risk management as a process

requires a significant amount of initial and

rather than a static function and linking it with

ongoing investment, resulting in de facto

other processes within the bank

“fixed-cost items” on a bank’s profit and

Similar to the introduction of end-to-end data

loss statement. In a business environment

management systems, banks are changing their

characterized by prolonged low interest margins

view on risk management from being a static

and revenues under pressure, banks are forced to

function to playing a vital role within an overall

find ways to reduce operational cost – even in an

value-adding process.

area like risk management that currently requires
a lion’s share of investments due to regulatory
compliance needs.

Reducing waste and non-value-adding activities
in the process
Banks are looking for inefficiencies and wastes,

To achieve this goal, banks are addressing their

with the goal of reducing them wherever

legacy structures (e.g., risk silos, outdated IT,

possible. Mitigating waste will result in risk

rigid organizations), which are still very common

management that uses the available resources

in financial institutions. Much of the focus has

in the best way possible, thus achieving its

been on the automation of risk management.

objective with a minimum of time and resources.

For example, banks need the ability to better

Risk controls also become more effective.
Valueless complexity obscures important

INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT | NOVEMBER 2014
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sources of risk. The exercise of identifying value

underlying risks. Data has to be appropriate, by

streams reveals the real sources of risk, allowing

being relevant to risks in the bank’s portfolio

the organization to realign its controls so they

and suitable for its business. Only if data fulfills

are more targeted and effective.

these conditions, can it be transformed into

12

Empowering people with the goal of developing

information that is relevant for decision-making.

a new risk culture

Infrastructure

Eventually, achieving more efficient risk

More importantly, the ability to quickly

management will require more than improving

access data on an enterprise basis requires an

processes or IT systems – it will also require

infrastructure that can grow with increasing

the help of human resources teams in risk

business and regulatory demands. The Basel

management divisions. Empowering people

Committee on Banking Supervision, however,

with leaner management gives them the voice,

stated that: “One of the most significant lessons

structure, and tools to challenge long-standing

learned from the global financial crisis that began

assumptions – and the freedom to question

in 2007 was that banks’ information technology

how the organization does certain things and

(IT) and data architectures were inadequate to

why. This helps simplify and root out valueless

support the broad management of financial risks.

complexity at the operational level of the

Many banks lacked the ability to aggregate risk

organization. As a result, the organization begins

exposures and identify concentrations quickly

to simplify itself.13

and accurately at the bank group level, across

What is needed for a leaner and more
integrated risk management framework

business lines, and between legal entities.
Some banks were unable to manage their risks

In order to reap the benefits of more efficient,

properly because of weak risk data aggregation

less resource-intensive risk management,

capabilities and risk reporting practices.”14 As a

banks will need to focus on four elements: data,

consequence, banks have to review and redesign

infrastructure, people, and process (see Figure 2).

their infrastructure with a focus on efficiency and
flexibility.

Data
Data is the foundation of every meaningful

Processes

business decision. Data has to be accurate,

In line with the changes in the data and

which means consistent and free from material

infrastructure frameworks of banks, processes

mistakes or errors. It has to be complete,

will need to be critically reviewed and freed

providing sufficient granularity to identify

from value-destroying complexities and wastes,

trends and attaining a full understanding of

or challenged if they are redundant. In many

Figure 2 Components of a leaner and more integrated risk management framework

Infrastructure

Data

Process
Lean Risk
Management

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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instances, bank processes served a valid business
purpose when they were originally established,

A leaner, more integrated approach to risk
management

but over time these purposes changed while

The concept of lean management is about an

the processes remained the same. A critical

embedded culture of understanding the client’s

review can expose and reduce these costly

needs and requirements, while continuously

inefficiencies.

striving to reduce waste and optimizing
the performances of process, people, and

People

infrastructure.

People that understand the forces driving
the idea of leaner, more integrated risk

Despite gaining traction in the financial services

management and fully embrace its principles

industry in the 1990s and early 2000s, more

will be able to achieve productivity gains of

progress still needs to be made. Banks have

“up to 20, 40, or even 50 percent of labor

focused on the speed and quality of their

capacity that are possible in the first year.”15

services, especially on the retail side of the

Lean risk management, however, can hardly

business. With the increasing need and cost to

be forced onto an organization. Instead,

comply with regulatory requirements, though,

banks must encourage and help their people

risk management divisions are at the center of

better understand it (e.g., by learning how

attention.

another organization applied the same ideas,
creating a shared understanding, and fostering
the conviction to try it out in their own
organization).

Risk management can greatly benefit from
a leaner and more integrated approach and
constantly improve a bank’s efficiency and
productivity, by focusing on data, infrastructure,
process, and – most importantly – people.

1	KPMG, Impact of Regulatory Requirements, page 7, December 2013.
2	Brophy, A., Financial Times Guide to Lean – How to streamline your organization, engage employees and create competitive
edge, p. 7, 2013.
3	Big Three = General Motors, Ford Motor Company, and Chrysler.
4	Brophy, A., Financial Times Guide to Lean – How to streamline your organization, engage employees and create competitive
edge, p. 20-23, 2013.
5	Bain & Company, For banks in need – getting more from Lean Six Sigma, Guarraia, P., Schwedel, A., 2008.
6	Coxon, M., Oguz, T., Schulz, C., Wholesale financial services: Higher pressure means greater rewards from lean (2011), p. 93.
McKinsey, Lean Management, 2011.
7	DB Research, IT in banks: What does it cost? December 20, 2012.
8	McKinsey on Business Technology, Breakthrough IT banking, Gopalan, S., Gaurav, J., Kalani, G., Tan, J., 2012.
9	DB Research, IT in banks: What does it cost? December 20, 2012.
10	McKinsey on Business Technology, IT architecture: cutting cost and complexity, page 26, Janaki Akella, Helge Buckow, and
Stéphane Rey, August 2009.
11	McKinsey on Business Technology, IT architecture: cutting cost and complexity, page 27, Janaki Akella, Helge Buckow, and
Stéphane Rey, August 2009.
12	McKinsey: The Lean Management Enterprise, One company in the eyes of the client, page 30, Marv Adams, January 2014.
13	McKinsey: The Lean Management Enterprise, One company in the eyes of the client, page 25, Marv Adams, January 2014.
14	Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Principles for effective risk data aggregation and risk reporting, January 2013.
15	McKinsey: The Lean Management Enterprise, One company in the eyes of the client, page 30, Marv Adams, January 2014.
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CCAR AND DFAST STRESS TESTING SURVEY
INSIGHT
A Conversation with David Little, Managing Director, Head of Moody’s Analytics Stress Testing Specialist Team

David Little
Managing Director, Head of
the US Enterprise Risk
Solutions and Sales Teams
David is responsible for helping financial institutions
worldwide with their enterprise risk management,
liquidity, and stress testing solutions.

In an effort to better understand the stress testing challenges faced
by US banks, David Little and his team have conducted a banking
survey during a series of roundtables. In this interview, he discusses
the insight gleaned from this survey of CCAR and DFAST banks and
how it reveals challenges and expectations for the 2015 stress tests.
Could you tell us more about the stress testing
roundtables?

testing is still about regulatory compliance,

In May 2014, Moody’s Analytics hosted senior

and risk practices.

representatives from 39 banks for a series of
stress testing roundtables for Comprehensive
Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) banks,
Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test (DFAST) banks, and
Canadian banks/Foreign Banking Organizations
(FBOs). We have hosted these events for the past
two years. As the universe of banks subject to the
stress testing regulation has grown, so has the
participation in our roundtables.

rather than improving their business decisions
The larger banks all agreed that it is hard to
determine what to do first, given the multiple
regulations in multiple jurisdictions. Banks of all
sizes are still focusing a great deal on building
or updating models for loss estimation to
satisfy the regulatory compliance requirements,
and data quality and granularity continue to
be issues across most institutions. Improving
infrastructure is desired, but the way forward

What were some of the key findings from the
roundtable discussions?

is not always clear, as banks often don’t have

Three major themes emerged from the

when they are faced with multiple Matters

conversations across the various sessions:

Requiring Attention (MRA) that need attention

1. Management judgment versus quantitative
modeling: There is uncertainty on when
to build a model for a process that has
traditionally been forecasted using
management judgment.

well-defined roadmaps for longer term projects

before the next submission. The time pressure,
combined with a necessarily short-term view
on improvements, makes it difficult for them
to move beyond regulatory compliance and
leverage their stress testing investments to help
run their businesses.

2. Data, data, data: There is a pressing need
to better manage the data used in the stress
tests, including auditing, augmenting, and
aggregating that data.
3. Getting more out of the stress testing
exercise: With the amount of time, effort,
and money being spent on stress testing,
banks would clearly like to use the results
for multiple purposes. For most banks, stress
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What are the similarities between large bank
and small bank stress testing?
Many of the smaller banks noted that there is
little scalability to stress testing and that they
have to go through many of the same steps as
the larger banks. I was talking to a small bank
located in the south not long ago and it struck
me that their experience with stress testing was
somewhat similar to my experience hosting a

RETHINKING RISK MANAGEMENT

wedding at my house. Even with a small event,

On the other hand, smaller banks do not have

we still needed a tent, caterer, someone to

the resources – neither cash nor staff – to

officiate, seats, flowers, a band, food, and drinks.

match the kind of expenses the larger banks

The main steps for small bank stress testing
are roughly similar to those required for large
banks – from data work to economic scenario
generation/regionalization, credit and cash flow
modeling to reporting. Of course, scale and

have incurred. We have observed some are
spending proactively on data, modeling, and
infrastructure, but for many this will be a longer
incremental struggle.

complexity add significant time and expense for

What are the participants’ main priorities for
stress testing next year?

larger institutions, but the minimum effort for

Regardless of the size of the bank, nearly

smaller institutions is considerable.

everyone mentioned model enhancement
and loss estimation as major priorities. This

What are the differences between large bank
and small bank stress testing?
One of the main differences is where the banks
are with their loan-level datasets and the use
of granular loan-level models. Only about a
third of DFAST institutions use loan-level data

admission was a bit surprising given that the
large banks have been performing both already
for many years. Across 30 different banks, large
and small, credit modeling was the top priority
for improvement in our surveys.

for their modeling. That number should grow

Banks that are starting out plan to build or

as banks improve their data sources and data

acquire models, while banks that have been

capturing processes. Unsurprisingly, small

through the stress testing process look to

banks are also not as concerned about bespoke

improve or update their models. Banks that have

Regardless of the size of the bank, nearly everyone mentioned model
enhancement and loss estimation as major priorities. This admission was a
bit surprising given that the large banks have been performing both already
for many years. Across 30 different banks, large and small, credit modeling
was the top priority for improvement in our surveys.
economic modeling, reporting, and Pre-Provision

primary models look for challenger models to

Net Revenue (PPNR) modeling at this point. Of

augment and validate their forecasts.

course, many chief risk officers and others at
small banks agreed that things would quickly
change based on specific regulatory feedback.

Large and small banks also similarly ranked
infrastructure, data, and process/workflow as
the next important items. Smaller banks will

Another obvious difference is that the complexity focus on migrating from top-down, statisticallybased models to bottom-up models with more
is ramping up for the large banks, with riskweighted asset (RWA) and liquidity rules on the

granular data, but they will need to clean up their

horizon, while the smaller banks will not have to

data and data infrastructure as a first step. The

deal with those issues in the immediate future.

larger banks have done much of this already, so

Large banks must validate and document many

they are instead focusing more on implementing

more models, so they are confronted with a

longer-term infrastructure improvements.

bigger challenge. With the increased complexity
of regulatory requirements, documentation,
and bespoke modeling, large banks are also
anticipating a significant increase in their
spending on stress testing. They generally agreed
on an estimate of $10 million per year operating
cost, and a technology spend of $30-$50 million
on top of that.

One item that is becoming a top priority is
documentation. Regulators are consistently
asking for more details and clearer explanations.
The larger banks that have gone through the
submission process and received feedback
are already aware of this and plan to give
documentation more attention.
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A member of the Federal Reserve Bank (the
Fed) spoke at the CCAR roundtable. What are a
few of the themes emerging from the Fed?
We will provide more details after hosting
our ongoing regulatory roundtables, but from
our recent interactions they have consistently
discussed a few themes:
» Capital plans and model methodologies
still lack detail. Documentation needs to be
improved across the board.
» Models and data used for stressed loss,
revenue, and expense modeling need to be
“tailored to the task.” In other words, use the
right tool for the task.
» The process for review, challenge, and
aggregation could be improved. Generally,
banks need to audit the results and determine
how they arrived at their conclusions.
» Operational risk loss estimation is challenging
and may lend itself more naturally to scenario
analysis (and management judgment) rather
than correlation modeling.
» The narrative around the stress test will
be more important, as will many of the
qualitative aspects of the test.

next year’s stress tests, the likelihood of a
quantitative failure will continue to go down, but
the likelihood of qualitative failures will go up.
As mentioned previously, the narrative around
the stress test – that is, the story about the key
assumptions, choices, adjustments, and overlays,
etc. – will continue to be more important.
Second, the regulators wish to differentiate
expectations, and are looking more closely at
the specifics of each bank. They are putting less
emphasis on the mandated Baseline, Adverse,
and Severely Adverse scenarios, and more on the
idiosyncratic scenarios and sensitivity analysis
around the key assumptions the banks use for
their internal stress tests.
Finally, the regulators intend to heighten
expectations for the largest and most complex
Bank Holding Companies (BHCs). This makes
sense as the biggest BHCs have the largest
potential impact on the financial system. This
does not mean, however, that they plan to lower
expectations or make it easier for the smaller
banks.

capital policies. They also want better

You mentioned infrastructure improvements,
but what specifically are banks looking to
overhaul as a result of stress testing?

documentation for model assumptions and

Banks will spend a significant amount of

adjustments, and are generally looking for

money on infrastructure over the next few

the banks to provide more details and clearer

years. To get more out of the stress testing

explanations, from their models through their

exercise and use the system for more than just

idiosyncratic scenarios and capital plans.

regulatory compliance, banks need speed and

The regulators want more details in banks’

With the increased complexity of regulatory requirements, documentation,
and bespoke modeling, large banks are also anticipating a significant
increase in their spending on stress testing. They generally agreed with an
estimate of $10m per year operating cost, and with a technology spend of
$30-$50m on top of that.
Looking ahead, regulators have indicated they

repeatability – which they will not get without

will evaluate a number of related areas, in

revamping infrastructure. Auditability and model

addition to the ongoing themes listed earlier.

management functionality also need to be built

First, the overall emphasis will continue to shift
from the quantitative stress test results to
the qualitative capital plans. This was already
evident in this year’s CCAR exercise, as there
was only one quantitative failure, but there
were four qualitative failures. Heading into
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into stress testing systems to answer questions
from regulators and work backward from line
items in the regulatory reports to source data,
model assumptions, and management overlays.
As current stress testing systems have been
largely built in-house across multiple existing
systems, there is no natural aggregation point

RETHINKING RISK MANAGEMENT

to house models and to provide the auditability

compliance and most also said capital planning.

from report to database that is now required.

The degree to which banks use stress testing

Thus, there is a prevalent need for infrastructure

results quickly drops off after that. Not only did

overhauls.

fewer banks mention that they were using stress

However, banks face a challenge at this
point. The stress testing process is set up as a
repeatable annual/semi-annual event, where
improvements and remedies for past MRAs are
expected. Many banks jump from short-term
fix to short-term fix and feel that they cannot

testing for other purposes, but the ones that did
were much less emphatic about how they use
stress testing in other non-compliance areas.
It was fairly surprising how few banks use the
results for strategic purposes, such as financial
planning and budgeting.

embark on a multi-year overhaul. Sharing longer-

Regulators have indicated they would like to see

term improvement plans with the regulators

the banks use stress testing for other purposes,

could be a solution to this problem, but many

like risk appetite definition, limits, and general

banks fear they will be held to a roadmap that

risk management, but banks have indicated there

they may miss or want to alter. Many have

is still a long way to go before they incorporate

mentioned that they do not want to commit to

stress testing into these areas of their business.

long-term goals. On the other hand, regulators
have expressed interest in seeing longer-term
plans. Perhaps, as the processes become more
routine and trust develops between regulators
and banks, we will see multi-year roadmaps
enter the regulatory discussion.
When we asked banks what they use their

Based on feedback from participants, we
anticipate that investments in data, modeling,
scenario design, and infrastructure will
accelerate as banks seek to deliver more efficient
and consistent responses to regulators and
to maximize returns on their stress testing
expenditures.

stress testing results for, they all said regulatory
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CCAR AND DFAST STRESS TESTING SURVEY:
KEY RESULTS

Moody’s Analytics hosted senior representatives from 39 banks for a series of stress testing roundtable
discussions for Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) banks, Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test
(DFAST) banks, and Canadian banks/Foreign Banking Organizations (FBOs). Moody’s Analytics surveyed the
roundtable participants to gain further insight into their challenges and expectations for the evolution of
2015 stress test requirements.
How do CCAR and DFAST banks use the stress testing results?
The Fed has emphasized that banks could leverage the stress testing results to inform their business
decisions, but when survey participants were asked if they used stress testing for other purposes
beyond regulatory compliance and capital planning, the results quickly drop.

CCAR Banks

100%

DFAST Banks

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Regulatory
Compliance

Capital Adequacy
Measurement
and Planning

Risk Appetite
Definition

Source: Moody’s Analytics Stress Testing and Capital Planning Roundtables
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Risk Management
and Measurement

Limit Setting
Financial Planning/
and Measurement
Budgeting,
Strategic Planning

Portfolio
Structuring

Pricing
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What were the most challenging activities of the 2014 submission for CCAR and DFAST banks?
Both CCAR and DFAST banks ranked loss estimation as the top challenge, with model validation
coming in second. The biggest gap was with documentation, with regulators asking larger banks for
more details and clearer explanations. Unsurprisingly, small banks are also not as concerned about
reporting and Pre-Provision Net Revenue (PPNR) modeling at this point.

80
CCAR Banks
70

DFAST Banks

60
50
40
30
20
10

Loss Estimation

Model
Validation

Model Build /
Update

Data
Organization

Process
Documentation
Scenario
PPNR
Orchestration
Generation/Design Non-Interest
Income/Exp.

PPNR
Report Generation
NIM Calculation

Source: Moody’s Analytics Stress Testing and Capital Planning Roundtable

2015 CCAR stress test process: top priorities
Across 30 different banks, large and small, enhancing credit modeling was the top priority for
improvement in our surveys. They also identified a need to upgrade data infrastructure, and improve
stress testing processes and workflow. Indeed, CCAR banks are anticipating a significant increase
in stress testing spending, with an estimated operating cost of $10 million per year, and with a
technology spend of $30-50 million on top of that.
1

Developing improved primary models for credit risk stresses

2

Enhancing documentation and documentation standards

3

Improving econometric estimation of interest income and expense

4

Enhancing estimation of new business volumes under adverse and more adverse stress
conditions

5

Developing a centralized environment for managing all CCAR report assembly

6

Estimating non-interest income and expense in a more rigorous, econometric fashion

7

Calculating pro-forma RWAs and regulatory capital numbers/ratios more effectively

8

Increasing the usefulness of the stress testing outputs/results

9

Improving challenger and benchmark models

Source: Moody’s Analytics Stress Testing and Capital Planning Roundtable
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2015 DFAST stress testing process submissions: top priorities
For DFAST banks, developing primary and challenger models were the top priorities for 2015 in our
surveys. Smaller banks will focus on migrating from top-down, statistically-based models to bottomup models with more granular data, but they will need to clean up their data and data infrastructure
as a first step.

77%

62%

54%

54%

46%

31%

31%

31%

Credit
Modeling

Challenger
Models

Data
Infrastructure

Process/
Workflow

Data
Augmentation

Infrastructure

Econ. Scenario
Generation

Governance
Structure

Source: Moody’s Analytics

How is capital planning owned in CCAR Banks?
More than 85% of CCAR institutions surveyed also noted that multiple departments contribute to
stress testing, with central coordination provided by several business units.

Multiple groups, with
some central controls

All within a single team

5%
10%

85%
Centrally coordinated, with
many groups contributing

Source: Moody’s Analytics

What is the sequence of events for each January CCAR submission?
In general, CCAR institutions are preparing for their annual regulatory submission by performing key
activities in a certain order on average. Participants noted that they need to overcome organizational
obstacles to efficiently coordinate stress testing activities in disparate areas of their institutions.

1. Model build/update
2. Scenario generation
12. Board review of results
3. Data clean up/prep
11. Preparation of reports

10. Documentation

4. Loss estimation process

5. NIM calculation
6. Validation of models/process

9. Internal review of results
8. Non-interest income/expense
Source: Moody’s Analytics
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7. Allowance calculation
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DFAST banks with a long-term stress testing roadmap
Percentage of DFAST banks with a roadmap for improving stress testing over the next few years.

No – 23%

Yes – 77%

Source: Moody’s Analytics

Number of DFAST banks using loan-level data for their models
Only about a third of DFAST institutions use loan-level data for their modeling. That number should
grow as banks improve their data sources and data capturing processes.

1/3

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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LEVERAGING ERM AS PART OF AN EFFECTIVE
INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK
By Nicolas Kunghehian

Nicolas Kunghehian
Director, Business Development

Nicolas provides insight on ALM, liquidity, and market
risks to help financial institutions define a sound risk
management framework.

This article compares the similar concepts of enterprise risk
management and integrated risk management, and considers what
risk practitioners can learn from an analysis of the best practices of
each in order to strengthen their businesses.
Integrated risk management is a topic that many

each type of risk, it is important they consider

quantitative analysts sought to cover decades

new methodologies or reports that may require

ago. To many, it was obvious that some risks

other dimensions. For example, the Basel

were correlated and should be monitored using

framework or European Banking Authority (EBA)

an integrated framework.

reports will require more and more dimensions

After conducting research and improving their
methodologies, many financial institutions
started to take into account the interconnection
of different risks, but this effort was not
completed before the subprime crisis occurred.
The crisis highlighted two different risks – credit
and liquidity – that had a dramatic combined
impact, which served as a catalyst for the senior
management of banks to begin evaluating
their risk management frameworks to adopt an
enterprise risk management (ERM) approach.
Although the two concepts are similar,
enterprise risk management focuses more on
the framework than the methodology, helping
monitor risks and anticipate what can go wrong.
In that sense, it is beneficial to integrated risk
management. There is one risk, however, that
banks continue to overlook – the risk of focusing
on the framework rather than the risk itself.
Enterprise risk management as a new set of
tools
Building a technical framework is one of the first
steps when starting a successful enterprise risk
management project. Ideally, IT systems should
be accessible by all and provide consistent levels
of information. Although banks do not need all
the available analytical dimensions to analyze
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for their new templates. Some banks discovered
too late that the way they aggregated data
in their systems was not granular enough to
produce consistent regulatory reports, forcing
them to correct and manually manipulate the
data. The number of regulations will certainly
increase over the next few years, leading to more
regulatory reports – and will only boost the
return on investment of a good framework.
“Given the central role of effective, firmwide risk management in maintaining
strong financial institutions, it is clear that
supervisors must redouble their efforts to help
organizations improve their risk management
practices… We are also considering the need
for additional or revised supervisory guidance
regarding various aspects of risk management,
including further emphasis on the need for an
enterprise-wide perspective when assessing
risk.”1
-Ben Bernanke
After the recent crisis, no CEO wanted to
be in charge unless they had a clear view of
their institution’s situation. This requirement
necessitated an automated solution in which
people could collaborate on providing the
most accurate view of their bank. Moreover,

RETHINKING RISK MANAGEMENT

the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)

“The financial crisis has underscored how
insufficient attention to fundamental
corporate governance concepts can have
devastating effects on an institution and its
continued viability. It is clear that many banks
did not fully implement these fundamental
concepts. The obvious lesson is that banks
need to improve their corporate governance
practices and supervisors must ensure that
sound corporate governance principles are
thoroughly and consistently implemented.”2

committee added rules (i.e., BCBS 239) that
forced banks to generate more granular data to
better assess their risks, heightening the pressure
already coming from their senior management
and supervisors. According to BIS, the final
objective should then be to have an integrated
risk management framework where many risks
can be jointly simulated by different levels
of granularity (i.e., using both top-down and
bottom-up approaches).

-Danièle Nouy

Transcend information silos

The quote by Danièle Nouy highlights that a

One benefit of an enterprise risk management

technical framework is simply not enough –

framework is that it gives people access to

governance is key. Banks must remove silos

information that was previously only readily

between departments for a proper enterprise risk

available to other teams. For instance, ALM

management framework to work. Unfortunately,

teams will gain ready access to probability of

many banks think that a standardized database

default (PD) and loss given default (LGD) data

is sufficient, as they often forget that a cultural

or risk-weighted assets (RWAs) data from risk

change needs to be made, too.

departments. This information is necessary for
many purposes, including liquidity reporting.

The risk of too much information

Similarly, risk departments will have ready access

“Risk comes from not knowing what you’re
doing.”

to the P&L for each transaction and will be able
to analyze not only the risk, but also the return

-Warren Buffett

on each portfolio in real-time, better informing
pricing and new business decisions. Furthermore,
when teams have the opportunity to learn more
about the models and outputs of other teams, it
enables a new mindset – one that, for example,
encourages analysis of related information that
leads to the building of more relevant reports.

As data is available to everyone, many believe
that all monitored risks are consistent. In
reality, people work with different assumptions
and backgrounds, and consequently, different
methodologies. Each team could perform

Figure 1 Enterprise risk management: different levels of granularity

ERM

Entities

Portfolios

Transactions

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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integrated risk management with a robust

relatively small risk for the group. The reality is

methodology without owning a single technical

that this investment bank could be unprofitable

platform. This platform is nice to have but is

without anyone noticing it until a big crisis

not mandatory for comprehensive integrated

revealed the truth. Good practices would require

risk management. As models can be accessed

a dedicated risk management team for this small

by anyone, risk managers often think that it

entity – and not only for a large ERM platform.

is better to use advanced methodologies or
complex simulations. They forget, however, why
they are performing these calculations, which

Enterprise risk management must not be seen
as the final objective, at least not if banks
consider it an IT project only. ERM also involves

increases the risk instead of mitigating it.

people and processes, especially if banks want to

Moreover, even if ERM seems to be powerful,

achieve effective integrated risk management.

robust risk management can be performed on

They need to keep in mind that new types of

a small sub-portfolio within the bank and may

risks will arise. A rigid framework could prevent

sometimes be more efficient than only looking

risk managers from focusing on the main risks

at the global picture. ERM is not only about the

and instead lead them to perform the same

global picture, but also about breaking down
“It is not the strongest or the most intelligent
who will survive, but those who can best
manage change.”

the risks at each level of the organization.
For example, in a group consisting of a small
investment bank and a large retail bank, the
risks taken by the investment bank can be

-Charles Darwin

considered less substantial within the group. The
retail subsidiary will work extensively with the
investment bank, transferring positive income
into it and decreasing the investment bank’s
relative risk. This transfer does not make the
small subsidiary (i.e., the investment bank in
our example) less risky, but is merely seen as a

analysis on risks that are no longer relevant.
A cultural transformation to improve the
chances of success
It is clear now that ERM is a process that can
be applied by everyone at every level of a bank

Figure 2 Example of integrated risk management for a single portfolio

Credit
Risk

Sovereign
Risk

Portfolio

Market
Risk

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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Liquidity
Risk
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to set its strategy. It is designed to identify the

which is now required by most of the regulators

potential risks in different subsidiaries and teams

and senior managers in banks. The fact that

across a global company. One primary objective

each crisis came from a different risk driver

is to set a risk appetite where all the risks are

will force risk managers to keep changing their

correlated because, as recently witnessed, risk

methodologies and metrics. However, banks

management has failed when done in silos.

must keep in mind that a cultural change is

The recent crisis could be seen as an excellent
opportunity to implement an ERM platform,

needed if they want to leverage ERM as part
of an effective integrated risk management
framework.

1	Ben S. Bernanke, Risk Management in Financial Institutions, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago's Annual Conference on Bank
Structure and Competition, May 2008.
2	Danièle Nouy, Chair of the Corporate Governance Task Force and Secretary General of the French banking commission,
commenting on The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s Principles for enhancing corporate governance, March 2010.
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THE MOODY’S ANALYTICS BANKING LAB:
CREATING A SYNTHETIC BANK
By Greg Clemens

Greg Clemens
Director, Stress Testing Solutions

As a member of the Stress Testing Task Force at
Moody’s Analytics, Greg helps clients automate their
stress testing processes – providing insight about
architectures, data management, and software
solutions for risk management.

This article discusses the Moody’s Analytics Banking Lab (MABL),
which provides a virtual and immersive environment to explore the
possibilities of a stress testing solution. More than a product test
bed or demo, MABL is a view into the future of stress testing and
helps our clients to storyboard, plan, and build flexible roadmaps for
stress testing. It is a place to see what a transparent, auditable, and
integrated stress testing solution looks like – one that can quickly
conduct stress tests, with repeatability.
Building a seamless solution

consortium by a number of European

During the first CCAR exercises a few years

governments. True to the company’s heritage,

ago, banks cobbled together largely manual

the enormous A380 was designed and built

processes and Excel-based data to run the tests

in pieces at separate locations in different

they reviewed with the regulators. Slowly, firms

countries.

began realizing that they needed to streamline
and automate their stress testing processes to be
effective. They also understood that integrating
and bringing consistency between and across the
risk, finance, and treasury operations business
lines was critical.

together and engineers set about assembling the
aircraft. They soon discovered a major problem
– the sections built in the different locations
didn’t fit. It turned out that the wiring harnesses
to connect the sections were simply a few

address the challenge of establishing real-time

centimeters too short.

wide data. Most need to transform their existing
IT infrastructure rather than simply reacting to
regulations on a case-by-case basis.

Ultimately, the problem was traced back to
a single decision, which allowed the separate
subsidiaries to use different versions of the
Computer Aided Design (CAD) software to

However, building large-scale computer systems

create the engineering wiring diagrams. Fixing

to automate complex tasks is still daunting.

the problem took almost two years and cost

Integrating what can be disparate products and

more than a billion dollars.

components into a seamless solution makes
the problem even more difficult. For example,
consider the design and construction of the
Airbus A380.
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prototype, the major components were brought

To meet regulatory requirements, banks need to
visibility, analysis, and reporting of enterprise-

26

When it came time to assemble the first A380

Today, technology products are often designed
and built in pieces in different locations around
the world. Moody’s Analytics is no different and
has multiple development sites in a number of

The Airbus A380 is the largest commercial

countries. Recognizing, however, that there is a

airliner ever built. It is an engineering marvel.

small window of opportunity to develop an end-

Airbus was originally formed as an aerospace

to-end stress testing solution that integrates and
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builds on a number of related products, Moody’s

situation, and confirm that it not only makes

Analytics decided to develop the next generation

sense, but also that it all works together.

of its stress testing suite at a single location.

The role of personas

What is the Moody’s Analytics Banking Lab
(MABL)?

To simulate situations similar to what

Is MABL a physical thing or is it just a computer-

DFAST stress testing, MABL uses personas,

simulated environment? The answer is both:

or personifications of people. A persona is

there is an actual physical version of MABL with

a composite representation of a user of the

walls, desks, and computers in the Moody’s

Moody’s Analytics stress testing suite. The

Analytics San Francisco office, but in essence

purpose of personas is to humanize the end

MABL is a synthetic environment for stress

“users” of the system and help articulate their

testing. The physical MABL has workstations

needs and goals, and the context of their system

just like a real bank, and augments the virtual

interaction.

MABL bank by giving visitors additional sensory
information, such as sound and touch, to create

actually happens in a bank engaged in CCAR/

There are personas in MABL for all of the key

a lifelike experience.

roles or functions that relate to stress testing in

The overall goal of MABL is to create an

for “Andy” from finance who runs the ALM group,

immersive environment to allow visitors to

“Ted” from treasury, and “Anna,” an associate

explore the possibilities of the stress testing

in risk management on the stress testing team.

suite. You can “walk” around MABL and “see”

In an actual bank, there may well be many

how the personas in the virtual bank interact

associates on the stress testing team, so there

a typical bank. For example, there is a persona

MABL can help show clients what their future processes and stress testing
system might look like. This testing environment can help them develop a
roadmap, which could then be shared with the regulators to show how the
bank would plan to improve their infrastructure and correct weaknesses in
their current processes.
with each other as they “work” on various

would be many “Annas.” See Figure 1 for more

activities in the stress testing domain.

information about the various personas in the

MABL can help show clients what their future

MABL organizational chart.

processes and stress testing system might look

A CCAR/DFAST stress testing scenario

like. This testing environment can help them

As an example of how personas are used,

develop a roadmap, which could then be shared

consider the following scenario.

with the regulators to show how the bank would
plan to improve their infrastructure and correct
weaknesses in their current processes. It is a
place to see how the system works, explore
new ideas, and give feedback to help guide the
direction of the stress testing solutions.
In practice, MABL will provide an environment
to prototype new features and integrate new
components of the stress testing suite, simulate
data and workflow, do system testing, check
component integration points, etc. It will provide

Ralph Johnson, from the Federal Reserve, was
reviewing a bank’s stress testing submission and
became concerned that the narrative that went
with the numbers wasn’t clear.
The bank was planning a number of aggressive
moves to build its business and improve
profitability. Most of its business lines were
doing well, except for its faltering oil and gas
lending unit, which the bank planned to sell off
in the coming year.

a means to see how a bank would handle a
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Figure 1 MABL organizational chart
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Figure 2 Persona of “Peter”

PETER

Head of Enterprise
Stress Testing
“Your team is only as good as the resources you provide them.”

Age: 50s
Peter is a senior VP. Barney bought
Moody’s Analytics software, so Peter’s
team can use it. Barney, Peter, and the
legal team set internal deadlines for
stress testing, which Peter and his team
must meet. He has children in college.

Current Frustrations
Goals

His staff complains that stress testing takes
up too much time. The data provided by the
business units is not well maintained and he
gets push back from the team on deadlines.

Peter wants a useful software tool to help his
team produce their stress testing results quickly
and with confidence. Quickness is key, as it’s
happening over the winter holidays.

Wants
Motivation
Barney is retiring next year. Peter wants his
job (and the corner office). To ensure his
team does the best job possible, the stress
testing results must satisfy regulatory needs,
have useful business insights, and make
Barney and the executives comfortable.

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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Needs
Peter needs the tool to work well, require minimal
training time, and prevent errors.

He wants Moody’s Analytics to respond quickly and
provide knowledgeable answers to support his staff
when they need help.

RETHINKING RISK MANAGEMENT

He knew it would be difficult to sell the oil and

excluded the sale in the run they submitted to

gas business in the recession-like conditions

the regulators. Worse yet, the bank is not in a

included in the severely adverse scenario the

position to easily redo the scenario and resubmit

bank was asked to forecast. So he wondered if

their results.

the bank excluded the planned sale as a result.

In the end, Ralph’s team completed their review

He called Lisa, the head of risk analytics at the

of the bank’s submission and sent their response

bank and the primary contact for dealing with

letter to the bank. The letter included what is

the regulatory examination team that includes

known as a Matter Requiring Attention (MRA),

When it came time to assemble the first A380 prototype, the major
components were brought together and engineers set about assembling
the aircraft. However, they soon discovered a major problem – the sections
built in the two locations didn’t fit. It turned out that the wiring harnesses
to connect the sections were simply a few centimeters too short. Fixing the
problem took almost two years and cost more than a billion dollars.
Ralph. Lisa, after briefly talking with Ralph and

which required the bank to correct the issues

unable to provide an answer about the exclusion

that resulted in the bank’s failure to answer

or inclusion of the planned sale, called Holly,

questions about its stress test submission.

who runs the department that includes the oil
and gas unit. She confirmed the bank planned to
sell it and included the planned sale in its capital
plan. She wasn’t sure, however, if the stress
testing results included the sale for the severely
adverse scenario, and would speak with Peter,
the manager of enterprise stress testing.
The bank’s stress testing team is big and
becomes much bigger during stress testing
season. Peter thinks the process the bank uses
is too complicated and takes too much time. He
also knows the process lacks the transparency
needed to answer questions like the one Ralph is
now asking.
Peter then talks to Anna, an associate on his
team, and the person most familiar with the
details of what went into the stress tests. Anna
explains there is no easy way to look back into
their stress test and determine whether or
not their loss estimates included the planned
business sale. They talk to many people on the
team and work for several days to pull together
an answer for Ralph.
Lisa finally gets back to Ralph and explains
that he was right, namely that the bank would
probably not be able to sell the oil and gas unit if
they were faced with a situation like the severely
adverse scenario, and admits that the bank

This is a serious issue for the bank, because it
raises the possibility that the regulators may
impose penalties or restrictions on them, and
will force the bank to spend time and money to
address the situation.
Peter’s inbox is soon flooded with messages
about the letter. This only confirmed his
concerns that the bank should do something to
improve its infrastructure and more easily handle
similar situations. He decides the bank’s stress
testing process needs to be transparent and
auditable, as well as run much faster and with
repeatability.
Datasets and workflows
Another equally important element of a stress
testing simulation is data. The virtual bank in
MABL contains a rich dataset with information
across a variety of asset classes, detailed to
the lowest level of granularity, to mimic the
portfolio of an actual CCAR or DFAST-class bank.
In MABL, the personas interact, use the data,
follow a process, and run the system to simulate
an end-to-end stress test just like a real bank. It
simulates many situations, like the one outlined
in the example scenario, and translates the story
dialog into a workflow that can be followed
though a stress testing solution.
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Figure 3 CCAR/DFAST domain model
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A view into the future of stress testing

It is a place to see what a transparent, auditable,

MABL is more than a product test bed or demo.

and integrated stress testing solution looks like

It is a view into the future of stress testing. It

– one that can quickly conduct stress tests, with

is a simulated environment for our clients to

repeatability. It can also get institutions on a

storyboard, plan, and build flexible roadmaps

glide path that will help manage their business

for stress testing. By creating a stress testing

and satisfy regulators.

environment, MABL runs across banking
functions and overrides the typical banking silos.
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REGULATORY
SPOTLIGHT
Details how integrated risk management will impact financial institutions’
preparations for regulations.

GLOBAL BANKING REGULATORY RADAR
By Avinash Arun and María C. Cañamero

Avinash Arun
Lead Strategist, Americas

Avinash leads the market analysis for the Americas at
Moody’s Analytics and is responsible for identifying
trends, delivering market intelligence, and providing
insight about the regulatory landscape affecting the
financial services industry.

María C. Cañamero
Lead Strategist,
Regulatory Strategy

The Moody’s Analytics Regulatory Radar provides an overview of
the key global rules and regulatory guidelines affecting the banking
industry. It is a proprietary tool developed to monitor regulations
in the immediate, medium, and long-term timeframes, across the
banking industry and multiple jurisdictions.
The Global Banking Radar highlights the busy
regulatory agenda that banks will face over the

Additional requirements for systematically
important banks

next couple of years. The trend of increased

Systemically important banks are facing three

regulation that began in the EU and the US is

main requirement challenges:

now spreading to other regions, requiring banks

1. Enhanced data management and reporting

worldwide to comply with increasingly stringent

requirements, such as the BCBS 239 data

and complex requirements. As a result, banks will

principles and the Financial Stability Board

need to overhaul their processes, IT, and business

(FSB) data reporting requirements

to move beyond reactive decision-making and
merely complying with regulation to positioning

Maria is responsible for the analysis and monitoring
of key trends affecting Moody’s Analytics clients and
regulatory developments in the financial services
industry. She also creates expert content on topical
industry trends, such as stress testing or Solvency II.

their organizations for a future of strategic

3. Resolution and recovery planning

business growth. The following addresses high-

Impact for banks

level future regulatory guidelines and how they

Banks need to enhance their enterprise risk

will impact banks.

management systems and internal processes

Finishing the last elements of Basel III

in order to effectively manage risk and comply

The last pieces of Basel III will be finalized and
implemented, such as the leverage ratio and
the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) liquidity
proposals. “Basel 3.5” is becoming more defined
and will include a new standardized approach for
capitalizing counterparty credit risk (SA-CCR),
updated capital rules for exposures to central
counterparty (CCP) and securitization standards,
a fundamental review of the trading book, and an

must closely review and transform their risk
management and compliance technologies,
processes, and practices, in terms of capital
calculation, data management, stress testing,
and reporting.
Banks will need to focus on the following areas:
»» Enhancing their internal models and tools
to calculate and manage economic and

Stress testing goes global

capital, the leverage ratio, and liquidity ratios.

requirements to large foreign banks. In Europe,
the European Central Bank (ECB) / European
Banking Authority (EBA) and the UK plan to
run annual stress tests. In Asia, China and New
Zealand will run stress tests within the next year.
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with increasing regulatory requirements. They

international framework for large exposures.

In the Americas, the US expanded stress testing
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2. Risk concentration requirements

regulatory capital, including risk-based
To effectively forecast risks, banks should
augment their business intelligence processes
and controls around model development and
validation.
»» Improving their IT infrastructure to have
the capabilities and flexibility to support

REGULATORY SPOTLIGHT

enterprise-wide scenario analysis, reporting,

planning purposes.

and modeling to meet regulatory demands.

»» Strengthening the overall, firm-wide risk

»» Creating a centralized risk environment by

governance framework across processes,

aggregating data across different groups and

tools, technologies, policies, and people

functions within the bank, in order to have a

to successfully manage all regulatory

consistent and standardized enterprise-wide

requirements.

view of risk for stress testing and capital
Figure 1 Moody's Analytics Global Banking Regulatory Radar
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Source: Moody’s Analytics analysis as of June 2014.
1. In the EU, the LCR will be implemented faster than originally envisaged under Basel III. The timetable will be: 60% in 2015, 70% in 2016, 80% in 2017, and 100% in 2018.
2. In the US, advanced-approach banks and non-bank SIFI institutions will have to meet 80% of the LCR by January 1, 2015 and 100% of the ratio by January 1, 2017.
3. The new standardized approach (SA-CCR) replaces both the Current Exposure Method (CEM) and the Standardized Method (SM) in the capital adequacy framework.
4. Framework for domestic systemically important banks in Australia.
5. FSB Data Gaps initiative to collect granular data from global systemically important banks. Phase 2 will be implemented in 2015 and will focus on liquidity and Phase 3 will
be implemented in 2016 and will focus on additional balance sheet data. banks (G-SIBs).

ABOUT THE REGULATORY RADAR
This global radar provides an overview of the key global rules and regulatory guidelines affecting the banking industry. The radius of the semicircumference represents the timeline that goes from 2014 at the center, to 2018 at the outer border. The regulations are grouped by global regions:
APAC regulations are positioned on the left side of the radar, EMEA regulations are shown at the center, and Americas regulations are displayed on
the right side of the radar. Flags represent the jurisdictions where the regulations or guidelines apply.
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INTEGRATED REGULATORY REPORTING:
FROM DRIVING REPORTS TO DATA-CENTRIC
APPROACHES
By Pierre-Etienne Chabanel

Pierre-Etienne Chabanel
Managing Director, Product
Management

Based in Paris and working within Moody’s Analytics
Enterprise Risk Solutions business, Pierre-Etienne is
responsible for developing and supporting the software
regulatory products line. He has a significant risk
management background, specializing in credit risk,
and is a regulatory expert on Basel I, II, and III.

This article explores the new and upcoming challenges in reporting,
driven by regulatory and business needs. Institutions need to rethink
their reporting infrastructures and move to an integrated approach,
breaking the internal silos between risk and finance.
As an answer to the financial crisis, new

reports not only at a consolidated level, but

regulations were introduced to make sure

also at solo levels.

financial institutions hold sufficient capital and
properly manage their funding needs in case
another crisis occurs.
This impetus led to the international Basel III
reform, which was complemented by country-

top of the increase in regulatory reporting,
the regulators are also asking for much more
detailed reports.
For instance:

Stress Test (DFAST) in the US and the Capital

»» More than 35,000 data points for CRD

Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR)
regulations in Europe.
Ten new regulatory reporting challenges
These regulatory reforms are associated with
an avalanche of new regulatory reporting
requirements that confront many financial
institutions, which face many challenges in
responding to the constant new reporting
requests in a timely manner. This article outlines
these ten challenges and then discusses how
institutions need to rethink their reporting
infrastructures.
1. The number of reports to be produced is
increasing. As an example of the scale and
scope of the increasing number of reports
banks need to produce, the CRD IV COREP
and FINREP reporting frameworks in Europe
require more than 115 reports, corresponding
to more than 35,000 data points. Moreover,
financial groups need to produce these
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granular. An additional complexity is that, on

specific initiatives, such as the Dodd-Frank Act
Requirement Directive (CRD) IV or European
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2. The reports are becoming significantly more

IV COREP and FINREP, as was previously
mentioned
»» In Europe, trade-level reporting is required
for derivatives transactions, as part of
EMIR
»» In the US, some loan-level reports are
required, as part of CCAR (FRY-14) reports
»» In the UK, the Firm Data Submission
Framework (FDSF) requires information
to be reported per granular portfolios,
defined as a combination of legal entity,
business unit, product type, asset class,
and currency – with more detailed
information to be reported for the top 20
counterparties in each portfolio
3. There is a greater focus on the consistency
and reconciliation of reports. Accurate and
consistent data management is at the core
of integrated regulatory reporting. For many
banks, the greatest challenge in developing
a regulatory reporting infrastructure is with
understanding how to integrate a broad array

REGULATORY SPOTLIGHT

Table 1 Number of reports required and data points for CRD IV COREP and FINREP

Report Types

Number of Reports

Number of Data Points

EU CRD IV COREP
Credit Risk

13

Market Risk

8

6,567

Liquidity Coverage

4

3,534

Stable Funding

2

3,004

Capital Adequacy

6

569

Operational Risk

2

393

Leverage Ratio

6

257

Large Exposures

6

125

Leverage Ratio (Consolidated Only)

1

49

Group Solvency

1

48

49

31,393

FINREP part 1

35

2,864

FINREP part 1 (local GAAP only)

6

229

FINREP part 2

10

408

FINREP part 3

4

151

FINREP part 4

14

437

FINREP Total

69

4,089

COREP Total

16,847

EU CRD IV FINREP

of datasets into a single coherent dataset, in

4. The frequency of reporting is rising. The

a central repository. The dataset must include

scale and scope of many regulatory reports

fully harmonized transaction-level risk and

mean that manual or even semi-automated

finance data so it can deliver fully reconciled

calculations that banks might have used in the

reports.

past are no longer feasible. Highly automated

For instance:

processes that leverage built-in calculation

»» In Europe, more than 75,000 validation
rules are specified by the European
Banking Authority (EBA) on COREP reports
to check for consistencies
»» In the UK, detailed reconciliation checks

formulas should be used as widely as possible
to meet the demands of accurate, consistent,
auditable, and timely results.
For instance:
»» Monthly, weekly, or even daily reports

are performed between FDSF, COREP,

to be produced for Basel III liquidity risk

FINREP, and Pillar 3 reports, and then have

indicators (e.g., Liquidity Coverage Ratio,

to be reported to the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA)
»» More than 9,000 validation rules
are defined by the Office of the

or LCR)
»» In the US, some CCAR reports (FRY 14-M)
are required on a monthly basis
»» The Financial Stability Board (FSB) Phase 2

Superintendent of Financial Institutions

reports will be required on a monthly basis

(OSFI) in Canada for local Basel Capital

(with a weekly frequency as an ultimate

Adequacy Reports (BCAR)

goal)

»» Reconciliation points are defined by US
regulators between various reporting
stacks, such as between call reports (e.g.,
FRY 9C) and CCAR or DFAST reports (e.g.,
FRY-14, FRY-16)

5. The format, data points, and metrics
of reports need to be standardized.
Various regulatory efforts are underway to
standardize reporting across institutions and
across different regulatory jurisdictions.
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For instance:

There will be an increase in Pillar 3 disclosure

»» FSB initiative to standardize a

requirements on:

counterparty Legal Entity Identifier (LEI)
»» The Basel Committee on Banking

»» Basel III Risk-Weighted Assets (RWA) and
eligible capital

Supervision’s (BCBS) new standardized

»» Liquidity risk (LCR)

approach for measuring derivatives

»» Leverage ratio

exposure in Counterparty Credit Risk (SA-

»» Top employee bonuses and
compensation plans

CCR)
»» Various worldwide standardization
initiatives around trade repository
»» In the US, standardization initiatives from
the Office of Financial Research (OFR)
6. Additional reporting requirements
are imposed on systemic institutions.
Institutions designated as systemic face
additional reporting requirements.
For instance:

8. New technology standards are being
introduced. In addition to the content of
reports, institutions will need to upgrade their
technology to meet new requirements.
For instance:
»» Extensible Business Reporting Language
(XBRL)
»» Financial Products Markup Language
(FPML)

»» Additional FSB reports (Phase 1, 2, and 3)
required for global systemically important
banks (G-SIBs)
»» Additional CCAR reporting requirements
for US banks with more than $50 billion in
total assets
»» Additional FDSF reporting requirements
for the eight UK local systemically
important financial institutions (SIFIs)
7. Enhanced transparency and public disclosure
requirements are required. The importance
of the increase in reporting will be magnified,
as information will be publicly disclosed.

9. New reports have aggressive timelines.
The aggressive timelines demanded by
regulators also adds urgency for companies
to automate their processes. For instance,
there was less than six months in the EU
to comply with the latest CRD IV reporting
requirement updates.
10. There has been an increase of ad hoc onetime reporting requests. The increase in
supervisory interaction also increases the
need for financial institutions to respond to
ad hoc requests by regulators.

Figure 1 EBA timeline – publication of reporting requirements
EBA CRD IV COREP & FINREP XBRL
Taxonomies updates (draft)
(taxonomy 2.0.1)
- September 30th reporting date
- Adding forbearance, non-performing
exposures, and assets encumbrance
March 21st

EBA CRD IV COREP & FINREP
XBRL Taxonomies 1st version
(taxonomy 2.0.1)
December 2nd

December 2013

January 2014

March 2014

CRD IV reporting
requirements adopted by EC
January 8th

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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April 2014
EBA delays first
remittances to June 30th
April 16th
EBA published a list of
erroneous validity checks
to be deactivated
April 16th
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For instance:

anymore to create a new silo project and build

» Additional information required as part of

a new database to cope with any new reporting

the Asset Quality Review (AQR) initiative

requirements. An organization cannot produce

in Europe

timely and accurate reports if, at each reporting

» Information reported to the Basel

date, they spend all their effort and time

Committee for its Quantitative Impact

reconciling multiple reports from various siloed

study, such as Basel III monitoring

systems. The system would rapidly become

exercises to help regulators properly

obsolete as it could not handle the latest data

assess the impact of the proposed rules

points or the level of granularity required.

and calibrate their models

Regulatory reporting objectives

RETHINKING REGULATORY REPORTING
INFRASTRUCTURES

The primary regulatory reporting project

To cope with these challenges, institutions need

by reports. The focus should be on building a

to rethink their reporting infrastructures. This

centralized risk data warehouse with granular

current environment has created an opportunity

transaction-level and counterparty information.

to move to an integrated approach, breaking

The transaction-level records that capture all

the internal silos between risk and finance. It

the detailed characteristics of banks’ asset,

will change the role of the regulatory reporting

liabilities, and off-balance sheet exposures

function from an “after-the-fact” compliance

will automatically be reconciled with financial

mandate to the strategic mission of providing

accounting statements. Workflow processes

the real-time detailed risk analytics required by

will be implemented to easily perform, validate,

business departments to make accurate decisions

and monitor the required adjustments. The risk

and properly price risk.

metrics computed by the various risk engines will

The paradigm is also changing. It is not sufficient
anymore to aggregate current portfolio data
and to compare these metrics with historical

objective should be on data, and not be driven

then, as much as possible, be back-allocated at
a transaction-level, creating a “golden source” of
information for all types of reports and allowing
banks to better allocate regulatory capital and

As an example of the scale and scope of the increasing number of
reports banks need to produce, the CRD IV COREP and FINREP reporting
frameworks in Europe require more than 115 reports, corresponding to
more than 35,000 data points.
time-series. The information reported must be
much more forward looking and include forecast
metrics according to various stress testing
scenarios. Similar to the way the scenarios
that simulate a future financial crisis cannot
necessarily be derived from past observations,
the metrics and dimensions that are combined
to produce meaningful reports may change over
time and are scenario-dependent.
To comply with both regulators and internal
stakeholders, as well as keep up with evolving
reporting demands, a bank’s reporting
infrastructure will need to be flexible and rely on
granular data sources. It is certainly not possible

funding costs per business lines down to trading
desks. At origination, pre-deal checking should
enable banks to assess additional risk profiles
and regulatory costs generated by new trades in
real-time, allowing them to match the metrics
with their internal limits and accurately price
for it.
When producing a forecast on the dynamic
views of the balance sheet, it should be possible
to easily increase the granularity of the results
and to explore the reported data points to cope
with different reporting needs. Producing a new
regulatory report with more granular or updated
dimensions is then just a matter of properly
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querying and aggregating already available data.

Trends in “Big Data” technologies and practices

Of course, the volume of information required

will certainly facilitate the change toward

in a centralized risk data warehouse may be

accessible and granular data that regulators and

significant, but banks can leverage new in-

internal stakeholders of financial institutions

memory technologies to process and aggregate

need to easily “query on demand” so they may

millions of records in real-time. Such advanced

perform near real-time analysis. A country data

technologies also allow firms to easily drill

consortium may be created to capture and

down into aggregated reports or management

centralize these datasets for regulators and other

monitoring dashboards and breakdown the

type of analysts. This would lead to an increase

reported figures per counterparty – by general

in the transparency of the financial system and

ledger account level or transactions. This

much better tools to detect systemic risk and

information allows banks to fully understand the

new financial bubbles.

origins of the risks taken and to easily monitor
changes from one reporting date to another.

With integrated regulatory reporting, financial
institutions will progressively move from

Regulators have evolved from asking for pre-

report-centric silos to a data-driven and holistic

formatted aggregated reports to granular

infrastructure, from pre-formatted reports to

transactions or counterparty data (e.g., US CCAR

“Big Data” technology standards that allow ad

The paradigm is also changing. It is not sufficient anymore to aggregate
current portfolio data and to compare these metrics with historical timeseries. The information reported must be much more forward looking and
include forecast metrics according to various stress testing scenarios.
transaction level reports or UK FDSF quarterly

hoc and individualized risk analysis. The easier

reports). They want to be able to re-process

it is for analysts to perform their own ad hoc

such data points with their own models to

assessment of financial risk instead of relying on

challenge and benchmark the internal models

the same “one-size-fits-all” aggregated reports,

of banks. Standardization efforts are underway

the safer the financial system will certainly be.

to normalize such data points (e.g., LEI, trade
repository, XBRL).
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IMPLEMENTING AN EFFECTIVE STRESS
TESTING PROGRAM FOR RISK MANAGEMENT
GOVERNANCE AND REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE
By Cayetano Gea-Carrasco

Banks continue to adhere to new governance-related requirements
on stress testing, designed to improve their risk management
frameworks. This article discusses the regulatory view on governance
for stress testing in the US, UK, and euro zone, as well as aspects
of governance best practice and implementing an effective stress
testing program.

Cayetano Gea-Carrasco
Head of Stress Testing Services
and Advisory

Cayetano works with financial institutions on credit
portfolio management across asset classes, derivatives
pricing, CVA / Counterparty Credit Risk analytics,
stress testing, and liquidity management.

Financial Institutions across the globe are

consider a series of remedial actions, including,

preparing for new governance-related

but not limited to, asset disposals, changes in

requirements on stress testing, which represent

the banks’ dividend policies and/or inability

the latest regulatory efforts to improve

to pay dividends, mandatory issuance of new

banks’ risk management frameworks and the

equity, leverage and growth limitations, and the

responsibilities of their senior management.

mandatory conversion of contingent convertible

From an enterprise-wide perspective, the

debt (CoCos).2

regulators are requiring institutions to design
and implement a comprehensive stress testing

Effectively, regulators want banks to use stress

program and management controls with

testing as a part of their business management

clear objectives and operational owners, and

process – not only for regulatory compliance –

recommended actions for contingency planning.

which represents a significant challenge in terms

Under these frameworks, when regulatory

of data, systems integration, and workflow

expectations are not met, the regulators may

coordination.3 When designing a stress testing

Figure 1 The core requirements of the stress testing regulations are aligned across regions1



Euro zone

United Kingdom

United States

Regulatory body

EBA / ECB / NCA

BoE / PRA

Federal Reserve

Coverage

Largest euro zone / significant banks
(approx. 128 banks)

Largest UK banks and building societies

BHC & FBO; assets > than $10b (DFAST),
$50b (CCAR)

Liquidity coverage

Historical / AQR data – core (ADC, TR, CSV)
and additional (CSV) templates

FDSF – historical, year-end data and P&L
projections

FRY reports – A/Q/M data; P&L
projections

Data requirements
/ reporting

Bottom-up and challenger / top-down;
firms’ own models

Bottom-up / granular; firms’ own models

Bottom-up; firms’ own models;
dynamic projections

Scenarios

Regulatory baseline, stress scenario

Common stress, bespoke firm stress,
common baseline

Baseline, adverse, severely adverse; firms’
scenarios

Disclosure

Public disclosure of results (bottom-up)

Public disclosure of results

Public disclosure of results

Frequency

Annual (2009-2011 EBA); 2014 (ECB/EBA)

Annual

Mid year (regulator led); monthly /
quarterly (bank led)

Corrective measures / use of
outputs

Recapitalization plan

Input capital adequacy CRD IV & firms’
PRA buffer; FPC tool

125

Source: Moody’s Analytics1
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framework, this requirement provides a strong

frameworks for stress testing is the supervisory

incentive to further integrate data management,

letter SR 12-7. This policy sets expectations

stress testing analytics, and reporting into an

in terms of governance for those institutions

enterprise-wide stress testing platform.

subject to the Comprehensive Capital Analysis

United Kingdom – The BoE view on governance
for stress testing
The Bank of England Prudential Regulation
Authority (PRA) is introducing an annual stress
test to assess banks’ resilience, monitor the UK
financial system’s stability, and enhance capital

and Review (CCAR) and Dodd-Frank Act Stress
Test (DFAST) requirements. The regulatory
expectation on stress testing is that the results
of a stress testing program should be clear,
actionable, well supported, and commensurate
with the complexity and size of the organization.

and risk management practices at banks. This

“As noted under the new fifth principle of the

framework will be a core component of the

final guidance, a banking organization’s stress

capital and liquidity standards of the Bank of

testing framework will be effective only if it

England and facilitate granular, high-quality data

is subject to strong governance and controls

to the regulator for ongoing supervision.

to ensure that the framework functions as

The SS6/13 supervisory statement provides
banks with an overview of the regulatory
expectations for the stress testing program.4
Section 3.4 of this statement covers
requirements in terms of governance and
the involvement of an institution’s senior
management:

intended. This requirement will help ensure
that the framework contains core elements,
from clearly defined stress testing objectives
to recommended actions. Importantly, strong
governance provides critical review of elements
of the stress testing framework, especially
regarding key assumptions, uncertainties, and
limitations. A banking organization should

“The PRA expects a firm’s senior management

ensure that the stress testing framework is not

and governing body to be actively involved

isolated within a banking organization’s risk

We estimate that a quarter of banks still rely heavily on obsolete
technology, such as Excel spreadsheets and email systems, to provision
their stress testing.
and engaged in all relevant stages of the

management function, but is firmly integrated

firm’s stress testing and scenario analysis

into business lines, capital and asset-liability

program. This would include establishing an

committees, and other decision-making bodies.”

appropriate stress testing program, reviewing
the program’s implementation (including the
design of scenarios) and challenging, approving
and taking action based on the results of the
stress tests. The PRA expects firms to assign
adequate resources, including IT systems, to
stress testing and scenario analysis, taking into

In addition, the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC) has also released a proposal
that would require banks with more than $50
billion in assets to form new risk governance
structures, aligned with the Federal
Reserve requirements.

account the stress testing techniques employed,

“Banking organizations must design and

so as to be able to accommodate different and

implement comprehensive compliance and

changing stress tests at an appropriate level of

risk governance programs for the Volcker

granularity.”

Rule, Dodd-Frank liquidity risk management

United States – The Federal Reserve view on
governance for stress testing

standards, capital planning and stress testing,

The best policy guidance from the Federal

as well as other important legal and regulatory

Reserve (the Fed) that speaks to governance and

developments. The Federal Reserve and FDIC

the changing derivatives regulatory landscape
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apply similar risk governance principles to large

In addition, the Capital Requirements

state banks and all three U.S. banking agencies

Regulation (CRR) states that the EBA expects

apply some or all of these principles, over time,

to develop draft regulatory standards for the

to mid-size banking organizations.”

methodologies used by the competent national

Euro zone – The ECB/EBA view on governance
for stress testing

European Commission by the end of 2014

(i.e., EBA, ECB) have not published guidance

(likely after the ECB releases the results from

for any new governance requirements

the Comprehensive Assessment – AQR and EBA

specifically applicable in cases of a stress test,

stress tests). Therefore, more specific stress

the Capital Requirements Directive IV (CRD

testing governance guidance may be published

IV) does introduce clear corporate governance

at that stage, especially if a regular stress testing

arrangements and mechanisms for European

exercise is established for ongoing monitoring

banks that affect the design and implementation

and as an early warning indicator to minimize

of a stress testing program.

banking crises in Europe.

The CRD IV rules concern the composition
of boards and their function and role in risk
oversight and strategy in order to improve their
effectiveness.6 In addition, the market consensus
is that an additional set of specific requirements
on corporate governance for stress testing
programs would be introduced in the near
future if a regular stress test is requested by the
European Central Bank (ECB) and/or European
Banking Authority (EBA).
The status and the independence of the risk
management function at institutions are also
enhanced under the CRD IV. For example, the
CRD IV states that supervisory authorities will
scrutinize the banks’ governance arrangements,
their corporate culture, and the ability of their
management body to perform its duties. Further,
supervisory authorities are required to play an
important role in monitoring the risk governance
arrangements of banks, which affects the stress
testing governance programs at institutions.7

Aspects of governance best practice
Governance has become a key tenet of stress
testing programs in banks and a qualitative
measure used by regulators to assess the rigor,
auditability, and repeatability of the banks’
internal stress testing business processes.
While all but one bank passed the quantitative
assessment in the recent 2013/2014 US CCAR
test, four more failed on qualitative grounds.
For example, the Fed’s 2014 CCAR objected
to the capital plans of Citigroup, Santander,
Royal Bank of Scotland, Zions, and HSBC due
to qualitative deficiencies in their governance
framework, analysis, internal controls,
information systems, and assumptions when
performing stress testing and creating their
capital plans.10 As a consequence, these
institutions cannot implement their capital
plans (including increasing the pay-outs ratios
or capital distributions to shareholders) until an
updated plan is resubmitted and remediation
actions implemented. The final result is

Regarding remediation actions when minimum

important, but it is also crucial that banks show

capital levels are not met by the banks under

how stress testing-related metrics are calculated

supervision, the CRD IV already prohibits

and used at the institution.

banks from making distributions of dividends
in relation to Common Equity Tier 1 capital
to an extent that would trigger a breach of
their combined buffer requirement. Under this
scenario, institutions will also have to submit
a capital conservation plan to their competent
authorities.8 This requirement is consistent with
the stress testing-related remediation actions in
other jurisdictions.
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The EBA will submit those standards to the

Although the relevant European authorities

5
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supervisory authorities when assessing risk.9

Regulators consider it a failure in management
when data is not available, and a lapse in
governance when data is present but a
managerial team is unable to turn it into
actionable information in a timely fashion. In
either case, both are likely to lead to a failed
stress test evaluation on qualitative grounds
and the delivery of an urgent Matters Requiring
Attention (MRA) letter.

REGULATORY SPOTLIGHT

It can be time consuming to set up and execute

4. It is absolutely essential that banks

a stress testing governance program to enable

implement stress testing-specific business

oversight of the stress testing process, the

information systems that can institutionalize

construction and execution of a defined stress

their stress testing framework and provide

testing process framework, and a single point

the functionality to manage data, control and

of contact with the regulatory bodies. The

orchestrate workflows, run scenario analysis

generation of ever-changing swathes of data can

while seamlessly integrating the banks’

become as much of a hindrance as a help.

models, and automate the generation of

There are a number of considerations that
leaders should focus their attentions on when

regulatory and management reports.
5. It is likely that complex banks with foreign

considering stress testing governance programs:

banking operations in multiple geographies

1. By its nature, stress testing is ubiquitous

tests by different regulatory bodies using

and requires cooperation, collaboration,

different scenarios in different territories.

and participation between business units.

When reviewing options for the infrastructure

Banks should set up a single stress testing

to support governance and control across

program board charged with the centralized

geographies, banks must consider the ability

coordination and oversight of bank-wide

to quickly adapt to international standards

will be required to execute simultaneous

Governance has become a key tenet of stress testing programs in
banks and a qualitative measure used by regulators to assess the rigor,
auditability, and repeatability of the banks’ internal stress testing business
processes. While all but one bank passed the quantitative assessment in the
recent 2013/2014 US CCAR test, four more failed on qualitative grounds.
stress testing activities. This board should be

and languages while providing results

led by the CRO and report to the executive

consistent with their other territories.

board and CEO.
2. Due to the pervasive nature of bank stress

6. Most banks typically take between one and
four months to run their stress test. With

testing, the aggregation, consolidation,

automation and improved efficiency, comes

and ultimate control and management of

the opportunity to reduce the time required

bank-wide data must also be considered a

and more frequently run stress tests. Banks

priority for management teams. Without the

that embrace this opportunity will reduce

ability to efficiently pull together a complete

costs and reap long-term business benefits.

picture of data across the bank, baseline that

Stress testing then has the potential to move

data, and then run scenarios in a controlled,

from a typically regulatory-driven exercise to

methodical, and repeatable manner, teams

a business-as-usual activity that contributes

can spend all of their time on data collection

an additional dimension to the banks’ risk

and quality issues rather than on the

appetite measurement and capital planning

evaluation of results.

and budgeting analysis.

to chaos, confusion, and hugely inefficient

Governance elements needed to implement an
effective stress testing program

and expensive processes. We estimate that a

Regulators have increased their focus and

quarter of banks still rely heavily on obsolete

expectations on documentation, workflow,

technology, such as Excel spreadsheets

processes, and unstructured information to

and email systems, to provision their stress

emphasize the importance of stress testing

testing.

as both a risk management and supervisory

3. On an enterprise-wide scale, this can lead
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tool. The coordination with other relevant

technology, risk, auditing, and business lines).

regulatory processes (e.g., Internal Capital

Therefore, designing a proper stress testing

Adequacy Assessment Process, or ICAAP) and

governance framework is a necessary condition

requirements by jurisdictions is also critical

to successfully operationalize the stress testing

when operationalizing a stress testing program

requirements (internal and regulatory-driven)

– especially for global banks that may be subject

and set an effective, consistent view across

to the CCAR in the US, Bank of England PRA in

the organization. Some of the questions that

the UK, and EBA/ECB stress tests in Europe.

institutions must answer to properly design a

A stress testing program should focus on
automating and streamlining the workflow
process across the enterprise, identifying
dependencies, and maximizing the return-oninvestment by addressing key elements

stress testing framework are:
»» Technology and workflow design: How to
best operationalize the stress testing program
at the bank?
»» Governance: Who are the owners of the
respective tasks? Which body is responsible

(see Figure 2).
The roles and responsibilities of the institution’s
board of directors and senior management
in the stress testing program are important.
For example, in its discussion paper, the
Bank of England stresses the need for senior
management and the board to be closely
engaged with the stress testing exercise. In the
US, banks’ senior management must provide the
board of directors with sufficient information to
facilitate their understanding of the firm’s stress
testing for capital planning purposes.
From an operational perspective, a stress testing
program requires close collaboration among
different stakeholders at a bank (e.g., finance,

for the validation of results? What internal
controls are needed? What framework is
requested for each jurisdiction where the bank
is subject to regulatory supervision?
»» Policies and communication practices: Which
policies and practices should banks use for the
enterprise-wide stress testing function? How
should banks build effective communication
flows across divisions and business units?
»» Consistency: Is there an alignment between
internal/business units and regulatory stress
testing requirements under applicable
jurisdictions?
»» Dependencies: What are the key
dependencies across the areas affected by the

Figure 2 Key elements of a stress testing program

» Forecasting dividend policies
» Reverse stress testing
» RoE/RoA analysis/projections under
scenarios/strategies
» Budgeting planning

AQR &
Balance Sheet
Reviews
Dividend
Planning &
Budgeting

» Data quality and integrity
» Harmonized NPLs and RWAs definitions

Strategic
Planning &
Forecasting
Stress Testing

» ILAAP
» LCR forecasting
» Funding projections
» Liquidity stress testing
» HQLA optimization strategies

Liquidity
Planning &
Management

Capital
Planning &
ICAAP

Risk Appetite

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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» Regulatory and internal driven
scenarios
» Strategic planning
» What-if analysis
» Inclusion of the living wills
» Quantify contingency planning metrics
» CCAR, PRA, EBA, ECB
» Dynamic balance sheet forecasting
» Pre-provision net revenue forecasting
» Margins/volumes
» M&A activity

» Growth strategy, M&As, deleverage
» Setting risk limits & RAROC pricing
» Capital allocation

REGULATORY SPOTLIGHT

stress testing program, especially reporting,

»» Auditing and regulatory compliance: Can

architecture and IT, modeling, data, and

the results, models, data, and systems be

regulatory processes (e.g., ICAAP, ILAAP)?

audited? Does the data infrastructure meet

»» Key performance and risk indicators: What are
the KPIs linked to the stress testing program?
How should banks reconcile these with the
regulatory indicators and regulatory process?
»» Modeling: Are the models properly designed
and aligned with the goals of the stress
testing program at the institution (e.g., level
of granularity, top-down vs. bottom-up, etc.)?
»» Contingency planning: Are the results of the
stress testing program used for contingency
planning? Does the stress testing program
provide actionable results for the business?
»» Documentation: Is the documentation solid
and complete? Does the documentation meet

the BCBS principles on data aggregation
and management?11
Finally, enterprise stress testing programs
must be integrated into financial institutions’
management and governance frameworks to
guarantee a consistent view across businesses,
jurisdictions, regulatory requirements, and
budgeting/accounting projections at both a
group and subsidiaries level. Therefore, the
institutions’ process and governance framework
for stress testing calculations and workflows
is becoming even more important than the
calculation itself.

the regulatory expectations on stress testing?

1	European Banking Authority (EBA), European Central Bank (ECB), National Competent Authorities (NCA), Bank of England (BoE),
Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA), Asset Quality Review (AQR), Advanced data collection (ADC), Transparency (TR) and
Calculation, Validation & Support (CSV) Templates, Firm Data Submission Framework (FDSF), Financial Policy Committee (FPC),
Capital Requirements Directive IV (CRD IV), Bank Holding Companies (BHC), Foreign Banking Organizations (FBO).
2	Under the Comprehensive Review being performed by the European Central Bank, the trigger is set at 5.5% Common Equity Tier 1
Capital. Under the Capital Requirements Regulation, banks can generate up to 1.5% of additional Tier 1 equity by issuing CoCos.
3	For example, the Fed’s Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review and the Bank of England PRA.
4	Stress testing, scenario analysis, and capital planning, Bank of England, December 2013.
6 From November 4th, 2014 on, the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) will be responsible for the supervisory function in Europe.
7	Art. 91 CRD IV and Art. 88 CRD IV, respectively.
8 Art. 74 I CRD IV and CRD IV, Art 98 VII, Art 117 I (a) CRD IV, respectively.
9	Art. 141 CRD IV.
10 Deutsche Bank and Barclays will likely be subject to the CCAR upon the implementation of the Fed’s Foreign Banking 		
Organizations proposal by July 1st, 2016.
11 Principles for Effective Risk Data Aggregation and Risk Reporting, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, January 2013.
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DATA: THE FOUNDATION OF RISK
MANAGEMENT
By Brian Heale
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Brian is an insurance and Solvency II specialist who
has significant experience in technology solutions
for the global insurance industry. He has an in depth
knowledge of the life and pensions business, coupled
with a comprehensive understanding of enterprise
technology.

Obtaining and storing data is crucial, but it is only the first step. To
facilitate effective risk decisions, data must be turned into the right
information and delivered to the right people in an understandable
format. This article focuses on developing an effective data
management framework for the analytical data used for regulatory
and business reporting.
As banks face increasing regulatory scrutiny, risk

Data became particularly relevant in the

managers and senior bankers must adapt their

requirements established by the Basel

current practices. These new practices range

Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) and

from implementing digital and mobile banking

published in 2013 (BCBS 239) in the document,

to dealing with low investment yields and capital

Principles for Effective Risk Data Aggregation and

strengthening. Systematically adapting these

Risk Reporting.2 These requirements consist of

practices to meet the evolving regulations – such

fourteen principles, ranging from governance

as Basel II and III, FINREP, COREP, International

and accuracy to IT structure and delivery. The

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 7 and 9,

BCBS principles are designed to help improve a

Dodd-Frank, Comprehensive Capital Analysis

bank’s ability to identify and manage bank-wide

and Review (CCAR), the European Central Bank’s

risks. Of the fourteen principles, four sections in

(ECB) Asset Quality Review (AQR), and the stress

particular relate to data:

tests – is proving particularly onerous. Table 1
provides an overview of the regulations and their
associated data requirements.
One core element woven through these
regulations is data. In particular, regulators seek
greater emphasis on data quality, accuracy,
granularity, full auditability (and lineage) of data
utilized, and going forward, a central analytical
data store.
Data is not only needed in greater volumes, but
also requires much greater levels of granularity
than ever before. In addition to regulatory
requirements for better data transparency, the
business side demands more information that
relies on data. Efficiently managing data in banks
is such a problem that a recent survey estimated
that it can take up to 7-10% of a bank’s
operating income.1
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»» Governance and Architecture
»» Risk Data Aggregation
»» Risk Reporting
»» Supervisory Review
While these principles apply only to globally
systematically important banks (G-SIBs) with a
target implementation date of January 1, 2016,
national supervisors may apply the principles
to domestically systematically important banks
(D-SIBs) as well.
In addition to the BCBS requirements, the
Financial Stability Board (FSB) Data Gaps
initiative also requests that SIFIs report
additional data (large exposures, liquidity, and
other balance sheet data). Regardless of the
regulatory requirements, these principles make
sound guidance for all banks.
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Table 1 An overview of regulations and data requirements
Regulation

Information/Data

Requirements

Basel

» Risk identification
» Capital adequacy
» Credit, market, OP, business, liquidity,
and reputational risk
» Exposures
» Stresses

»
»
»
»

FINREP

»
»
»
»

GAAP information
Change in reporting in fair value
Report certain economic hedges
Disaggregate by country of counterparty

» Integrate with existing reporting
platforms
» Identify and source correct data
» Increase granularity
» Develop efficient and effective reporting
process

COREP

»
»
»
»
»
»

Capital adequacy
Risk type
Group solvency
Immovable property loses
Securitizations
Large exposures

»
»
»
»

Stress Testing
(CCAR in US)

» Capital plan & capital adequacy under
stress
» Projected capital actions and balances
» FR Y-14 A/Q/M and FR Y-15

PERDARR (for G-SIBs)
Improve data quality
Improve controls and governance
Develop efficient and effective reporting
process
» ICAAP

Increase information
Improve granularity
Improve controls and governance
Develop efficient and effective reporting
process

» Centralize all the data necessary to
support stress testing models and
reporting requirements
» Fully automate process to efficiently
disclose reports in required format
» Audit, tracking, workflow, user
management

Source: Moody’s Analytics

Obtaining and storing data is crucial, but it is

Analytical data is different from the operational

only the initial step. To facilitate effective risk

or transactional data that banks traditionally use,

decisions, data must be turned into the right

in that it:

information and delivered to the right people in
an understandable format.

» Is sourced from different types of systems
– finance, assets, capital modeling, and

Most data projects do not fail because of technology – they fail because
the business was not able to define their data requirements. Defining these
requirements, however, is no easy task. According to a report by CSC, by
2020 the global pool of data will be 35 zettabytes (one zettabyte equals
nearly 1.1 trillion gigabytes) – 44 times greater than it was in 2009.
What is analytical data?

risk systems – many of which are highly

Analytical data is the data a bank uses in its

specialized and desktop-based. These systems

regulatory and business risk reporting and which

in turn rely on data from core administration

is the subject of the BCBS principles. What

systems.

comprises analytical data in a bank? Figure 1
illustrates the four main categories of analytical
data – finance, asset and liabilities, risk, and
capital planning.

» Requires a high degree of granularity to
support multi-dimensional reporting (e.g.,
interactive dash boards).
» Often has to be aggregated
and consolidated.
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Figure 1 The four main categories of analytical data

Finance Data
(Finance/GL Systems)

Risk/Basel II Data
(Risk, Capital & Credit Modeling Systems)

» IFRS 7 & 9

» Organizational structure

» Capital component group

» Market risk

» GAAP

» Supervisory details

» Capital allocation

» Credit risk

» Balance sheet

» Economic zone

» Economic capital

» Operational risk

» Adjustments

» Country of operation

» Regulatory capital

» Counterparty risk

» Other submissions

» Solo add-ons

» RAROC

» Concentration risk

Analytical/Risk Data
Assets & Liabilities

» RBRM

Capital / Financial Planning

» Interest income models

» Business forecasting / Budgeting models

» Interest expense models

» Strategy / risk appetite

» Liquidity / funding risk (funding cost, behavioral
models)

» P&L models (non-interest income / expense)
» Forecast positions (banking book / trading book)

» Forecast positions (usage, new volumes, credit
spreads)

» Stress testing

Source: Moody’s Analytics

»» Must be readily available, accurate, and
comprehensive (covering all risks) to support
monthly, quarterly, and annual reporting
cycles – as well as ad hoc and real-time
analyses.
»» Is used primarily in regulatory, business, and
financial reporting and to support risk and
capital decision-making.
For the most part, analytical data is used to
support monthly, quarterly, and annual reporting
cycles, but, increasingly, senior management is
looking for more real-time data, such as daily
market risk dashboards and continuous solvency
monitoring. A high level of granularity is crucial.
What are the key problems?
Companies are moving from putting their models
and calculations together in order to comply with
Basel II from a technical perspective. Increasingly,
banks are realizing just how dependent they are
on the quality of data within their calculations.
The fundamental problem is banks have an
extensive amount of analytical data stored in
multiple systems, which have their own data
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models, standards, and technology. This results
in seven key problem areas:
1. Massive amounts of data
Banks have large amounts of different types
of data stored in multiple, siloed systems
based on entities, lines of businesses, risk
types, etc. Many of these systems are old
and antiquated, with no standardized data
models or data sets. They are essentially
legacy systems. After identifying what
systems contain analytical data, extracting,
standardizing, and consolidating it is the
next challenge.
2. Lack of a common data model
and standards
Few banks today have an enterprisewide analytical data model, which makes
standardizing data sets and aggregating
data difficult.
3. Reliance on manual data processes
Many banks still employ large numbers of
employees to review and validate data, as

REGULATORY SPOTLIGHT

well as find “gaps.” This manual approach is

does not have predefined relationships), such

slow, costly, and almost impossible to analyze

as within portfolios or derivatives, and is

and audit.

not stored in existing centralized databases.
Aggregating unstructured data and combining

4. Low quality data and audit trails

it with structured data is the key challenge.

Most banks struggle with the poor quality of

6. Accurate counterparty data

data held in their core systems due to input
errors, unchecked changes, and the age of

A particular problem for banks is getting the

the data. This limitation is compounded by

deep, accurate, and granular counterparty

the fact that banks often have multiple loan,

data essential for credit risk modeling –

credit card, asset, administration, and finance

classification, jurisdiction, entity type, etc.

systems with no common data (or metadata)

Complexity increases with guarantors and

models. The lack of sound audit trails and

insurers between layers. Counterparty data

lineage are an issue, particularly with legacy

can also come from multiple sources.

systems and manual processes.

7. Regulatory compliance

5. Structured and unstructured data

A plethora of regulatory initiatives focus on

A significant amount of data within a bank

accurate and correct data at the right level

is still unstructured (e.g., information that

of granularity with full audit trails. Banks not

Figure 2 Data management and governance framework
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Source: Moody’s Analytics
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only need governance frameworks, but also IT

5. Analytical Data Repository: This repository

platforms that actually deliver and

is a relational database that stores analytical

aid compliance.

data in a structured and accessible format for

It is also important that banks implement a data
governance and IT architecture framework, as
well as quality standards that not only meet
the requirements of BCBS, but also satisfy the
needs of both internal and external auditors. This
governance framework must be supported by an
IT architecture that manages and automates the
data management and reporting processes.
Data management and reporting architecture
Technology is a key element in analytical data
management and governance, particularly for
quality control, auditability, and delivery of

querying and reporting. It typically consists of
a staging area where “raw” data can be loaded
prior to quality checking and validation
and a results area where approved data can
be locked-down for reporting purposes.
Organizations can have a single repository
with multiple datamarts built in or dedicated
data repositories for each major type of data.
6. OLAP Cubes: OLAP cubes are
multidimensional views (constructed by IT)
on the data tables stored in the repository,
which enable data to be loaded into reports
and dashboards.

Perhaps one of the most interesting recent developments is the ability to
enrich validated data with extra data from external sources, such as the
sociographic or demographic data of policyholders or buying habits from
supermarket chains. This widening of data types is particularly useful for
enhancing the single view of a customer. It does, however, add a layer of
complexity into the system.
information. Figure 2 depicts one possible data

that interrogates the repository in a

number of integrated technology components.

structured manner based on OLAP cubes

1. Source Systems: All banks have multiple core
banking systems (client, loan, credit, etc.),
as well as specialist treasury, asset, finance,

dashboards, and queries.
8. Enterprise-Wide Data Model: Effectively,
this is a common map of all the analytical

which analytical data needs to be extracted.

data elements that an organization needs,

(ETL) tools extract data automatically from
source systems, transform it into a common
format, and load it into data quality tools or
directly into a data repository.
4. Data Profiling and Quality Tools: Data

and which should be used by all risk
systems. Without a common data model, no
data standards can be imposed to aid user
understanding, making ETL and aggregation
much harder.
9. Workflow Engines: Data management and

Profiling tools automate the identification

reporting tasks can be defined, documented,

of problematic data prior to loading it in

and then executed and controlled by a

the repository, collect statistics about that

workflow engine.

data, and present it in a useable report-based
format. Data quality tools automatically
improve the quality of data based on logic,
rules, and algorithms supplemented by expert
human analysis.
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to physically produce and render reports,

forecasting, and modeling systems from

2/3. ETL Tools: Extract, Transform, and Load
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7. Reporting Engine: This engine is technology

management and governance framework using a

10/11. Governance and Compliance
Framework: This is a data management
and reporting governance framework
supplemented with internal and external
auditing practices.
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Improving data quality

data management framework to support risk

A key element in the management of data is

management and compliance within a bank.

improving the quality of raw data held in the
source and modeling systems. Figure 3 illustrates
a detailed process to improve data quality.

1. In relation to data, banks have to think of
IT as more of a profit center, rather than
just as a cost center. Data is key not only for

Within the data quality process, there are two

regulatory compliance and reporting, but also

factors to consider. First, data quality should

for the business decision-making process.

not be regarded as a one-off process. New data
is always emerging, so there has to be a process
to monitor data quality on an ongoing basis.

2. Banks need to understand the value of
analytical data to the organization. They
should develop an enterprise data model

The documentation of this process should be

and standardize data sets across the bank.

automated as much as possible.

This will break down silos and greatly help

Second, data continues to diversify. Perhaps one

aggregation and analysis.
3. Ensuring the quality of analytical data is

of the most interesting recent developments
is the ability to enrich validated data with

absolutely critical – without this, the accuracy

extra data from external sources, such as

of all generated risk and capital numbers

the sociographic or demographic data of

becomes questionable.

policyholders or buying habits from supermarket
chains. This widening of data types is particularly
useful for enhancing the single view of a

5. Most banks already have some components

complexity into the system.

that could form the foundation of a data
management framework. It is important to

Eight critical success factors
Given the complexity of the types of data, and
reporting, where do the banks go from here?
The following is a list of eight critical factors
for success in implementing an effective

be treated as an ongoing process, which is
documented and reviewed on a regular basis.

customer. It does, however, add a layer of

the effort required in order to process it for

4. Data quality is not a one-off exercise – it must

leverage existing technologies as a starting
point and then enhance them with new
components as required.
6. Regulatory reporting is highly prescribed, but
business reporting less so. It is dependent on

Figure 3 Detailed process for improving data quality
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Data Profiling/ Quality

Cleansing & Deduping

Data Standardization

Quality Monitoring

Enrichment

Extract data from
source systems:

Use logic algorithms and
rules (both general and
specific to the banking
industry) to produce a
picture of the overall data
quality

»» Identify and modify
corrupt or inaccurate
data
»» Remove or modify
incomplete, incorrect, or
inaccurate data
»» Retain only one unique
instance of the data

»» Execute a series of data
quality checks and
validation rules
»» Use a data management
tool with pre-built data
quality rules (both
general and industry
specific)
»» Enhance with userdefined rules

»» Track ongoing data
quality within the context
of a data governance
framework
»» Use software to autocorrect the variations
based on pre-defined
business rules

Enhance the value of internally
held data by appending related
attributes from external
sources (for example, consumer
demographic attributes or
geographic data)

Improve quality

Ongoing monitoring

Enrich value

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Loan & Credit
Customer
Asset
Finance
Forecasting
Treasury
ALM/Modeling
Risk
Load to
profiling tools

Identify inaccuracies
and errors

Clean up data

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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the business practitioners to define precisely

was not able to define their data requirements.

the information they need in reports and

Defining these requirements, however, is

dashboards. Thus, the business must liaise

no easy task. According to a report by CSC,

closely with IT to define their reporting

by 2020 the global pool of data will be 35

requirements in terms of information, drill-

zettabytes (one zettabyte equals nearly 1.1

through capabilities, frequency, delivery, etc.

trillion gigabytes) – 44 times greater than it was

IT can then consider the data, data structures,

in 2009.3 Establishing a framework to manage

source systems, and gaps that need to be

and make sense of the mountains of data and

filled to meet those needs.

associated complexity is therefore of paramount

7. Banks should ensure there are capabilities and
processes in place to meet ad hoc reporting

To foster more informed, risk-aware

requests from supervisors and demands

decisions, banks must turn data into the right

during crises.

information, delivered to the right people in an

8. While spreadsheets remain an important

understandable format. Building an effective

element of analytical data, they need to be

data management framework for analytical data

carefully managed and controlled.

will enable banks to enhance their regulatory

Most data projects do not fail because of
technology – they fail because the business

1

importance.

and business reporting and be well positioned to
flexibly scale with their data needs.

American Banker, 9 Big Data Challenges Banks Face, Penny Crosman, August 2012.

2	 Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Principles for Effective Risk Data Aggregation and Risk Reporting, January 2013.
3 CSC, Big Data Universe Beginning to Explode, 2012.
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INTEGRATING RESOLUTION PLANNING INTO
RISK MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE AND
CHANGE PROGRAMS
By Cayetano Gea-Carrasco

This article discusses the importance of effective resolution plans,
given their impact throughout a business. Resolution plans provide
a strong incentive for redesigning an infrastructure change program
by identifying the gaps in the current risk management and data
aggregation infrastructure, and achieving synergies under an
enterprise-wide risk management architecture.
Designing, implementing, executing, and

1. Single point-of-entry (SPE)

deploying effective recovery and resolution plans

2. Multiple points-of-entry (MPE)

(RRPs, or “living wills”) have become one of the
more important and complex risk management

Cayetano Gea-Carrasco
Head of Stress Testing Services
and Advisory

Cayetano works with financial institutions on credit
portfolio management across asset classes, derivatives
pricing, CVA / Counterparty Credit Risk analytics,
stress testing, and liquidity management.

3. Hybrid points-of-entry (HPE)

requirements imposed on financial institutions

Under the SPE resolution strategy, a resolution

by regulators. In the US, more than 120 banking

is initiated for the whole banking group (parent

organizations are subject to resolution planning

company) and led by a single authority. This

1

requirements. Under these requirements, when a

strategy is usually suitable for centralized

resolution plan is not credible and does not meet

banking groups where subsidiaries are not self-

the regulatory expectations, regulators can force

sufficient (e.g., funding and capital is provided to

a series of remedial actions, including, but not

the subsidiaries by the group).3

2

limited to, bail-ins, debt-to-equity swaps, growth
limitations, divestitures, or restructurings.

Under the MPE resolution strategy, the
resolution can be initiated for one subsidiary of

A recovery plan defines the resolving and

the banking group without contagion effects to

liquidation strategy for a financial institution

the parent or other subsidiaries; thus, avoiding

after incurring losses beyond the available

having to resolve the whole banking group.

capital under a stressed scenario. Therefore, the

One or multiple authorities for each jurisdiction

analytical quantification of those events plays

where the subsidiary is legally established can

an important role when designing a resolution

lead the MPE. This strategy is usually more

plan and the projected minimum loss absorbance

suitable for international retail banks that are

capacity (MLAC) under stress.

self-sufficient and where capital and funding is
located locally.

Types of resolution strategies
From an operational point of view, there are

The HPE resolution strategy is a combination of

three types of resolution strategies adapted to

both the SPE and MPE resolution frameworks.

the financial and corporate structure of banks,

The HPE provides additional flexibility to

regulatory regimes, business models, and

banks with a decentralized corporate structure

jurisdictions:

across regions and/or multiple regulations
(e.g., cross-border resolution initiatives). This
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strategy is more suitable for those international
banks with subsidiaries located in both diverse

organizational structure and the information
relating to each of them

geographies with an acting single regulator (e.g.,

» Map critical operations and core business lines

Single Supervisory Mechanism in Europe), as

» Generate information regarding material

well as geographies with their own regulatory

liabilities, off-balance sheet exposures,

bodies and capital, liquidity, and resolution

derivatives, trading, hedges, and major

requirements.4

counterparties (mapped to material entities)

Resolution plan trade-offs

Risk management systems and

There is a trade-off between SPE and MPE

critical functions

resolution plans. From an MLAC perspective,

» Ensure that the architecture for risk

SPE resolution mechanisms are usually more

management, data consolidation, and

efficient than the MPE or HPE frameworks where

aggregation is flexible and adaptable to all

capital is distributed across subsidiaries. On the

the potential resolution scenarios

other hand, MPE and HPE frameworks reduce

» Generate reporting at a legal entity level –

the contagion risk and potentially guarantee the

not only at a business unit level – with risk

survival of the banking group without disrupting

management architecture and systems (intra-

the operations of subsidiaries not subject to the

group exposures, hierarchy, and their seniority

resolution procedure.

should easily be identified and reported)
» Calculate the MLAC, optimize the allocation

Cataloging, mapping, and evaluating systems

under different resolution strategies, and

From an enterprise-wide infrastructure point of

align with a business model and cross-border,

view, institutions should catalogue the systems

jurisdiction-specific regulatory requirements

and map them to subsidiaries and legal entities.

In the US, more than 120 banking organizations are subject to resolution
planning requirements. Under these requirements, when a resolution plan
is not credible and does not meet the regulatory expectations, regulators
can force a series of remedial actions, including, but not limited to, bail-ins,
debt-to-equity swaps, growth limitations, divestitures, or restructurings.
At this stage, they should also evaluate the

Management information systems

enterprise-wide risk architecture to ensure that it

» Plan the potential data disruptions to

is aligned with a resolution plan. For example:

subsidiaries at a group level and ensure
business continuity must work under all

Governance
» Build policies, procedures, and internal
controls governing the preparation and the
approval of a resolution plan
» Describe the interconnections and
interdependencies among the holding
companies and their entities
» Create recovery strategies and
operational plans

border architecture design implications in
terms of data privacy and data quality
Resolution plan design: leadership focus
Designing a resolution plan also affects the data
aggregation strategy, models and analytics,
processes, infrastructure, governance, risk
management architecture, and reporting

» Pinpoint recovery triggers

systems. Therefore, leadership should focus

» Establish the severity of scenarios

on numerous aspects, including designing risk

» List all entities within an institution’s
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subsidiary has initiated the resolution
» Evaluate the ownership of the data and cross-

MLAC analytics

Organizational structure
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the potential scenarios, regardless of which

management infrastructure change programs
given the strategic nature of the resolution
plan for banks and evaluating the significant
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implications in their legal, technological, and
business model structures.
Some of these aspects are listed:
»» Governance framework and risk assessment
»» Design and relevance of assumptions for the
business model and legal structures
»» Data aggregation and reporting strategy
(across both legal entities and business lines)
»» Infrastructure deployment and change
program roadmap

»» Efficiency of capital and liquidity allocation;
calculation of the MLAC
»» Systemically important financial institution,
(SIFI) requirements (e.g., for those institution
subject to the SIFI classification in the host
country and/for the subsidiaries)
Finally, resolution plans provide a strong
incentive for redesigning the infrastructure
change program by identifying the gaps in the
current risk management and data aggregation

»» Stress testing architecture

infrastructure, as well as achieving synergies

»» Contingency planning and funding model

under true enterprise-wide risk management

»» Capital planning

architecture. Those institutions that accelerate

»» Scenario design and challenger plans

the change program in those areas will maximize

»» Ability to leverage existing analytics and

their return on investment and meet the

processes
»» Quantification, aggregation, and automation
of local stress testing frameworks

1

regulatory requirements more efficiently, while
adding value for the business, creditors, and
equity holders.

Bank of England, Solving too big to fail: where do things stand on resolution, 2013.

2	Dodd-Frank Act, Section 165 (d).
3 The FDIC has suggested SPE as its principal strategy of liquidation, December 2013.
4 European Parliament, Single resolution mechanism, 2013.
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APPROACHES TO
IMPLEMENTATION
Discover how to navigate the complexity that still hinders integrated risk
management and pinpoint key opportunities.

ENHANCING CREDIT DECISIONS WITH RISK
DATA
By Maurya Murphy

Maurya Murphy
Senior Director, Product
Management

Maurya is a commercial lending and origination
specialist who has in-depth and practical experience
with providing technology solutions for the global
lending industry. She assists banks with achieving
efficiencies, standardization, and consistency in their
global lending operations, from origination through
servicing.

This article shows how incorporating risk data elements improves
origination workflow by providing a higher degree of accuracy
in decisions, better assessment of total risk exposures, improved
compliance, and greater control over pricing – both from a data
consolidation and monitoring perspective.
In striving for higher operational efficiencies and

gatekeeper for every step of the origination

tighter alignment with regulatory compliance

process may afford credit and business teams

needs, lenders are seeking end-to-end origination

with higher levels of efficiency, by ensuring that

solutions with a high degree of automation. As

the right people make the right decisions at the

spreads remain tight for most lenders, ensuring

right time.

a low cost of ownership and future longevity
play critical roles in determining any investment
in origination platforms. These platforms must
also support increasingly dispersed and complex
business organizations.

In a 2013 CEB Tower Group poll of Commercial
Banking, 79% of executives reported that it is
critical or highly important to maximize their
credit application, approval, and booking rates.
A similar proportion reported that it is equally

The first step is to provide standard business

important to protect the credit portfolio from

functionality with configuration capabilities for

balance runoff and underutilization.1

different business lines, products, counterparty
group structures, and legal entities. This helps to

LOAN ORIGINATION PROCESS PHASES

redundant systems. Use of this approach alone,

a built-in approval and monitoring mechanism.

standardize data throughout the process and cuts Commercial loan origination is comprised of
costs by streamlining operations and eliminating several steps that require seamless transition and
however, fails to consider the shift in focus of
lending activities from purely credit decisions to
a credit risk-based decision, and thus prevents

data into each phase improves the transparency,
accuracy, and timeliness of credit decisions. It

As banks become more complex and diversified,

accordance with the level of risk undertaken.

for their borrowers also become increasingly
complex. Pressed by the need to monitor and
mitigate risks across boundaries – both for
compliance and profitability targets, banks
look to push through the risk strategy decisions
made at head offices to their front lines, where
loan applications and borrowers are routinely
assessed. Positioning risk as the overseer and
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helps explain how incorporating additional risk

credit managers from becoming risk intelligent.

aggregating information and total exposures
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Segmenting the activities into three phases

also ensures that a loan portfolio is diversified in

Phase 1 – Counterparty, Portfolio, and Account
Monitoring
Risk plays a critical component in the first
phase of the origination process. A thorough
examination of the existing and potential future
borrower relationship, limits, and exposure
is required not only from a sound business
and economic perspective, but also to satisfy
various regulatory guidelines (e.g., the Risk Data

APPROACHES TO IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1 Loan origination incorporating risk elements
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Source: Moody’s Analytics

Aggregation principals as issued under BCBS

introduce risk data as early in the origination

239). Introducing pre-qualification risk data such

lifecycle as possible to confirm that each loan

as pre-scoring, minimum acceptance criteria, and

passing through each phase in the process is

risk filters early in the process allows a bank to

qualified. This will guarantee the accuracy of

vet the borrower as meeting initial credit policy

the sales pipeline, and reduce the cost and time

and regulatory acceptance criteria. Similarly,

of origination by ensuring that the maximum

In a 2013 CEB Tower Group poll of Commercial Banking, 79% of executives
reported that it is critical or highly important to maximize their credit
application, approval, and booking rates. A similar proportion reported that
it is equally important to protect the credit portfolio from balance runoff
and underutilization.

the incorporation of rating tools that require

number of loans that start origination reach

minimum spreading will further complete the

booking.

borrower picture.

Phase 2 – Origination and Credit Analysis

Enhancing risk helps to ensure compliance with
the bank’s credit policy in terms of loan portfolio
concentrations in, for example, particular
industries, geographies, currencies, borrowers, or
loan types.

The origination, underwriting, and credit
analysis steps provide ample opportunity for risk
management to enhance the loan origination
process. A traditional credit-based approach
determines a borrower’s potential to default
through financial analysis, and calculates risk

As banks reinforce the organization’s risk

metrics, such as debt service coverage. However,

policy on the front line, it is important they

borrowers are interconnected through a maze
of financial and legal relationships. A better
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approach would take into account the borrower

the borrower. Covenant conditions that have

hierarchy, relationships, exposure, covenants,

been defined during the origination process must

financials, and risk metrics to aggregate total

be included in loan documentation and checked

risk. Armed with this comprehensive view of

against new facilities. Credit decisions must be

the borrower risk profile, lending banks have

transparent and auditable at all stages.

the opportunity to streamline operations by
routing different loans to different work queues
(e.g., auto-decisions, level one decisions, credit
committee decisions), while still understanding
the risk implications of each new loan.

indicators early in the process, which saves banks
time and money. Overlaying risk alerts also
secures a higher conversion rate of successful
opportunities progressing through the origination

that allow them to realize competitive

process.

on the credit policy of the bank. Portfolio
risk-based pricing enables banks to price their
loans by taking into account the loan portfolio
concentration and diversification strategy
they would like to achieve. In the highly
competitive loan market with tight margins,
portfolio risk-based pricing would also help
financial institutions acquire new customers

Improving origination workflow with risk data
This article discussed how incorporating
risk data elements improves the origination
workflow by providing a higher degree of
accuracy in decisions, better assessment of
total risk exposures, improved compliance, and
greater control over pricing – both from a data
consolidation and monitoring perspective.

from targeted sectors at competitive rates other

As banks become more complex and global,

banks could not afford. The banks’ risk-diversified

aggregating global information and total

portfolio composition would ensure that the

exposures for their borrowers becomes

new transactions meet minimum performance

increasingly challenging. Banks must monitor

metrics like risk-adjusted return on capital

and mitigate risks across boundaries to meet

(RAROC) and Sharpe Ratio at both transaction

compliance and profitability targets. They

and customer levels.

look to push risk strategy decisions made at

Phase 3 – Credit Decision and Due Diligence
In Phase 3, banks analyze and verify the
credit and risk data gathered throughout the
origination process. At this stage, banks must
reinforce their understanding of the proposed
risk in terms of subordination, covenants,
collateral, and off-balance sheet liabilities.
Collateral valuation and allocation must be
monitored throughout the life of an exposure
and any insufficiency immediately alerted.

their headquarters into locations where loan
applications and borrowers are routinely
assessed. A risk-based approach to credit
decisions provides this capability.
“We’re seeing a shift from focusing on cost
reduction to improving efficiencies and better
portfolio and risk management,” confirms Joanne
Pollitt, Practice Manager CEB TowerGroup
Commercial Banking.2

Similarly, ongoing exposure management and

Many banks rightly invest in origination system

limit checking must ensure that the proposed

consolidation and upgrades in order to reap the

structure is in line with the overall portfolio

cost and other benefits discussed in this article.

allowable limit structure and notify of potential

By overlaying risk as the gatekeeper and overseer

breaches at any level. Automated tracking

of the loan origination process, these banks can

processes must be natively linked to financial

make the right decisions at the right time.

statements to detect early warning signs about
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end origination process will allow rejection

Banks further need to adopt pricing mechanisms
advantages and avoid disadvantages based
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Enabling risk alerts throughout the end-to-

APPROACHES TO IMPLEMENTATION

A CASE STUDY

automated workflows, as well as triggers and analytics, were also

A top 50 US regional bank implemented a Commercial Loan

primary objectives of the initiative to modernize their commercial

Origination (CLO) solution to address several challenges arising

lending lifecycle. The bank was able to achieve improvements that

from the complexity of its commercial lending process. As with many

included:

institutions today, it wanted to improve the overall risk management

»» A 24-hour turnaround time for new small business credit

of its portfolio by creating consistency in the underwriting processes
and achieving better overall credit quality in the loan portfolio.
For customer management, the bank focused on reducing the loan
processing turnaround time and increasing the time relationship
managers spent on customer-facing business development activities
versus loan processing activities. Improving the efficiency of
loan processing and reducing associated costs through the use of

applications.
»» 80% reduction in paper used in the loan application.
»» Lower costs and more standardization and consistency of the
documentation. The centralization of loan documentation to a back
office function eliminated the need for relationship managers to
process loan documentation.

1 CEB Tower Group, Commercial Banking Survey, 2013.
2 CEB TowerGroup, Strategies to Address Risk Management in Commercial Lending, 2013.
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TRAINING AS A POWERFUL TOOL FOR
EVOLVING RISK CULTURE
By Sarah Tennyson

Sarah Tennyson
Senior Director, Global Head
of Faculty – Financial Services
Training
Sarah is a recognized expert in transforming individual,
team, and organizational performance. She combines
elements of business psychology, behavioral sciences,
and organizational dynamics to bring about a
meaningful shift in people’s motivation and actions.
She is a sought-after trainer, consultant, speaker, and
author in this mission-critical field.

Enterprise-wide risk management requires a shift in the behavior
and mindset of employees across an organization. To realize the full
benefits of improved systems, tools, and analytical skills, people need
to learn new ways of perceiving situations, interpreting data, making
decisions, influencing, and negotiating. This article explains ways in
which targeted learning and development interventions can help
banks evolve their culture to support their overall risk management
strategy.
Ambitious risk management transformation
initiatives often fail because banks do not
change their culture
Banks want to better understand their current
culture and engage in surveys that typically
assess tangible products of the culture (e.g.,
risk appetite statements, mission statements,
values, etc.). More than 85% of North American
banks have engaged in this type of survey, and a
similar number in Latin America have as well. In

themselves in organizations. In moving toward
a more comprehensive and integrated risk
management framework, organizations must
overcome ingrained ways of working, beliefs,
and attitudes. A process of “unfreezing” these
behaviors must take place before it is possible to
effect cultural change.
Diagnosing problematic areas

have programs to assess internal risk culture.1

Individuals within an organization must unlearn

Assessing culture at this level, however, does not

existing habits before they can embed new

address the beliefs and behaviors that constitute

ones. One of the reasons that implementing

the culture, which are harder to change. Banks

an integrated approach to risk management

need to go beyond the level of artifacts of

is difficult is that it challenges the definition

the culture and assess motivation, skills, and

of being a “professional” and the identity

attitudes.

of belonging to certain groups within an

When adopting a broad-based risk management
transformation, banks also need a practical
framework for evolving the culture. One of
the most prominent writers on organizational
culture, Edgar Schein, defines it as:
“A pattern of shared basic assumptions learned by a
group as it solved its problems of external adaption
and internal integration, which has worked well
enough to be considered valid, and, therefore,
to be taught to new members as the correct way
to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those
problems.”2
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risk management perceptions can entrench

Europe and Asia-Pacific, 60% or more of banks

Defining culture

64

This definition can be applied to the way in which

organization.3 For example, establishing a
belief that “risk is everyone’s responsibility” in
an organization where there has traditionally
been a strong divide between the control and
commercial teams requires people to adapt to
a new set of objectives that had not previously
been a priority.
Without a climate of both real and perceived
safety sufficient for people to open up and
explore the barriers to change that exist at
a personal or emotional level, the desired
cultural evolution may not occur. For learning
and development (L&D) and organizational

APPROACHES TO IMPLEMENTATION

development (OD) professionals in the financial

progression – 41% responded that improving

services industry, this presents one of the

their knowledge of issues concerning other

greatest – but also exciting – challenges.

functions within the firm, and 37% stated that

Developing a plan to build risk culture
For most financial institutions, the logical place
to start building a risk culture is with their
policies and procedures. For example, they could

improving their knowledge of the industry as
a whole, is most important for their career
development within the financial services
industry.

review (or create) a risk appetite framework,

Examining culture at three levels

set approval limits, establish their delegation

Successful banks begin by understanding their

authority, etc. During this phase, issues of poor

existing culture and what elements of it must

quality data or the inability to aggregate and

shift in order to accommodate the desired

report on it efficiently are recognized, creating an

transformation. Culture can be examined at three

urgent need to quickly upgrade systems.

levels: Artifacts, Espoused Values, and Underlying

Building the desired culture, however, requires

Assumptions (see Figure 1).

further work that focuses on the competence

Applied to the risk management functions of a

and attitude of people and the leadership within

bank, the following are typical examples of these

an organization. Learning is central to this

levels of culture:

Many investigations into bank failures and crises revealed individuals
who had a strong sense that something was wrong. Yet, despite their
personal efforts to highlight the warning signs and the power of the control
functions they represented, they were unable to prevent the unfolding
crisis. One of the most common needs expressed by banks is to strengthen
the way their people “challenge the business.”
change. In a recent survey by the Institute of Risk

Artifacts

Management, “Risk Competence” was ranked

» Risk policy, risk appetite framework, approval

among the weakest aspects of risk culture in

limits and processes, organizational structure,

organizations.

systems, templates/forms, physical layout,

4

Training programs for new systems and policies
are more straightforward than the training
required for cultural shifts. Many banks recognize
the need to upgrade the skills and knowledge of

and geographic diversity
» Observable behavior of employees (e.g.,
communications, committee membership,
meeting attendance, tenure, and attrition)

their people to match the sophistication of their

Espoused Values

new systems. There is a gap, however, between

» Published statements of corporate values,

what people know should be done versus their

corporate and departmental mission

motivation to spend time, energy, and money

statements, departmental goals, competency

on it.

frameworks, and performance and selection

In a recent survey, 59% of respondents stated

criteria

that improving their general knowledge of

Basic Assumptions

the industry would be the most helpful way

» Revealed in day-to-day attitudes and choices

of improving the resilience of their firm. Yet,

expressed through situational behavior. For

of these same respondents, 66% stated that

example:

their priority learning objective for personal
performance improvement was to increase their

– Overruling decisions according to risk
policy

knowledge of issues directly relevant to their

– Challenging business lines and senior

own role. There is a way forward if education
5

about the wider industry is linked to career

decision makers
– Influencing and persuading decision
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Figure 1 The three levels of examining culture
Observable
Can be quantitatively measured
Artifacts

Espoused Values

Underlying
Assumptions

Difficult to uncover
Often unspoken
Fuzzy data

Source: Moody’s Analytics

makers outside of the formal approval

awareness of the thought process – which is

process

different from the expert-learner paradigm

– Promoting or retaining individuals whose

dominant in technical training. They need

behavior flouts corporate values, but

to develop people who can recognize and

whose technical capabilities or revenue-

address difficult, uncomfortable, or intangible

earning record are deemed to be of greater

issues arising during their daily work. Many

importance

investigations into bank failures and crises

– Standing by while colleagues flout

revealed individuals who had a strong sense that

rules (e.g., as reported in the Libor rate

something was wrong. Yet, despite their personal

submissions investigation)

efforts to highlight the warning signs and the

– Investing in technology to aggregate data,

power of the control functions they represented,

but not the skills to interpret the output

they were unable to prevent the unfolding crisis.

L&D plays a key role in diagnosing and fixing
cultural impediments
Cultural impediments to training on new policies

One of the most common needs expressed by
our banking clients is to strengthen the way their
people “challenge the business.”

can be seen even at the design stage of a training

Training that is implemented in support of

program. On one hand, an organization states

evolving a risk culture must be integrated and

that they need to improve credit skills. On the

designed to give people the awareness and

other hand, they are reluctant to have senior

ability to acknowledge, act, and discuss the

people take diagnostic tests or put them through

“un-discussables.” When a critical mass of people

training programs that appear too basic. The

have developed this, new norms emerge.

Culture trumps training every time, as we are reminded by the oft-told
story of the enthusiastic person who attended a training course only to
be told by their seemingly more seasoned and wiser colleague that “it all
sounds good, but that’s not the way we do things around here.”
Underlying Assumption revealed in this type of

A secondary objective for many banks is to

comment is that it is more important to save

enable people to communicate and share the

face and defer to senior titleholders than to

desired culture with colleagues. This does not

ensure that everyone has the requisite level of

mean being able to reel off a statement or a

credit skills.

set of values. Communicating the culture is

To change the culture, financial institutions
need to develop meta-cognitive abilities – such
as reflection, critical thinking, and conscious
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about everything people do and say that aligns
or undermines the culture banks are trying to
create.

APPROACHES TO IMPLEMENTATION

This is where the assumptions underpinning

Achieving cultural change

the culture, versus personal assumptions, come

For risk culture transformation to be effective,

into play. For example, this could include what

the following must all be considered when

people pay attention to, what questions they

implementing training interventions:

ask, what stories they tell/repeat, and what
emotions are attached to those stories (e.g.,
admiration, disbelief, anger, disappointment,
etc.). Storytelling can be a powerful means to
reveal these assumptions and challenge them.
L&D and OD play an important role in moving

»» Understand the bank’s desired culture.
»» Diagnose the existing culture and identify
issues requiring change, using a tool such as
Credit Pulse that measures motivation and
ability.
»» Develop a transformation plan that takes

the organization toward integrated risk

account of the values, mindset, and behaviors

management. They can help implement new

required, in addition to the Artifacts and

learning methodologies and training designs and

Espoused Values.

align the other parts of the organizational system

»» Design targeted interventions that:

– such as performance management, reward,

–– Break traditional learning silos.

selection, and talent management – with the

–– Combine knowledge of risk taxonomy with

desired culture.

an understanding of cognitive and social
influences on decision-making.

A CASE STUDY
One client – a large regional bank in Southeast Asia – wanted
to create a highly effective training solution for their credit
and relationship officers in the commercial and credit area. At
the outset, a diagnostic survey, using Moody’s Analytics Credit Pulse,6
identified barriers to effective employee or organizational performance
and any potential impediments to a successful implementation of the
program.
Three main findings were uncovered that helped to identify the culture
of the bank. First, compared to other similar banks, the institution’s
employees appeared more motivated to carry out their work,
especially in the areas of financial risk assessment, knowledge of and
assistance to their clients, and the ability to find products and services
that could help them. Second, the frontline employees surveyed had

appeared to care enough to be receptive to and use additional inputs
and tools to enhance performance. Additionally, because of the level
of agreement and support at the small group level, it appeared that
new initiatives – if properly communicated and implemented – stood
a good chance of being widely adopted. Adoption was critical, as it
is common for initiatives at institutions to be sabotaged at the team
level by peers and supervisors who are unreceptive to change and
refuse to implement a bank’s new direction.
The survey results, combined with a credit skills diagnostic designed
to evaluate specific employee skill sets in detail, indicated that job
performance was uneven, as purported by upper management. A
tailored credit and risk training program geared to develop skills to
meet specific job requirements was created. In order for the program
to be successful, however, senior management had to be engaged.

a relatively strong distaste for managing their portfolios of existing

In this institution in particular, senior executives had to overcome the

loans. This finding was especially troubling as the bank’s strategic

perceived distance between the leadership and the frontline staff. The

objective was to accelerate loan growth.

management team began a campaign to demonstrate they understood

Third, the greatest concerns of respondents involved organizationlevel support. Overall, bank policies, procedures, organizational
structure, and especially computer and software-related tools were
seen as inefficient and unhelpful to business growth efforts. Further,
frontline employees reported a pervasive feeling that the bank’s credit

the employee needs, as well as provide timely and explicit messaging
surrounding the upcoming training. Additionally, they worked
extensively with supervisors at all levels to understand the changes
that would come about from both the training and management’s
increased attentiveness.

executives were distant and not in touch with the realities and needs

As a result, the program was able to achieve broad adoption and

they confronted on a daily basis. This finding led the bank management

create greater connectedness throughout the credit organization.

to spend significant time discussing what might reasonably be done to

Management committed to upgrade supporting systems and improve

effect change.

loan and portfolio management policies and processes. And finally,

The results suggested several implications for a successful
implementation of a training program. First, the bank’s employees

the cultural change was supported by a concerted effort on the part of
management to ensure its goals and key points were communicated,
understood, and committed to by the employees.
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– Ensure that employees are trained to

issues arising during their daily work

interpret and use the output from new risk

and foster the willingness and ability to

measurement technology, as well as in the

challenge others in the business.

system itself.
– Build abilities, such as reflection, critical

» Enable change by involving people at all
levels. For example, senior managers should

thinking, and conscious awareness of the

attend training programs that their staff

thought process.

attends to improve communication and (peer)

– Enable credit officers and client
relationship managers to attend training

interaction and show leadership by agreeing
to take the same diagnostic tests as their staff

together and support managers to reduce

to establish existing competencies.

the cultural antagonism created by using

» Evaluate progress – both quantitatively

“them” and “us” language.
– Develop people who recognize and address

(e.g., through metrics and surveys) and
qualitatively (e.g., through focus groups).

difficult, uncomfortable, or intangible

1 EY and IIF, Remaking Financial Services: Risk Management Five Years After the Crisis, 2013.
2 Edgar Schein, Organizational Culture and Leadership, page 17, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2010.
3 Ibid.
4 Institute of Risk Management, Risk Culture Resources for Practitioners, October 2012.
5 The Economist Intelligence Unit, A Crisis of Culture: Valuing Ethics and Knowledge in Financial Services, 2013.
6 Credit Pulse is a multidimensional diagnostic survey process that identifies the skill development, social, and organizational
factors needed to create a profitable lending environment. It addresses individual employee skill sets and motivations, as well as
social and organizational motives and abilities.
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LEVERAGING OFFSHORE RESEARCH AND
ANALYTICS
By Karthik Vijayapalan

Karthik Vijayapalan
Senior Vice President,
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Karthik helps structure offshoring solutions for global
financial institutions in a wide range of quantitative
research and analytics areas, including macroeconomic
research, stochastic modeling, investment strategy,
asset valuation, risk management, derivatives
structuring, and portfolio analytics.

Even the largest organizations cannot do everything in-house and
must use external resources to save time, foster creativity, improve
quality, and be more flexible. This article presents the knowledge
process outsourcing framework institutions employ to implement
integrated risk management in this dynamic business, market, and
regulatory environment.
Outsourcing – and offshoring in particular –
opens up new ways to address organizational

Knowledge process outsourcing and integrated
risk management

challenges with implementing integrated risk

There are many outsourcing models that are

management. Significant cost savings, access to

beneficial to financial institutions including

a global talent pool, flexibility to scale up and

Business Process Outsourcing (BPO), Information

down based on demand dynamics, and reduced

Technology Outsourcing (ITO), and Knowledge

time-to-market empowers organizations to meet

Process Outsourcing (KPO). This article delves

the challenges of changing regulations, markets,

into KPO, the outsourcing of organizational

and business needs. Figure 1 lists some of the

processes, such as research and analytics

reasons that leading financial services executives

that require a high degree of relevant domain

are currently considering outsourcing.1

knowledge at the outsource provider. When

Figure 1 Top benefits of outsourcing cited by financial service executives
Cost savings

74%

Strategic flexibility

33%

Greater focus on core competence

28%

Business continuity

Improved quality of service

Access to better talent and technology

More efficient and transparent process
Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers survey of 156 global financial services executives
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27%

25%

24%

23%
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compared to BPO, which is operations focused,

Challenge one: cost

and ITO, which is technology focused, KPO

The biggest challenge in restructuring existing

provides a holistic approach to streamlining high-

risk management processes is cost. Organizations

end outsourcing initiatives that require relevant

have two options: take a piecemeal approach

domain knowledge, in addition to operational

by addressing the immediate regulatory

and technological efficiencies. Typically

requirements or adopt a proactive approach of

combined with offshoring, the KPO model

integrated risk management. Considering the

provides organizational access to a global talent

pipeline of regulatory changes even over the next

pool and helps institutionalize the knowledge

five years, the latter approach of integrated risk

process of risk management.

management is likely to be more cost efficient

The global financial crisis demonstrated the gaps
in risk management for both corporations and
financial institutions. Senior management is
increasingly recognizing the need for integrated
risk management and a proactive approach to
regulations. Integrated risk management is a
continuum – integration could happen at various

over the long run. Nevertheless, it is still an
expensive affair. This is where the biggest benefit
of offshoring meets the biggest challenge in risk
management restructuring. A study conducted
by the Everest Group estimates that the cost
savings from offshoring research and analytics is
typically between 30% and 60%.2

levels. At a minimum, this entails the calculation

Challenge two: talent mix

of economic capital for different types of risk

Restructuring risk management to achieve an

and different units, and then aggregating

integrated approach requires organizations

the risks using an appropriate methodology.

to revisit their risk modeling methodologies.

A more robust integration would involve

Being prepared for regulatory changes requires

aligning the risk management objectives with

banks and other institutions to implement

At the heart of offshore support for risk management is the creation of a
centralized offshore platform that engages with the firm at a department
level. In the true spirit of integrated risk management, ownership is spread
across the risk office, finance, and various business units.
the overall business objectives and enforcing

their quantitative modeling in line with the

risk-adjusted performance goals at a policy

expectations of the regulators. The shortage

level. Implementation of an integrated risk

of in-house talent in quantitative modeling

management framework poses several practical

and analytics at banks and other financial

challenges for even the largest organization. The

institutions is forcing them to look outside.

following section addresses how KPOs could be

Offshore resources certainly do not provide

leveraged to overcome some of the important

advisory services on regulatory expectations.

challenges in moving to an integrated risk

An offshoring platform, however, could be

management framework.

leveraged to provide the necessary bandwidth

THE KPO FACTOR – OVERCOMING
IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES OF
INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT

in the implementation of quantitative
modeling and analytics. As shown in Figure
2, research conducted by Copal Amba shows
that offshoring destinations such as India offer

The exact nature of the implementation

high-level scalability for sourcing quantitative

challenges varies from one organization to

analytics talent in financial services.3 From a

another. This section focuses on a few important

risk management implementation standpoint,

challenges faced by most organizations and

offshore resources can be used for risk-model

demonstrates how a KPO acts as a catalyst in

development and model validation. Furthermore,

overcoming these issues.

the talent mix required for various phases
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Figure 2 Estimated number of QA professionals per 1000 QA professionals in the US
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Source: Copal Amba, January 2014

of implementation and aspects of dynamic

While enterprise IT is typically outsourced to

regulatory changes is drastically different. A KPO

an ITO vendor, specialist KPO providers better

platform offers the flexibility to recalibrate the

address department-level domain-centric

talent mix with evolving needs.

technology needs. Risk technology comes under

Challenge three: data cleaning and aggregation
Aggregating risk data across the organization is
a pre-requisite for integrated risk management.
Database silos and data duplication are not
uncommon when aggregating risk data. Nicolas
Kunghehian (2013) points out that the devil
is in the details – data cleaning and risk data
aggregation can be extremely costly.4 There

the latter category. Using an ITO vendor in this
case is likely to increase the burden of oversight
on the onshore analysts. The risk technology
teams at KPO providers are better suited for the
integration of legacy systems and off-the-shelf
risk solutions tools, and for the implementation
of last-mile customizations.

are synergies in centralizing this activity and

Challenge five: change management for
integration across business units

creating an industrialized process for risk

A top-down mandate and commitment from

data cleaning and aggregation through a KPO

the CEO and board of directors are necessary

platform. Data management is an essential

to successfully implement integrated risk

yet non-core component of risk management.

management. With senior management

Hence, offshoring non-core data quality support

support in place, a KPO facilitates the change

activities frees up the bandwidth of the onshore

management process in many ways. One of

team to pursue other, more critical business

the byproducts of the KPO white boarding and

opportunities.

transition exercise is the codification of current
processes and data flows. Understanding the

Challenge four: technology integration and
customization

existing data flows and interdependencies is an

Leveraging offshoring support for technology

offshoring transition managers are experienced

using an ITO vendor is a well-accepted practice.
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essential step toward implementing change. The
in codifying this through detailed process

APPROACHES TO IMPLEMENTATION

documentation. Second, an integrated approach
to risk management places additional demands,

Setting up the KPO engagement model for
integrated risk management

such as the need for new statistical data, on

Offshoring engagements for risk management

business units. The business units will be more

can be set up to meet an organization’s strategic

inclined to cooperate with the overall initiative

and tactical objectives. At a strategic level,

if offshore resources are deployed to work with

offshore support can be leveraged for firm-wide

these units, reducing the burden on their own

initiatives, including the implementation of a

onshore resources. Finally, from experience, the

stress testing platform for the Dodd-Frank Act

Considering the pipeline of regulatory changes over the next five years, an
integrated risk management approach is likely to be more cost efficient over
the long run. Nevertheless, it is still an expensive affair. A study conducted
by the Everest Group estimates that the cost savings from offshoring
research and analytics is typically anywhere between 30% and 60%.
presence of a neutral KPO provider also eases
the cultural acceptance for centralization and
standardization initiatives.

Stress Tests (DFAST) or the implementation of an
integrated risk management framework.

Figure 3 KPO engagement model for risk management

Corp or FI

Governing/Steering Committee

IT

Corp or FI
Vendor Manager

Corp or FI
Executive Sponsor

Business
Unit 1

Risk Office
KPO
Executive Sponsor

KPO
Delivery Head

Business
Unit 21

Business
Unit 3

KPO
Engagement Manager

KPO Provider‘s Delivery Team

Center of Excellence (CoE)

DM
Senior Risk Leaders

PMO

Senior Econometricians
Team Lead

Team Lead

Team Lead

Team Lead

Customized Multi-Functional Team
Math Modeling Experts

Technology Architects

» Risk Business Analysts
» Risk Quant and
Modeling
» Model Validation
Experts

» Data Analytics and
Visualization Experts
» Risk Data Analysts
» Risk Technologists

» Risk Operations
Specialists
» Regulatory Compliance
Analysts

Source: Copal Amba
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Tactical initiatives are more commonly

of new initiatives, such as catering to a new

supported using offshore engagements. A few

regulatory requirement. Quantitative risk

examples of tactical initiatives are listed as

modelers typically work with various individual

follows:

business units on the modeling requirements for

»» Offshoring support for credit risk analytics for
a credit card business
»» Portfolio analytics reporting on a commercial
lending portfolio
»» Credit score card development for SMEs
»» Loan risk monitoring and credit underwriting
support
»» Market risk modeling for an asset manager
»» Balance sheet optimization for a corporate
treasury
At the heart of offshore support for risk
management is the creation of a centralized
offshore platform that engages with the firm at a
department level. In the true spirit of integrated
risk management, ownership is spread across the
risk office, finance, and various business units.
The same structure is reflected in the offshore
model through a department-level engagement
structure. The individual team leads will cater
to the business units. The overall offshore
delivery team would report to a single delivery
manager (DM) who will ensure that each unit
is aligned with the overall risk management
objectives, as directed by a key anchor onshore
(typically within the risk office). The interaction
between the sub-teams in this centralized
offshore platform helps achieve a higher level
of standardization. This standardization in
turn leads to process automations and higher
productivity. An example of a typical KPO
engagement model for risk management support
is shown in Figure 3.
At the bottom of the delivery pyramid is a
composition of multi-functional risk teams,
customized according to the strategic and
tactical objectives of the firm. Risk business
analysts have a combination of risk domain and
technology expertise and play a crucial role
in process reengineering and implementation

measuring and forecasting different types of risk
and related measures. The offshore resources
supporting the various departments can also
be pooled to gain synergies, with the exception
of some functions like model validation. The
offshore model validation team supports the
onshore model validation team and the same
level of independence should to be maintained
offshore as onshore, governed by model risk
management guidelines such as the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) bulletin
2011-12.5
Other skill sets, such as risk data analysts,
risk technologists, risk monitoring operations
specialists, and regulatory compliance analysts
are assembled as per specific requirements for
offshore support in the organization. A steering
committee comprising senior risk leaders,
econometricians, and other panels of experts
will play a crucial role during the initial stages of
the engagement to ensure a smooth transition
and training. Finally, a governance mechanism
is instituted to review the setup periodically
at a strategic level and to ensure the seamless
execution of the KPO engagement.
Gain a competitive advantage
Organizations, especially financial institutions,
can gain a competitive advantage by taking a
proactive approach to regulatory compliance
and adopting an integrated risk management
framework. The KPO model offers several
advantages to implementing these risk
management initiatives in a cost-effective
manner. A combination of several factors, such as
increased demand for risk management support
personnel, cost pressures, and the availability of
high quality talent pools at offshore locations is
leading to the increased use of offshore support
for risk management – both at tactical and
strategic levels.

1	PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Offshoring in the Financial Services Industry: Risks and Rewards, 2005.
2	Everest Group, The Growing Maturity of Offshore Research and Analytics in Financial Services, July 2010.
3	Vijayapalan, K., Top 15 Countries for Quantitative Analytics Professionals, January 2014.
4	Kunghehian, N., Integrated Risk Management: Overcoming Bank Silos to Optimize Stress Testing, Moody's Analytics Risk
Perspectives, 2013.
5	Federal Reserve, Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management, SR 11-7/OCC 2011-12, April 2011.
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MODEL GOVERNANCE
By Dr. Gustavo Ordonez-Sanz

With regulators questioning the appropriateness of models,
implementing a robust model governance is of paramount
importance for banks. This article delves into governance best
practices – including model definitions, inventory, categorization,
and risk teams – and regulatory expectations.

Dr. Gustavo Ordonez-Sanz
Director, Stress Testing Specialist
Team

Financial organizations use quantitative

and validation – at financial institutions, with

techniques and models for a variety of reasons

emphasis on the robustness of the policies,

– setting the business strategy, managing risk,

process and controls, use tests, and the quality of

calculating regulatory capital, monitoring and

the institutions’ documentation.

setting internal limits, calculating exposures,
pricing different instruments, performing stress
testing, etc. Since the last financial crisis, there
has been ever increasing regulatory pressure over
the appropriateness of these models. Regulators
are questioning the assumptions and limitations
of models, the quality of the data used for
their calibration, and the thoroughness and
independence of the validation process. Another
key area of focus has been the overall governance
set around a model’s lifecycle – model
development, implementation, calibration,

Based in London, Gustavo advises financial
organizations on the different aspects of stress
testing scenario analysis at the firm-wide level. This
includes: scenario generation; risk, revenue, and capital
modeling and forecasting; embedding scenario analysis
in the firm’s decision-making processes (risk appetite,
portfolio management, pricing, etc.); and governance,
infrastructure, and reporting.

Regulatory expectations
In particular, regulators suggest that an
institution’s senior management should be in
a position to understand the limitations of the
models, regardless of where the limitations come
from, such as:
»» Methodological underpinning
»» The quality and availability of the data used
for the calibration
»» Limitations linked to the models’
implementation (numerical inaccuracies,

Figure 1 Model governance lifecycle

Design

Implementation

Model
Governance

Validation

Calibration

Source: Moody's Analytics
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technological issues, source code bugs, etc.)
»» Limitations imposed by the context in which
the model will be used

Setting up a model inventory
Once firms agree on a definition, the next step
is to set up a model inventory that covers the
whole of the organization: financial planning,

Regulators also expect senior management
and model users to challenge the assumptions
made by the developers and whether or not the
models would be adequate in real-life situations.
In particular, it should be clear to model users
under what circumstances the assumptions
would no longer hold. This is especially critical

accounting and reporting, treasury, risk, front
office, etc. Figure 2 illustrates a model inventory
and includes a list of areas that an effective
model inventory should cover. The inventory
should cover at a minimum:
»» Intended and approved use of the model (e.g.,

when using data proxies, which may “break”

which instruments it covers, what types of

during market or financial condition changes.

measures can be calculated using this model,

Therefore, applying robust model governance is
becoming of paramount importance for firms.

etc.)
»» Last calibration date and calibration
frequency

Furthermore, as models can be a significant
source of risk, institutions are setting dedicated

»» Validation status (passed, failed, passed with
caveats)

teams to manage and minimize this risk.

»» Date of model sign-off and level of sign-off

Agreeing on a firm-wide model definition
The first thing an institution needs to agree on
is a firm-wide definition of what constitutes a
model. A good starting point is the definition

»» Link to relevant documentation and date of
latest documentation review
»» Significant manual overrides and their
justification

used by the Fed in SR 11-7:1

»» Other known issues

“The term model refers to a quantitative method,
system, or approach that applies statistical,
economic, financial, or mathematical theories,
techniques, and assumptions to process input data
into quantitative estimates.”

»» Dependencies on other models/modules

While it is also important to note:2

theoretical and implementation) and materiality,

“The definition of model also covers quantitative
approaches whose inputs are partially or wholly
qualitative or based on expert judgment, provided
that the output is quantitative in nature.”

Categorizing models
In order to manage the risk associated with the
use of models, firms can also separate them
in different groups by their complexity (both
measured by the impact that their use (or
misuse) may have on the firm. Materiality can
also be determined in accordance with the use
of model outputs, such as limits monitoring,

Figure 2 Model inventory, covering an entire organization

Finance

Treasury

Risk

Model Inventory
Approved use and sign-off date
Calibration date/frequency
Validation status/caveats
Date and level of model sign-off
Link to documentation and review date
Manual overrides and justification
Known issues
Dependencies and dependency flags

Source: Moody's Analytics
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calculation of regulatory capital and other

the thoroughness of the controls. They should

regulatory disclosures, or valuations to be

be able to determine the required level of

included in the official books and records.

automation, which minimizes human error while

These categorizations will also inform the

allowing for reasonable judgment overrides.

frequency of the calibration and validation

Model risk teams should establish a process for

needed for the different models, or whether

approvals, including key stakeholders and sign-

there is a need to recalibrate or revalidate when

off levels required before the model can be used

a change in the market or financial conditions
warrants a review. They will also inform banks
of the intended and correct use of a model
and help them decide whether its use can be

(i.e., whether department/regional committee
approval is enough or whether business line or
even group level approvals are required).

extended to other purposes or instruments

Finally, once the firm has accepted that the use

without a thorough review by the model

of models carries a specific type of risk, this risk

Regulators also expect senior management and model users to challenge
the assumptions made by the developers and whether or not the models
would be adequate in real-life situations. In particular, it should be clear to
model users under what circumstances the assumptions would no longer
hold. This is especially critical when using data proxies, which may “break”
during market or financial condition changes.

developers, recalibration, and/or revalidation.

should be included in the firm’s risk appetite

The thoroughness of the model, calibration,

statement. In particular, budget approvals for

and implementation documentation, and the

modeling teams and critical investments on

frequency on which these documents should

model, data, and reporting technology should be

be reviewed, will also be determined by

part of these discussions.

categorization.

With regulators questioning the assumptions

Establishing model risk teams

and limitations of models, the quality of

Ideally, model risk teams, together with model

the data used for their calibration, and the

validation teams, are independent of model

thoroughness and independence of the validation

development teams to avoid a conflict of

process, banks should focus on effective model

interest. Their mandate should cover all aspects

governance. In addition to responding to

of the development, calibration, validation, and

regulatory pressure, banks should prudently

implementation of the models, as well as the

and closely look at the models they employ to

quality of the model results and reporting.

protect their business and its reputation. Models
must be governed and controlled by the key

They should also be able to challenge the

risk and management areas of an institution. As

effectiveness of the policies that affect the

models can be a significant source of risk, the

use of these models, review the robustness of

institution’s senior management should be aware

the process used in data management, model

of that risk and the limitations of their models.

calibration, and implementation, as well as

1 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, (SR 11-7), Guidance on Model Risk Management, 2011.
2 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, (SR 11-7), Guidance on Model Risk Management - Attachment, 2011.
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QUANTIFYING REGULATORY CAPITAL
CHARGES USING SFA AND SSFA FOR RMBS
TRANCHES
By Vivek Thadani

Vivek Thadani
Associate Director, Structured
Finance Valuations & Consulting
Group
Vivek is primarily responsible for developing and
maintaining analytical models for various asset
classes across the structured security space. Prior to
his current role, Vivek supported investor and asset
manager clients at Wall Street Analytics across CLO
and RMBS asset classes.

As highlighted in this article, the SFA framework could result in
significant regulatory capital relief when compared to the SSFA
framework. While banks are in the process of analyzing which
approach to use, this study shows that there are many pool and
bond-level characteristics that can assist with the process.
As banks operate in challenging regulatory and

given default (LGD) to assess the credit risk of

business environments, it is essential that they

pools backing the RMBS bonds.

make sound regulatory choices in their risk
management plans. In the structured finance
domain, most banks choose the Supervisory
Formula Approach (SFA) and the Simplified

1. For each loan in the portfolio, the model
calculates quarterly default and prepayment

regulatory capital charges, and compare the

probabilities as a function of loan-specific and

expected cost with the benefits of moving to

macroeconomic factors.

methodology for SFA and SSFA regulatory capital
calculations are based on the most recent rules
as listed in the Federal Register, Vol. 78, No. 198,
(October 11, 2013). Please refer to Appendix 1
and 2 for the detailed mechanics and formula of
both approaches. Also, an illustrative example
of a single bond’s regulatory capital charge using
both approaches is illustrated in Appendix 3.
While we believe it is a worthwhile exercise to
examine the differences between the SFA and
SSFA frameworks, it is important to highlight
that a financial institution is not permitted
to engage in capital arbitrage by selectively

2. Given these probabilities, the model then
simulates default events, prepayment events,
and loss given default, and aggregates the
simulated losses across all loans in the
portfolio for each trajectory.
3. Finally, these simulated losses are themselves
aggregated across all trajectories to produce
an estimate of the distribution of pool-level
losses.
Furthermore, both approaches require
normalization of the waterfall to attachment and
detachment points. This analysis uses the same
values for both approaches.

applying different regulatory capital approaches

We randomly selected more than 600 securities

for different bonds.

across 120 deals with a vintage range of 2002-

For this analysis, a large RMBS portfolio was
considered, along with loan-level credit analytics
to estimate pool losses of underlying residential
mortgages. The analysis used Mortgage Portfolio
Analyzer (MPA) as the loan-level credit model
in the calculation of expected loss (EL) and loss
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three steps:

Supervisory Formula Approach (SSFA) for the

SFA in the search for regulatory capital relief. The
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MPA was used to analyze mortgage pools in

2013, across various types of deals and broad
initial credit ratings.1 The portfolio of tranches
was based on the following criteria:
»» Tranche balance greater than $1 million
»» Tranche thickness greater than 2%
»» Underlying exposure balance greater than
$50 million

APPROACHES TO IMPLEMENTATION

The motivation behind these criteria was to

for some securities backed by poor quality and

focus the analysis on a broad representation of

concentrated pools, a higher capital charge is

outstanding bonds.

present under the SFA as compared to the SSFA.

The primary metric used in this analysis is the
Capital Relief between SFA and SSFA:

Nonetheless, in most cases the SFA method was
found to provide fairly significant Capital Relief
relative to the more prescriptive SSFA method.

Capital Relief = Regulatory CapitalSSFA Example of a Prime 2004 CUSIP

Regulatory CapitalSFA
A positive number indicates Capital Relief by

(See Appendix 3)

using SFA over SSFA; whereas a negative number

The current attachment point is 8% and

implies the reverse.

the tranche detaches at 100%, and as it

SFA should result in Capital Relief for improved
quality pools as the framework is more sensitive
to underlying loan characteristics and considers
the LGD, EL, and granularity of the assets. The
waterfall structure in both frameworks – SFA
and SSFA – is normalized for attachment and
detachment parameters; thereby, not affecting
risk sensitivity for this analysis. It is commonly
assumed that the trade-off for the added
complexity of calculating the SFA is regulatory

is a well-seasoned deal, the granularity is
low. The prescriptive expected loss under
the SSFA method is approximately 7%
(set at 50% of parameter w) compared to
the loan-level simulation based expected
loss of approximately 2% allowed
under the more granular SFA method.
As a result, Capital Relief is expected
under SFA. The results under the two
approaches are listed below:
Regulatory CapitalSSFA = 13.8%

Capital Relief. However, this may not always
be the case. In the analysis, observed securities

Regulatory CapitalSFA = 3.7%

floored at the regulatory capital floor for both

Capital Relief = 10.1%

approaches. Furthermore, it is conceivable that
Table 1 Analysis results
SFA

SSFA

Average capital charge

14.2%

21.4%

Median

14.4%

22.1%

25th percentile

12.1%

18.1%

75th percentile

17.1%

24.9%

Average capital charge

14.8%

22.3%

Median

14.4%

22.5%

25th percentile

12.3%

18.3%

75th percentile

17.2%

25.2%

Number of securities

% of portfolio

629

100

603
(Capital Relief only)

96

Source: Moody's Analytics

Figure 1 Median and interquartile range Capital Relief based on EWALGD

Median Capital Relief

12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
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Source: Moody's Analytics
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Results

The Estimated Weighted Average Loss Given

The results of our analysis show that the average

Default (EWALGD) impacts the risk sensitivity

capital requirements are 14.2% and 21.4% under

of the SFA-based regulatory capital amount, and

the SFA and SSFA approaches, respectively,

expectedly – as per the assumed 50% defaulted

with an average Capital Relief of 7.2% under

loan LGD in the SSFA formula – the Capital Relief

the SFA method. In the portfolio analyzed, 96%

is lower for pools with higher LGDs, as the LGD

exhibited Capital Relief under the SFA method

of the pool approaches the assumed LGD for

for an average capital charge of 14.8% and

delinquent or defaulted loans (parameter w) of

a Capital Relief relative to the SSFA method

50%.2

of 7.5%. The other 4% within the tranches

As displayed in Figure 1, the Capital Relief

exhibited an average SSFA capital charge at the

diminishes for pools with a higher EWALGD,

floor of 1.6%, with no Capital Relief relative to

highlighting the risk sensitivity of SFA, especially

the SFA method. The results are summarized in

for better quality collateral. The lowest EWALGD

Table 1.

Figure 2 Median and interquartile range Capital Relief by vintage
Median Reg Cap Relief (LHS)

Median W (RHS)

Median EL (RHS)

Median LGD (RHS)

12.00%

30.00%

10.00%

25.00%

8.00%

20.00%

6.00%

15.00%

4.00%

10.00%

2.00%

5.00%

0.00%

0.00%

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Source: Moody's Analytics

Figure 3 Median and interquartile Capital Relief by pool factor
Median Capital Relief

Median W (RHS)

Median EL (RHS)

Median LGD (RHS)
50.00%

12.00%
10.00%

40.00%
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0.00%

0.00%
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0.1
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0.2
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0.5

0.95

Source: Moody's Analytics

Figure 4 Median and interquartile Capital Relief by product
Median Capital Relief

Median W (RHS)

Median LGD (RHS)

Median EL (RHS)
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35.00%

12.00%

30.00%

10.00%
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4.00%
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Source: Moody's Analytics
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has the greatest variance, and indicates that

The Capital Relief is spread across all product

good quality pools can have high levels of

types within the 6-10% Capital Relief range.

Capital Relief when using the SFA approach.

In the case of this portfolio, the product type

When reviewing the Capital Relief by vintage,
there is generally a significant amount of relief in

did not act as a sound indicator of capital relief
treatment.

the years 2004-2007. While a higher delinquency While the SFA-based regulatory Capital Relief
spans across the granularity scale, we observe
– which results in higher SSFA capital charges
– should translate to higher ELs, the regulatory

the EL and LGD for the underlying exposure as

Capital Relief does not follow that trend due

expected.

to varying LGDs for the pool. For example,
comparing the 2004 vintage to the 2007 one,
the higher EWALGD and EL result in lower
Capital Relief for the 2007 securities; whereas,
the lower EWALGD and EL result in a greater
Capital Relief for the 2004 vintage. In 2008,
the lower parameter w results in a lower SSFA
capital charge, therefore reducing the amount of
Capital Relief compared to SFA.3
When analyzing the portfolio by current pool
factor, Capital Relief is present across the range
except at the tail-end due to low delinquencies
and defaults at the top-end, and very low
tranche thickness at the bottom-end.

Of note is the variability of the Capital Relief
for low granularity pools (N<50), which are
especially sensitive to the quality of assets.
In addition, for very granular pools where N
exceeds 800, the variability around the Capital
Relief is very low and the amount of Capital
Relief appears to converge primarily within the
range of 6%-8%.
Even though original ratings did not prove to
be diverse enough to properly indicate levels
of Capital Relief, due to the fact that most
trusts within the given vintage range have their
mezzanine and junior tranches written off, the
current Moody’s rating was a better indicator of
Capital Relief levels.

Figure 5 Median and interquartile Capital Relief by N (granularity)

Median Capital Relief
Median Capital Relief

18.00%
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14.00%
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Source: Moody's Analytics

Figure 6 Median and interquartile Capital Relief by Moody’s ratings
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Figure 6 helps highlight the Capital Relief levels

Relief when compared to the SSFA framework.

of the tranches that are currently rated below

While banks are in the process of analyzing

investment grade (Ba and lower). The analysis

which approach to use, this study shows

only referenced this rating range due to the

that there are many pool and bond-level

relatively small number of RMBS securities

characteristics that can aid with the process.

within the portfolio that are rated investment

While the exact amount of Capital Relief is

grade. The higher delinquency-pipeline in the

dependent on the portfolio mix, this analysis

lower rated securities that result in high SSFA-

allows banks to obtain an estimate of the extent

based capital charges do not always translate to

of the Capital Relief based on known pool

higher calculated expected losses.

characteristics.

Regulatory capital relief
As highlighted in this article, the SFA framework
could result in significant regulatory Capital
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APPENDIX 1 – SFA MECHANICS4
SFA allows a bank a degree of Capital Relief as a trade-off for the additional data processing and
relatively intensive calculation when compared to SSFA. The SFA calculation requires the following
input parameters:
1. Amount of the underlying exposures (UE) supporting the structure
2. Tranche percentage (TP) owned by the bank
3. Capital requirement on underlying exposures (KIRB) based on the prescribed treatment in the
Implementing the Supervisory Formula Approach for Securitization Exposures paper5

4. Credit Enhancement Level (L), which is defined as the amount of securitization exposures
subordinated to the security, considering for over-collateralization and reserve accounts
5. Thickness of tranche (T), which is the amount of the tranche that contains the bank’s exposure,
considering for pro-rata structures in the deal
6. Effective number of exposures (N). For this analysis, the calculation of N was obtained using the
following formula:
N=

(∑iEADi)2
∑iEADi2

Additional methods for N and more details on the parameters are available in the source paper. For
this analysis, the approach in this section was deemed to be the most appropriate.
To illustrate the mechanics of the calculation, refer to the calculation and example in Appendix 3.
SFA risk-based capital calculation:
1. If KIRB is greater than or equal to L + T, an exposure’s SFA risk-based capital requirement equals
the exposure amount.
2. If KIRB is less than or equal to L, an exposure’s SFA risk-based capital requirement is UE multiplied
by TP multiplied by the greater of:
»» F . T (where F is 0.016 for all securitization exposures); or
»» S[L + T] – S[L]
3. If KIRB is greater than L and less than L + T, the bank must apply a 1250% risk weight to an
amount equal to the UE . TP (KIRB – L) and the capital requirement is UE multiplied by TP
multiplied by the greater of:
»» F . (T – (KIRB – L)) (where F is 0.016 for all other securitization exposures); or
»» S[L + T] – S[KIRB]

1
2

d.KIRB (1 - e
S[Y] = KIRB + K[Y] - K[KIRB] +
20
K[Y]=(1-h).[(1-β[Y;a,b]).Y+β[Y;a+1,b].c]

3

h=

4

a=g.c

5

b=g.(1-c)

6

c=

7

g=

8

f=

20(KIRB-y)
KIRB

Y, Y, ≤ KIRB
),
Y, > KIRB

KIRB
EWALGD

KIRB
1-h
(1 - c).c
f

-1

v + KIRB2 2 (1 - KIRB). KIRB - v
-c +
(1 - h).1000
1-h
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9

v = KIRB

(EWALGD - KIRB) + .25.(1 - EWALGD)
N

10

d=1-(1-h).(1-β[KIRB;a,b])

11

In these expressions, β[KIRB;a,b] refers to the cumulative beta distribution with parameters a
and b evaluated at Y. In the case where N = 1 and EWALGD = 100 percent, S[Y] in formula
(1) must be calculated with K[Y] set equal to the product of KIRB and Y, and d set equal to
1-KIRB

Appendix 2 – SSFA Mechanics6
SSFA – as implied – requires a simpler calculation and data collection processes. The trade-off is
conservative assumptions on the losses of the underlying exposures, which could result in potentially
higher regulatory capital requirements. The SSFA calculation requires the following input parameters:
1. KG, which is the weighted average total base capital requirements of the underlying exposures.
2. Parameter W, which is the ratio of the sum of underlying exposures that are seriously delinquent
or defaulted for regulatory purposes. Further details on the criteria are available in Federal
Register, Vol. 78, No. 198.
3. Parameter A, which is the attachment point of the security.
4. Parameter D, which is the detachment point of the security.
5. Supervisory calibration parameter p, which is set to 0.5 for securitization exposures and 1.5 for
resecuritization exposures. For this analysis, no resecuritizations were included and p was set to
0.5 for the entire portfolio.
SFA risk-based capital calculation:
The risk weight is calculated by the following equation:
Risk Weight =

KA - A
x 1250% +
D -A

SSFA calculations:
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1

KA=(1-w).KG+(0.5×w)

2

a=-

3

u=D-KA

4

l=max(A-KA,0)

5

a.u
a.l
KSSFA = e - e
a(u - l)

1
p x KA

D - KA
x 1250% x KSSFA
D -A
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APPENDIX 3 – EXAMPLE
Consider the parameters of a 2004 Prime Jumbo bond from the portfolio analyzed:
Tranche thickness (T)

91.6%

Credit enhancement (L)

8.4%

Underlying exposure (UE)

$64 million

Adjusted asset LGD (EWALGD)

16%

Asset EL

2%

Kg

8%

Kirb = EL + Kg

10%

Adjusted # of assets (N)

143.2

Actual number of assets in the pool

159

Tranche owned

100%

»» Using the above parameters, the calculated SFA risk-based capital charge is 3.7%
»» For SSFA, the only additional parameter required is the defaulted amount (parameter w), and for
this pool, it stands at 14% (defaults, foreclosed, bankrupt, REO, or 90+ delinquent)
»» Using the parameters for SSFA calculation, the SSFA risk-based capital charge is 13.8%
»» The Capital Relief as defined as the difference between the SSFA and SFA risk-based capital charge
for this analysis is therefore 10.1%

1	The portfolio included 629 tranches across 122 deals. Only tranches from a deal that met the criteria were included for the
analysis.
2	Refer to Appendix 1 for more details on the SFA parameters.
3	Refer to Appendix 2 for more details on SSFA parameters.
4	Federal Register, Vol. 78, No. 198, October 11, 2013.
5	Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Implementing the Supervisory Formula Approach for Securitization Exposures,
BCC 13-7, October 28, 2013.
6 Federal Register, Vol. 78, No. 198, October 11, 2013.
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INTEGRATING MACROECONOMIC SCENARIOS
INTO A STRESS TESTING FRAMEWORK
By Dr. Juan M. Licari
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for building econometric tools to model credit risk
phenomena.

This article describes the three principles that need to be understood
and analyzed for banks to have a realistic chance of integrating
alternative scenario work into their stress testing workflow.
The integration of alternative scenarios into

2009-2010 crisis is a recurring practical request.

stress testing frameworks remains an open

Stress testing frameworks should be able to

challenge for most financial institutions.

handle such queries.

Existing processes rely heavily on manual
spreadsheet work that carries inefficiencies and
computational challenges.

system, but should not be seen as “sufficient”
conditions that automatically guarantee

and understand the shape and nature of any

integration.

such as: What is driving the shocks in a given
scenario? Which provided assumptions need
translation into a portfolio? How are we going
to manage the mapping/translation of the
assumptions into all remaining macroeconomic

(A) First principle: scenario definition
The first important building block for a scenariodriven stress test is the ability to characterize or
define a scenario. In practice, this translates into
a combination of (i) qualitative guidelines for

and financial series?

the scenario’s shape (the so-called “narratives”)

The second principle relates to the cross-

macroeconomic and financial series (the so-

consistency of the forecasts, answering queries

called “assumptions” or “known shocks”). The

such as: How can we ensure that the shapes of

extent of provided assumptions varies widely

all economic time series are in line with each

– from just a handful of key economic factors

other? What happens if it is difficult to reconcile

to a fairly comprehensive list of financial and

the dynamics of a given variable with others that

macroeconomic drivers. The practical challenge

are being calculated in our models? Achieving a

for the modeler is to map (i.e., translate) the

consistent set of economic parameters is not a

given assumptions into a larger set of economic

trivial task and can pose formidable challenges to

and financial variables that will be used at a later

existing models and systems.

stage in the stress testing process.

The third principle refers to the severity (or

This critical starting point can be achieved by

probability) of any given scenario. Many stress

splitting the task into two steps:

testing frameworks are centered on probability
thresholds that need to be measured at a certain
point in a distribution. Systems should be able
to rank-order scenarios and potentially compute
likelihoods of alternative scenario forecasts. The
comparison of a specific scenario against the
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necessary to develop an integrated stress testing

The first principle refers to the ability to define
given scenario. It relates to practical questions,
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These three principles illustrate the features

and (ii) quantitative projections of specific

»» (A.1) Expanding the assumptions to other
“core” macro series.
»» (A.2) Using the outputs of the core model to
extend the shocks to a large set of economic
and financial parameters. This second step

APPROACHES TO IMPLEMENTATION

is achieved through the use of so-called

Time-series models are a good example of

“satellite models.”

standard core macro models. These equations

The next two sections describe these steps with

contain lags of the endogenous variables

the help of some mathematics. The underlying

together with (x,ε) as right-hand-side drivers of

logic is simple. The process starts with a set

the model:

of assumptions, captured in a vector x. The

(xt ,yt)=f(xt-1,xt-2,…,xt-L,yt-1,yt-2,…,yt-L,εt)

next step consists of translating these shocks
into a group of “core” macroeconomic and

This system highlights the key challenge

financial series, collected in the vector y. With
the information from the pair (x,y) we populate

for solving core models: the set of variables

into what we refer to as the vector of satellite

xt still appears on the left-hand-side of the

models: z=(z1,z2,…,zS). The final output of the

a generic implicit function F(x,ε,y)=0 – and not

values for a long list of parameters, grouped

equation. In other words, the system defines the

scenario phase gets summarized in the triplet

relationship between x and y implicitly – through

(x,y,z), This combined vector is the starting point

form, such as y=f(x,ε). Solving implicit functions

for the modeling of credit, market, liquidity, and
operational risk parameters.

necessarily by following an explicit functional

can require the modelers to work around local

solutions and run simulations to understand the
shape of the vectors (ε,y) around a given value

(A.1) Core macroeconomic model
assumptions, grouped in a vector of exogenous

of x. The problem of multiplicity present in this

variables x∈RN. A typical economic model will

The completion of phase (A.1) provides the

The stress testing program starts with a set of

contain relationships between:

phase is very hard – perhaps impossible – to
overcome in practice.

modeler with a full set of macro projections for

1. These series

all core economic series, grouped in the pair

2. Other core macro variables, for instance y∈RM
3. Random variables or shocks (e.g., residuals

several satellite models, as described in section
(A.2).

in empirical models or “innovations” in
structural macro models), for instance ε∈R

The target variables to calculate are those

(x,y). These vectors will be used as drivers on

T

(A.2) Satellite macroeconomic and financial
models

contained in the vector of endogenous

Having completed the calculation of all core

variables y∈RM. These targets are related to the

macro series, a natural next step is to run

system of equations. We represent this system

larger set of economic and financial variables.

as the mapping F:RN x RT x RM→RM so that

Some market risk portfolios, for example, will

assumptions embedded in x through a generic

satellite models to expand the forecasts to a

F(x,ε,y)=0. With a fixed value for the vector

require hundreds if not thousands of “parameter

projections for the remaining economic variables

a mathematical viewpoint, the key distinction

of assumptions x, the modeler will obtain

estimates” to carry on with the stress test. From

and potential paths for the residuals grouped

between these satellite equations and the core

in ε. The analyst faces a risk of multiplicity;

model is that satellite variables are typically

i.e., having several solutions for (ε,y) that are
consistent with the vector x.

derived directly and explicitly from assumptions
of the core variables.

Figure 1 Phases of the scenario workflow
STARTING POINT
Vector of initial
assumptions
x

CORE ECONOMIC
SERIES

SATELLITE
MODELS

y
so that:
F (x, ε, y) = 0

z= (z1, z2,..., zs)
where:
zs = zs (x, y)

OUTPUT
Combined
triplet of
economic
assumptions
(x, y, z)

Source: Moody's Analytics
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Figure 2 Satellite equations positioned around a core macroeconomic model
Satellite Model 1

z¹ = g¹(x, y)
(x, y) z¹

Satellite Model 2
Satellite Models

z s = g s(x, y)
(x, y) z s

z² = g²(x, y)
(x, y) z²

F (x, ε, y) = 0
Core Model
x, ε y

Satellite Model 3

z³ = g³(x, y)
(x, y) z³
Source: Moody's Analytics

In formal terms, consider a group of S satellite

to liquidity metrics and balance sheet items,

models, labeled s∈{1,2,3,…,S}. Each of these

etc.). Properly defining a scenario is paramount,

equations is such that the endogenous variables,
Ps

integrated stress testing framework.

satellite variables, zs, and core macro series,

A critical challenge for implementing specific

the core economic variables: zs=gs (x,y). In other
words, there are no feedback effects between

(x,y).

To illustrate the concept of satellite models,
the previous time-series example was extended
to the behavior of zst, with lags of (x,y,z) and
a residual term, μst, as potential explanatory

variables:

zst=f(xt,xt-1,xt-2,…,xt-L,yt,yt-1,yt-2,…,yt-L,zst,z t-2,…, z t-T,μ t)

1

s

s

s

With zst as the only variable on the left-

hand-side of the equation, the relationship is
unidirectional: from (x,y) to z. This simple timeseries satellite model allows for no interactions
with other satellite variables nor any feedback
between zst and the economic assumptions in

(x,y).

The final output of these two phases can be
summarized in the triplet (x,y,z)=(x,y,z1,z2,…
,zS)=(x,y,g1 (x,y),g2 (x,y),…,gS (x,y)). These

elements represent the starting point of the

stress testing process that is needed to carry on
with the subsequent modeling and analytical
steps (such as the calibration of market
and credit risk parameters to the scenario
assumptions, mapping of scenario parameters
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as it serves as a necessary building block for an

z ∈R , can be obtained as an explicit mapping of
s

(B) Second principle: consistency of
macroeconomic scenarios
scenarios into a stress testing process is ensuring
the overall consistency of the economic variables
that characterize any given scenario. The severity
of the shocks, timing of the recession, speed
of the recovery and other dimensions need to
match across all variables to obtain a consistent
scenario. The practical challenge – translated
into our mathematical set-up – amounts to
“solving” the system F(x,ε,y)=0, having started
with the assumptions imposed on the vector

x. But what if these assumptions contradict

the expected shape or behavior that have been
predicted in the macro models? The error term
(or random variable) ε serves as a residual term
to try to “close the gap” between the values of
y and x. In practice, if it is hard to make sense
of the relationship between elements of y

and x (i.e., if the error term is very significant),
modelers tend to isolate those “problematic”

variables and build specific satellite equations
for them. Under such circumstances, some of
the relationships described in F(x,ε,y)=0 are

no longer valid and they are modeled through
satellite equations.

The math can be summarized as follows: (a) a
subset of endogenous variables (the so-called

APPROACHES TO IMPLEMENTATION

“problematic” series), say y̅ , gets mapped

through satellite models: y̅ =g (x); (b) The
s̅

remaining ones, say y̿ , are solved through the
conditional sub-system:

F̿(x,ε,y)= F̿(x,ε,y̅,y̿ )= F̿(x,ε,y̅,y̿ )=
F(̿ x,ε,gs̅ (x),y̿ )= 0

The ability to identify, document, and fix
scenario inconsistencies is crucial to the
stress testing scenario-building process.
Underestimating this challenge can lead to an
inordinate amount of workload for the analysts

2. (C.2) Running the simulations through
satellite models: For each realization of the
shocks, the vector of simulated economic
parameters is mapped, (xj,yj), into all satellite

models. Each satellite model could bring
its own source of additional uncertainty

(through μst in the example of a time-series

satellite model). The outcome of this second
step is summarized with the set of simulated
paths: (xj,yj,z1,j,z2,j,…,zS,j)=(xj,yj,zj), for all
j∈{1,2,…,J}.

3. (C.3) Computing scenario probabilities/

who are responsible for subsequent phases of

severities: After completing the simulation

the stress testing process. Making sense of the

exercise, the final step is to compute a

stressed numbers will be nearly impossible

probability for each simulated economic

if the starting assumptions carry tangible

variable: (xj,yj,zj). To simplify things,

inconsistencies.
(C) Third principle: scenario severity/probability
Many stress testing frameworks are built
around specific probabilities/severities of
the initial shocks/scenarios. To this end,
how can banks compute the probability of a

decompose the vector of macroeconomic and
financial series into observations over time:
(xj,yj,zj)=(xjt,yjt,zjt), for all points in time t.

Assuming the last observed historical value is
j
j
) for each
t,̃ the probability P(xjt>t,y
̃ t>t>t,z
̃
t>t̃

simulation j∈{1,2,…,J} needs to be computed.

given macroeconomic scenario? The multi-

Consider a practical example where the first

dimensional nature of macro forecasts makes the

variable on the vector of original economic

assignment of a single probability not a trivial

assumptions, x1t, represents the unemployment

exercise. Not only do banks face several variables
within a scenario, but they also observe them
over subsequent points in time. The analyst

at time t. The simplest probability metric
is constructed by rank-ordering the

simulations according to their forecasted peak

must produce a mapping of this multi-variate

unemployment rate. In other words, comparing

object into a probability, a number between

the projected peak rate against the overall

0 and 1. In mathematical terms, the task is to

distribution of unemployment rates observed

translate the values of the vector (x,y,z) into

in history, as well as in any simulated path. This

In practice, this is typically handled through

simulated peak unemployment rate against its

p=P(x,y,z)∈[0,1].

effect reduces the dimension of the problem

simulation exercises. The steps involved in the

overall distribution. The problem with such a

process are as follows:
1. (C.1) Simulating the core macroeconomic
model: Use the core macroeconomic model
to simulate paths for the variables (x,y).

Simulations are typically based on shocks
to the random variable ε combined with
shocks to the parameter estimations or
model (usually referred to as “coefficientuncertainty”). Each realization of the shocks
(i.e., each simulation), say j∈{1,2,…,J}, will

produce a set of values for the vector (xj,yj,εj).

to a single number: the positioning of the

simplistic probability metric is that it misses
the potential duration of the crisis and ignores
other economic sectors beyond labor market
conditions. A more robust probability/scoring
mechanism will combine alternative severity
dimensions into an overall score, illustrated by
extending the unemployment rate example with
alternative score loadings, such as: (a) number
of periods with an increasing unemployment
rate, (b) number of periods with unemployment
rates above a long-term average, (c) predicted
peak of the unemployment rate, and (d) number
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of periods with the unemployment rate within

scenario that is being proposed. For those

the top 25% of the sample (first quartile). These

frameworks that are built around severity/

loadings (factors) are assigned specific weights in

probability thresholds, this foundation helps

the final score.

integrate the scenario phase into the overall

In mathematical terms, let q∈{1,2,…,Q}

represent the set of alternative score loadings

The integration of alternative scenarios into

(or marginal factors). The total score can be

stress testing frameworks remains an ongoing

computed as a convex combination of these

challenge for most financial institutions.

marginal scores:

The three principles discussed in this article

Scorej=∑Qq=1(θq×Scorejq), with ∑Qq=1θq=1

To complete the final step, scores are mapped
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stress testing program.

help illustrate how to develop an integrated
stress testing system, but should not be seen
as automatically guaranteeing integration.

into probabilities.

Banks need to understand and analyze the

This framework will help analysts attach

integrating their alternative scenario work into

probabilities to each and every economic

their stress testing workflow.

three principles to have a realistic chance of

© 2014 Moody’s Analytics, Inc. and/or its licensors and affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Building clear and well-defined risk appetite strategies that control
risk and return will help Japanese banks achieve further growth.
This article discusses risk appetite frameworks and stress testing,
including trends, best practices, and the changing IT approach.
Risk appetite frameworks as a catalyst for
change in Japanese banks

established, communicated, and monitored.

Japan, as the third largest economy in the world,

vocabulary to describe risk appetite. Initially,

was also hit by the financial crisis, but its banking

Japanese banks welcomed this framework as a

industry mostly avoided risky investments. Large

totally new concept.

Interestingly, there was no pre-existing

Japanese banks did not suffer as much from
the turmoil, which has been the main cause of

Since the Senior Supervisors Group published a

their indifference to the surge of new banking

report, “Observations on Developments in Risk

regulations led by the global supervisory bodies.

Appetite Frameworks and IT Infrastructure,”
in late 2010, Japanese banks have worked to

While other global banks and their regulators

introduce the framework. The Japanese regulator,

make every supervisory and voluntary effort to

Japan Financial Supervisory Agency (J-FSA),

redeem market confidence, Japanese banks have

established requirements to build the framework

long struggled with a sticky issue – extremely

within their supervisory guidance in 2013.

low profitability in the domestic market. Their
pre-provision income ratios and net interest

This concept perfectly matches what the

income margins are at the lowest level among

Japanese banks are trying to achieve in the

all the advanced countries. Naturally, some

high-margin, but much riskier, markets in Asia.

large banks, after grabbing a significant share

Building clear and well-defined risk appetite

of the domestic market, have been aggressively

strategies in new frontier markets in Asia has

expanding their businesses into other Asian

been a pressing task.

countries, especially in traditional commercial
lending. They look for alternative sources for
further growth.
For Japanese banks, increasing profitability has
been a more important issue than improving risk
management. The situation changed, however,
when they recognized a new management
framework for controlling risk and return – a risk
appetite framework.
A risk appetite framework is an overall approach,
through which the risk appetite of a bank is
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Current stress testing trends in the global
banking industries
As Japanese banks learned what the risk appetite
framework really suggests, they began to realize
that it is also deeply related to other initiatives
(such as stress testing) in terms of governance,
data management, and reporting to their senior
management. This trend clearly reflects the
recent transformation of global stress testing
practices.
The major banking industry jurisdictions, such
as the US, Europe, and UK, are all advancing

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

toward more stringent, transparent, and effective

4. Focus more on analyzing resilience, rather

supervisory stress testing regimes. This trend has

than insolvency

led to interesting changes in best practices.

Banks are not expected to default under the

1. Focus stress tests on financials, not just risk

current stress tests, even under the most
severe scenario, which partly reflects the

Traditional stress tests tend to focus on

improved financial conditions of the major

various kinds of risk, which are measured

global banks. What matters most in the stress

by relatively complicated methodologies

test analysis is the lowest potential capital

such as Value-at-Risk (VaR) or Monte Carlo

ratio they could hit during the stressed period.

simulations. The current stress tests focus

The current stress tests can be compared to

more on the projections of financials, which

a hurdle race. Runners are expected to clear

should include balance sheet, P&L, and Basel

multiple hurdles under the worst physical

capital ratios, and do not require models that

conditions. The hurdles are the minimum

are too complicated.

requirements for regulations, such as Basel

2. Cover the entire balance sheet

capital requirements, leverage ratio, liquidity

As the stress test aims to project financials

ratio, etc. The minimum requirements

into the future, the actual work required

for those regulations could be used more

extends to all the balance sheet items. This

effectively under the current stress test

means that stress testing is not a specific task

framework. While most banks tend to believe

for a risk management team any more – it is

it is easy to clear those requirements, it is not

becoming an enterprise-wide operation.

always easy to keep doing so over multiple

3. Require multi-period projections

periods under a very severe stress scenario.

In traditional stress tests, stressed risk results
are often calculated when an instantaneous
shock is applied to a portfolio. Under the
current stress test practices, projections of
the financials across several periods (nine
quarters in the US and three years in the EU)
are required.

Crossover between the risk appetite framework
and stress tests
Interestingly, as the stress test changes along
with global supervisory initiatives, its practices
are becoming closer to the requirements for
building a risk appetite framework. In both
platforms, it is expected that banks should use

Figure 1 Stress testing practices are becoming more dynamic
Risk
High

Stress test on financials

Stress test on risk

Stressed
Financials
(Year 3)

Stressed
Risk

Stressed
Financials
(Year 2)

Low

Current
Financials
and Risk

Stressed
Financials
(Year 1)

Time
As of Date

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Source: Moody's Analytics
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the outcomes effectively to improve their risk

changing. In terms of organization, Japanese

management.

banks are also good at building rigorous silo-type

In a risk appetite framework, banks should
establish the level and types of risk they are
willing to take to achieve strategic objectives. The
process should include the projection of major

departments. This type of organization should
work effectively once the targets are all set,
but it tends to be weak when quickly changing
environments.

key performance indicators (KPIs) and necessary

The following are the major functions required

risk limits, which reflect the strategies and the

for effective risk appetite and stress test

risk they assume. This process should be closely

frameworks.

related with the business strategies of banks.
On the other hand, a stress test is supposed to
generate financials and risks under stress for
multiple periods in the future. This could be used
to validate risk appetite strategies. The three
major functions for the management of a bank –
business strategy, risk appetite, and stress testing
– are now expected to work very closely.
Setting up an appropriate IT framework to
implement a risk appetite and stress test

1. Management information systems for
reporting and monitoring
2. Data integration platform, which interfaces
with other IT platforms
3. Calculation engines for risks, financials, and
regulations
4. Modeling functions, which transfer scenarios
into parameters
5. Flexibility, which enables banks to respond to

The current stress tests can be compared to a hurdle race. Runners are
expected to clear multiple hurdles under the worst physical conditions. The
hurdles are the minimum requirements for regulations, which could be used
more effectively under the current stress test framework. While most banks
tend to believe it is easy to clear those requirements, it is not always easy
to keep doing so over multiple periods under a very severe stress scenario.
framework is crucial because the process should
be effective and run smoothly. There are also
supervisory requirements to be a “management
framework” for a bank.
The IT approach is also changing
First and foremost, IT arrangements need to be
established quickly. Over the past few years,
Japanese banks have learned that their IT
projects take too much time and cost too much.
This is mainly because most Japanese banks have
built a huge core banking system (“Kikan-kei”
system), which incorporates all their accounting,
booking, and financial workflows. All the other

of most large banks’ current IT framework, and
may require them to wait for many years until
they have set everything up. While they could
be patient, the market will never wait. The large
banks are in competition with each other and
are actively doing business in the international
markets. It is apparent that banks that
successfully implement these frameworks will
emerge as the winners, restoring confidence with
market participants and clients. Thus, most banks
seek a better way to achieve these tasks.
A typical approach taken by the global banks

top of the core banking system.

facing these tasks is to build a multi-functional

comprehensive framework would integrate
all the important information in one place. It
turned out, though, to be less flexible for the
current regulatory environment, which is rapidly
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These functions should require drastic reforms

information or risk systems tend to be built on

At the time, many banks believed that this
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new regulatory requirements

database and a workflow among all the existing
IT platforms. While the database covers all the
balance sheet items and risk parameters, it
should interface with other existing databases
and calculation engines. By adding a new multi-

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

Figure 2 The risk appetite and stress test should work closely together
Risk Appetite Framework
Defines business strategies in terms of risk
Projections
Impacts

Revenue and Profit

Balance Sheet

Risk Limits

Business
Targets

Regulatory Ratios
Risk Parameters

KPI Performance

Stress Test Framework
Supports validation of the risk appetite strategy
Source: Moody's Analytics

functional database and making it work as a hub
for workflows among different IT systems, banks
can build an effective framework, saving a lot of
resources.

for new finance sources.
The new approach required for global banks
(including risk appetite and stress testing)
is designed to achieve better frameworks to

A new path for growth

manage risk and return more autonomously.

A common challenge among global banks in

Regulatory expectations focus on more than just

advanced countries, including Japan, is with

compliance with new regulations. Banks are also

achieving further growth in slow-growth

expected to design appropriate governance that

economies. They tend to seek new opportunities

manages emerging risks and achieves a controlled

in developing economies, emerging markets, and

performance. It is important that banks be fully

new asset classes. It is crucial that large Japanese

responsible for building enhanced governance

banks expand their presence in the Asian markets,

because this will be the key to gaining a

where loan spreads are almost always thicker

competition advantage in this new era – indeed a

than Japan and a growing number of firms look

new path for banks to achieve further growth.

Figure 3 The risk appetite and stress tests require the same functions
Risk Appetite
Framework

Management
Information
Systems

Data
Integration

Stress Test
Framework

Calculation
Engines

Modeling
Functions

Flexibility for
New Regulations

Source: Moody's Analytics
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For many years, banks have considered integrated risk management
as a possibility, but not a must. Regulation, however, is now driving
change. This article explores the challenges confronting banks when
integrating their risk management, and the benefits of connecting all
the related processes.
During the financial crisis, banks struggled to pull

regulatory exercise asks the same things of

together data and information that was critical

banks – do more to demonstrate that they are

to understanding the extent of the exposures

resilient enough to absorb stress and ultimately

that threatened their existence.

withstand the next financial crisis.

Today, risk management is the focus of intense

For example, regulatory stress tests are being

regulatory scrutiny and has become central

imposed on banks as a means to test their capital

to senior management decision-making and

adequacy. The stress test processes required by

strategy setting. Risk management within

the Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review

banks is evolving and the integration of risk

(CCAR) in the US, the Prudential Regulation

management processes is at the heart of this

Authority (PRA) in the UK, or the European

evolution.

Banking Authority (EBA) in the European Union

This article reviews the regulatory pressures
driving change and some of the challenges that
banks face in their quest to improve processes
and meet ongoing demands. It also looks at
the benefits that more integrated data and risk
management processes can bring. To arrive at
the conclusions in this article, Moody’s Analytics
has consulted with a number of global financial
institutions who have shared how they are
working through these challenges today.
Increasing regulatory pressure
In the aftermath of the financial crisis, banking
regulation grew substantially, and today is
extremely demanding and constantly changing.
National governments and international
standard setting bodies relentlessly tightened
the framework in which banks are operating,
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are all very similar. They all look for banks to
provide granular data via prescribed templates,
define a frequency by which they would like
to receive data submissions, challenge the
banks’ modeling approaches, and prescribe
scenarios on which banks are to stress their
model outputs. Regulators are also beginning to
challenge infrastructure and process governance.
Moreover, in each case, banks face corrective
measures if they are not deemed to be robust
enough following the stress testing exercise.
Looking more closely, however, each regulator
asks for the exercise to be completed in a slightly
different way. This is enormously complex for
banks, who have to run multiple programs in
parallel to respond to each of these requests in a
timely manner.

including: Dodd-Frank, CCAR, DFAST, Basel III,

Specifically, regulators and supervisory

Basel 3.5, CRD IV, BCBS 239, AQR, EBA stress

authorities are expressing a need for the

tests, and PRA FDSF. Fundamentally, each

reporting of granular data. Under the PRA, it is

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

the Firm Data Submission Framework (FDSF).

BCBS 239 – all urge banks to move away from

Under the Federal Reserve, it is CCAR and DFAST

operating exclusively in silos.

reporting. This reporting regime requires banks to
access, validate, and reconcile data across their
enterprise – requiring the connection of data
points across all risk types, typically stored in
multiple systems across multiple locations, and
with varying degrees of accuracy, granularity,
and completeness. Not only is it a challenge
for banks to collect and streamline data flows,

Banks now have to manage the multiple
regulatory demands at the level of frequency
desired by regulators. At the same time, they
have to make processes more affordable,
efficient, sustainable, and repeatable. The only
way to achieve this is through the integration of
multiple data flows, architectures, and teams.

the process, in its very nature, has created a

So where do banks start?

“granular entanglement” between data points

The transformation to an integrated risk

across risk and finance silos that banks are now

framework should not be underestimated. It is

being asked to disclose.

incredibly complex and is met with challengers

In January 2013, the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision (BCBS) issued a document,
Principles for effective risk data aggregation and
risk reporting, with the objective of addressing
the inadequacy of many banks’ information
technology and data architectures as a means of
supporting the broad management of financial
risks.1

and skeptics. Banks are used to operating in silos,
such as risk and finance, which have different
cultures and speak different “languages.” There
is a lack of trust and familiarity of one another’s
systems and processes. There are skeptics who
believe that such change is an unrealistic ideal
that cannot be achieved. As a result, these banks
manage to “get through” regulatory fire drills
with patched together systems and manual

This document outlines the importance that

processes that are labor-intensive and often

the supervisor places on the need for banks to

carry a high risk of error.

Not only is it a challenge for banks to collect and streamline data flows, the
process, in its very nature, has created a “granular entanglement” between
data points across risk and finance silos that banks are now being asked to
disclose.
enhance data and IT infrastructures and increase
the automation of processes. The principals
ask for improved governance, accuracy and
completeness of data, timeliness, adaptability,
and completeness and clarity of reporting.
Once again, effective adherence to the demands
of this regulation requires the interconnection of
a bank’s data, infrastructure, process, and people.

Operational transformation within a bank
requires strong leadership and backing from the
most senior levels of management. In many
cases, banks have appointed a senior leader to
manage the coordination across business and
IT teams. This role tends to be closely aligned
with senior management at a bank. This central
and transversal leadership role has the ability
to assess systems and processes and coordinate

Dealing with the challenges

the regulatory demands, business needs, and

This long list of demands creates enormous

architectural feasibility of a transformation

challenges for banks, not only because they

program.

are obliged to keep up with the volume and
frequency of recurring requests, but also because

Benefits beyond regulatory compliance

the regulators are asking banks to operate

In spite of the challenges, integration of risk

across silos, which until now have been able to

management systems and processes can

act independently. However, today's regimes –

present a number of benefits. Centralization

such as stress testing, regulatory reporting, and

and integration create clear ownership,
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increase standardization of processes, and

and intensity of constantly evolving regulatory

improve efficiency – reducing the time spent on

demands leave little time for banks to pause

generating results. In addition, by streamlining

for reflection, confront the issues, and plan

risk and regulatory compliance functions across

effectively for change – thus often leaving banks

silos, banks can scale down from multiple,

with no choice but to look for tactical solutions

disparate teams to fewer, more central teams

rather than strategic change. Banks that place

and competence centers. This integration
will also enable banks to reconcile data and

a priority on streamlining processes have the

results across teams and regions, and can lead

projects to meet both immediate regulatory

to a reduction in internal IT expenditures and

needs and plan strategically to meet longer term

support costs associated with running multiple

goals.

sponsorship and investment to carry out tactical

There are skeptics who believe that such change is an unrealistic ideal
that cannot be achieved. As a result, these banks manage to “get through”
regulatory fire drills with patched together systems and manual processes
that are labor-intensive and often carry a high risk of error.
teams. Banks can also reduce external IT
costs. For example, by choosing a vendor that
provides a comprehensive offering covering all
aspects of regulatory requirements – from data
management, regulatory compliance for capital,
liquidity and ALM, stress testing, and reporting –
significant cost savings can be achieved.
In addition, firms that have more transparent
risk management processes can increase
performance, improve governance, and boost
revenue as a result of risk-aware decision-making
and strategic planning.
In our research for this article, we asked banks
if an integrated risk management approach was
something they were realistically trying to work
toward in response to the regulatory demands.
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decisions should, of course, be the strategy
for any business. For many years, banks have
perceived of integrated risk management as a
possibility, but not a must. Something that banks
could do, but have not done. Today, regulation
is driving the issue. Banks have no choice but to
keep up with the ad hoc nature of the regulatory
demands and the frequency of reporting dates.
When banks can get to the point where they
can see beyond the myriad of regulation,
however, they will begin to look at their business
and appreciate the internal benefits of that
transformation. Banks will be stronger and more
efficient. Senior management will have better
access to information that will help inform their
strategic decisions, enabling them to plan more

We found that the majority have recognized

effectively. Ultimately, this integrated view is

the need to change and confirmed that the

a best practice that because of, and in spite of,

integration of data, systems, and people across

regulation, the world’s banks should be striving

risk and finance silos was deemed an absolute

toward.

necessity. We also observed that the frequency
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LEVERAGING BASEL III COMPLIANCE
IMPLEMENTATIONS
By Pierre Gaudin

Pierre Gaudin
Senior Director, Enterprise Risk
Management Solutions, APAC

In charge of the Asia-Pacific Solutions Specialists team
at Moody’s Analytics, Pierre has 15 years of experience
delivering software implementation services for capital
markets and risk management solutions at major
commercial banks in Paris, Bruxelles, London, Hong
Kong, and Singapore.

This article examines how regulatory compliance initiatives
worldwide have shaped current risk management systems and
practices. It then covers the challenges and benefits of funds transfer
pricing practices, profitability analysis, and stress testing-based
governance practices.
Basel III compliance implementations have

of front office transactions. Additionally, data

significant implications for risk management

volumes differ significantly in the trading and

practices across the banking industry, and bring

banking books, leading to independent processes

data management, risk model, and infrastructure

whose reporting updates range from intraday

challenges.

for market risk to monthly for governance and

Basel requirements have shaped typical risk
management systems and practices
Across most financial institutions worldwide,
front office transaction data is processed within
separate risk management data flows. In a

forecasts practices. Overall, this organization
of tasks has emerged from successive waves of
business and regulatory implementations and
is now generally accepted in the industry as
common sense.

nutshell, there are three main uses of transaction

The previous Basel II regulatory wave reinforced

data:

these silos, establishing a new emphasis on

»» Market risk practices look into short-term
risks relevant to the trading book
»» ALM/finance practices provide long-term
banking risk and profitability analytics

of data requirements. It also sparked groupwide consolidation of granular-level data, while
allowing other silos, such as market risk and
ALM, to remain unchanged.

»» Credit risk measures address long-term
default risk and solvability of the portfolio
In terms of data flow organization, the separate
focus on different risk measurements, various
time horizons, and risk factors in the simulations
have led to a consistent view across the
financial industry. Overall, the risk management
organization, roles, and systems are typically
shaped according to the three main data flow
silos: Market Risk Office, Asset and Liability
Committee (ALCO), and Credit Risk Office (see
Figure 1).

Along with the enhancement of credit
assessment models, credit risk-weighted asset
(RWA) requirements have also spurred the
evolution of risk management infrastructures.
Detailed data requirements at the transaction,
collateral, counterparty, and guarantee levels
have increased the need for data warehouses,
which collect and centralize data from front
office transactional systems, and validate and
improve data quality controls. The use of data
warehouses has often remained limited in
scope as daily data flow frequency and daily T+1
processes, required in the market risk and ALM

Within the structure of governance and risk
management systems, each silo relies on its
own set of models relevant to a specific set

credit risk practices and raising the complexity

silos, have prevented their application across
all silos. Measurements leveraging trading book
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Figure 1 Typical risk management data flow silos in financial institutions
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data typically require a direct feed from treasury

Overall, this creates the need to build a new data

systems, rather than collecting it from a data

flow that assembles the components on a daily

warehouse.

basis, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Creating relevant models for credit and cash flow behavior over a 30day time horizon is complicated by technical data limitations that are
often observed on the credit model side. Indeed, whereas Pillar I liquidity
compliance leverages public credit ratings, such credit assessments result
in only scarce historical time-series, which prevents banks from adequately
refining credit transitions and calibrating liquidity models.
The impact of Basel III liquidity monitoring
requirements
With new Basel III requirements, come new
challenges to the dataflow structure. Relying
on both cash flow projections and credit risk
weighting and classification, the Basel III
driven contingent liquidity planning framework
requires, within a daily data flow, the merging
of ALM models with credit behaviors. Pillar II
liquidity monitoring requirements reinforce the
need to revisit cash flow models to account for
asset classes and forecast credit transitions.
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A typical requirement, illustrated by the
European Banking Authority (EBA) publication,
Additional Liquidity Monitoring Metrics, consists
of providing a view of an institution’s internal
liquidity behavioral forecasts, projected on
the regulatory Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)
classification. This particular report requires an
improved set of explanatory factors for the cash
flow models in the simulation, accounting for a
new segmentation of internal behavioral models,
according to counterparty classifications and
rating behaviors.
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Including credit transitions into such models

series with at most one observation point every

provides its own challenges. Similar to

quarter. This lack of granular historical credit

approaches used in credit economic capital

data prevents banks from adequately refining

simulations, monitoring LCR over a 30-day

credit transitions and calibrating liquidity

horizon demands an accurate and forward-

models.

Figure 2 Creation of data warehouses often triggered by Basel II initiatives
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looking understanding of credit transitions. This

For internal liquidity contingency planning

provides an accurate measurement of the high-

purposes, risk managers now tend to leverage

quality liquid assets forecast, helping perform

equity prices and sovereign credit default

informed asset selections that are eligible in

swap (CDS) spreads-based ratings. Not only

the numerator of the LCR. It also allows banks

do these approaches reflect a forward-looking

to properly anticipate the evolution of the

appreciation of credit by market analysts, but

inflow and outflow performance on the LCR

they also provide a suitable set of historical

denominator.

time-series to run against historical cash flows
and balances observations, resulting in fine-

Creating relevant models for credit and cash

grained and responsive calibration of behavioral

flow behavior over a 30-day time horizon is

models.

complicated by technical data limitations that
are often observed on the credit model side.

Moody’s Analytics currently sees the emergence

Indeed, whereas Pillar I liquidity compliance

of this type of usage among its clients, for cross

leverages public credit ratings – providing a

risk models calibration and specifically short-

public and auditable source of data consistent

term liquidity inflows and outflows monitoring.

with financial statements – such credit
assessments result in only scarce historical time-

With regard to the Liquidity Coverage Ratio,
monitoring sovereign bonds that are eligible in
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Figure 3 Basel III liquidity requirements combine cash flow and credit analysis
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the numerator also demands a forward-looking

and profitability. This revamped data flow,

and responsive assessment of credit, which CDS-

created for compliance purposes, is worth the

implied EDFs can provide.

investment. It provides a solid foundation for

FTP and profitability analysis
With regard to funds transfer pricing (FTP), Basel
III liquidity requirements now introduce a review

scenario-driven governance practices.
Recent governance practices, proposed by US

for new contingent liquidity spreads and an

and European stress testing regulators, can

associated profitability analysis. To achieve

leverage the results from the ALM-Credit-

proper profitability measurements, FTP models
will now have to rely on data and cash flows

Liquidity silos as a strong starting point. This

planning silo. As a logical step, ALM managers

framework allows banks to perform appropriate
measurements on a number of key aspects, such
as the Asset Quality Review (AQR) and data

are now looking to leverage this FTP practice.

harmonization, Internal Capital and Liquidity

This makes the dataflow – newly built for

Adequacy Assessment, risk appetite definition,

contingent liquidity planning – a good starting

FTP and limit policies settings, and profitability

point for balance sheet forecasts, pro forma FTP

planning and forecasting.

models, and profitability analysis.
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requirements and modern, macroeconomic

of loan and commitment prices, accounting

that originate from the liquidity contingency
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upcoming regulatory stress testing automation

In this approach, macroeconomic models are

In doing so, Basel III liquidity requirements

applied to key portfolio risk and performance

create the opportunity for financial institutions

indicator forecasts within a lightweight

to generate a consistent view of analytics

simulation framework, providing fully auditable

across credit, liquidity, interest rate risk,

measurements. By allowing banks to operate a
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Figure 4 Evolution of behavioral cash flow models to account for counterparty credit.
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meaningful number of governance assumptions

and consistent evolution of risk practices and

within a short turnaround time, this framework

infrastructures within financial institutions.

enables a fruitful dialogue between the

Along with enhancing banks’ solvability, Basel

governance team and senior management, based

II helped financial institutions improve their

on macroeconomic forecasts and governance

data management capabilities. Adopting a

hypotheses. Implemented as an autonomous

strategic approach to implementing Basel III

computational layer, such processes can be

liquidity compliance and monitoring can provide

performed independently from pre-existing

significant short-term returns on investment –

risk infrastructures, creating little-to-no impact

differentiating an institution’s ability to leverage,

on existing risk management production

in a cost efficient way, a unified view of data,

Figure 5 Comparison of financial statement-based ratings and market prices-based ratings, providing fine-grained
historical time-series
Financial statement-based ratings

AA

AA+

A

Sticky
Transitions

Market value of assets or
CDS-spread based ratings

Granular
Transitions

AA+

Events
Responsiveness
Source: Moody's Analytics

environments, providing the institution with a

risk profiles, and behaviors for improved balance

cost efficient implementation for stress testing

sheet forecasts, profitability analysis, and stress

automation workflows.

testing-based governance practices.

Over the years, regulatory compliance
implementations have promoted a gradual
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Figure 6 Finance and ALCO leverage liquidity data and FTP models enrichment for profitability forecasts and analysis
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Figure 7 Deployment model for stress testing automation, leveraging outputs from existing data flows within a streamlined and
efficient simulation and governance framework
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» CCAR, PRA, EBA, ECB
» Dynamic balance sheet forecasting
» Pre-provision net revenue forecasting
» Margins/volumes
» M&A activity

» Growth strategy, M&As, deleverage
» Setting risk limits & RAROC pricing
» Capital allocation

Finance - ALM Committee & Contingent Liquidity Planning

Credit Risk Silo
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CHALLENGES IMPACTING THE GLOBAL
INSURANCE INDUSTRY IN 2015 AND BEYOND
An interview with Brian Heale

Learn how global regulations, demographic trends, and technology
will impact insurers over the next few years and how they can best
prepare for the changes.

Brian Heale
Senior Director, Business
Development Officer, Global
Insurance

What do you see as the main drivers influencing
insurers over the next few years?

were once the sole domain of banks. Thus, the

The insurance industry is still going through a

blurred than it used to be.

delineation between banks and insurers is more

period of change driven by a number of factors,
as shown in Figure 1 – a few of which are worth

In addition, there is the perennial question of

discussing in detail.

how to reduce administrative, IT, and sales costs.

Brian is an insurance and Solvency II specialist who
has significant experience in technology solutions
for the global insurance industry. He has an in depth
knowledge of the life and pensions business, coupled
with a comprehensive understanding of enterprise
technology.

For years, insurers have been trying to become
First, as part of the ever-increasing regulatory

more efficient, often with limited success.

demands, regimes such as Solvency II and IFRS

Increasing consumer legislation and awareness,

now drive insurers to better understand risk and

coupled with new distribution models and

capital within their business. While Solvency II

aggressive competitors, is refocusing efforts

is a European initiative, its main principles are

on cost reduction. Insurers are considering a

being adopted across the globe in countries such

range of measures from outsourcing, process

as Japan, South Africa, Mexico, and Australia. In

re-engineering, and replacing legacy technology

addition, there is a growing trend for consumer

infrastructures to new low-cost distribution

protection legislation, in response to the

channels. It is not easy to reduce costs in an

incorrect selling of insurance instruments in the

environment with low investment returns and a

past. This legislation increases compliance costs

lot of pressure on margins.

and potentially impacts regulatory capital at
a time when there are enormous competitive

Perhaps one of the most profound changes

pressures.

to which insurers have to adapt is the aging
population, which requires new types of

A second major factor is the fact that over the

insurance products and services. A good example

last few years, insurers have struggled with

is in the annuity market, where improving

low investment returns on government and

mortality and low returns is making traditional

corporate bonds. Insurers are also often required

annuity products very unattractive. Thus, insurers

to hold a significant portion of their assets in

are looking at new types of annuity products

bonds for regulatory purposes, with the cash

with lower charges and increased flexibility

flows from bonds being a good match to their

to draw-down money as needed, rather than

long-term liabilities. The long duration of low

purchase a typical rigid, deferred annuity policy.

returns, however, is forcing insurers to look at
other investment types that mirror the cash

Allied with this is that we now are at the cusp of

flow profile of bonds but provide a higher rate

huge advances in medical science, particularly

of return. As a result, insurers increasingly look

with understanding DNA and its role in aging,

toward infrastructure and corporate loans, which

disease, and gene therapy. These advances
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Figure 1 Factors impacting the change in the global insurance industry
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raise a whole range of ethical and underwriting
issues that insurers must address. Based on

How will capital management challenges
impact insurers in the short and long term?

current trends, an individual born today has

The fundamental tenant of Solvency II is

a life expectancy of 94 years. The Cambridge

that insurers should better understand the

University Geneticist Aubrey de Grey thinks

relationship between risk and capital in their

lifespans will soon increase to 1000 years.

business. The implication is that both regulatory
and economic capital (the capital the insurer

“We are just at the start of a revolutionary new
understanding of how our own bodies work with
incalculable consequences for our health and
longevity.”

needs to run the business) are central to any
insurance company’s decision-making.
There has naturally been a recent focus on
regulatory capital (the Solvency Capital

-Sir Tim Hunt and 49 other Nobel Prize Winners, in

Requirements, or SCR), but firms are now

a Letter to the Financial Times, October 2012

considering the wider capital implications and

The next few years present major challenges
for insurers, but those that adapt and offer new
products and services that customers seek will
differentiate themselves.

are asking questions, such as:
» How much risk capital will we need to survive
the next five years?
» What is the optimal legal entity structure
from a capital perspective?
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» What is the most effective and profitable use
of capital?

three to five years into the future, encouraging a
strategic approach to capital management. This

» How can we grow the business profitably?

approach is undertaken in relation to a baseline

The average insurer has 10 to 14 core systems installed. One multinational
insurer had more than 80 core systems. This complexity means that a ripand-replace strategy would be too risky for such a large project. Estimates
vary, but it is not uncommon for insurers to spend up to 80% of their IT
budget on maintaining legacy systems.
» What should the firm’s optimal product and
investment portfolios look like?

scenarios that an insurer thinks might represent

» What scenarios might put the firm out of

a plausible future operating environment

business?

(illustrated in Figure 2).

» How would an acquisition impact the firm’s
capital requirement?
value-at-risk perspective, and while holding the
requisite amount of regulatory capital is critical
in the longer term, the focus will switch to a

term in capital planning tools and methodologies
to better understand capital and risk in their
businesses and allocate capital profitably will
undoubtedly achieve competitive advantages

“what-if” capital analysis. This new approach
is much more forward-looking, projects capital
requirements over a longer time horizon, and is
based on a range of possible economic scenarios.
central theme of strategic planning.

All insurers must consider regulatory capital
in the short term, but insurers who invest long

Regulatory capital is focused on a one-year,

Thus, capital management is becoming the

scenario and a number of other macroeconomic

over those who are less sophisticated.
What are the main challenges to implementing
a centralized analytical repository to support
business decision-making?
Risk and capital analytics and metrics are
important to meeting the ever-increasing

The Own Risk Solvency Assessment (ORSA)

demand from regulators for more complex

requires insurers to project their balance sheet

reporting and to support effective decision-

Figure 2 Macroeconomic scenarios over a business-planning horizon

Macroeconomic Model
Alternative Economic Scenarios

Custom Scenarios

Baseline Scenario
S1 - Stronger Recovery
S2 - Hard Landing
S3 - Deep Recession
S4 - Protracted Slump
S5 - Below-Trend-Long-Term
Growth
S6 - Oil Price Increase,
Dollar Crash

Sovereign
Default Shock
& Deflation

Euro Zone
Breakup

Custom Scenarios
1:50

Strategic Planning
& Forecasting

S5 - Below-TrendLong-Term Growth
1-in-25

S4 - Protracted
Slump
1-in-25

S3 - Deep
Recession
1-in-10

1:25
Forecast

Weaker Economy

S6 - Oil Price
Increase, Dollar
Crash Inflation
1-in-10

Baseline:
Trend Growth

S2 - Hard
Landing
1-in-4

1:10

S1 - Stronger
Recovery
1-in-4

1:14

1:4
Healthier Economy

Source: Moody's Analytics
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Figure 3 Organizing and storing analytical data

Information

Management Action
Reactive

Management Action
Pre-Determined

Reporting Engine
1. OLAP Cubes Required for
Granular Reporting

2. Centralized Analytical Data
Management Tools &
Repository

3. Underlying Data Model

4. Actuarial and Capital Modeling
for Results

5. Data Sources

Source: Moody's Analytics

making. An example is the quantitative reporting

and accurate calculations. To circumvent this

templates (QRTs) required by Solvency II, which

problem, many insurers are building a centralized

demand 10,000 cells of analytical data organized

analytical repository to specifically store finance,

in 70 templates. Supporting decision-making

actuarial, risk, and investment data. Many

is perhaps more challenging, as regulatory

already have repositories that store operational

reporting is highly prescribed. Decision-making

data, but these are often unsuitable for analytical

requires a complex mix of risk, actuarial, finance,

data.

and investment data and varies by business.

Organizing and storing analytical data at the

Regardless of the measures, metrics, and

lowest level of granularity greatly increases

information the business needs to support their

the flexibility for multi-dimensional analysis

decisions, it is essential that they analyze the

of results. In turn, this facilitates interactive

Risk and capital analytics and metrics are important to meeting the everincreasing demand from regulators for more complex reporting and to
support effective decision-making. An example is the quantitative reporting
templates (QRTs) required by Solvency II, which demand 10,000 cells of
analytical data organized in 70 templates.
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underlying data at a high level of granularity

dashboards and reports. Furthermore, when

(e.g., by line of business, product category, or

multi-dimensional analysis is generated from

geography). Typically, the data to support the

a common repository, it helps ensure data

required calculations, analyses, and reports will

reconciliation and validation. The disadvantage

often be scattered in non-integrated silos or

of granularity, however, is that the repository

within disparate data architectures, applications,

may have to handle potentially huge volumes of

and methodologies, which can inhibit complete

data. Performance measures and methodologies

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

continue to grow in complexity, becoming ever

such as legal entity, line of business, risk

more data hungry.

category, etc. The silo approach tends to produce

A centralized analytical repository means that
risk and capital data and metrics are available
to the whole enterprise to access and analyze.

low-quality data, mainly due to the proliferation
of data duplication and multiple data quality
approaches from one silo to the next.

This approach also avoids duplication and

Data can be considered high quality if it is fit

unnecessary movement of data.

for purpose in its intended use (e.g., statutory

A risk and capital literate development team
is essential for providing insight into how the

reports, business planning, and decision-making,
etc.). Six main factors make up data quality:

repository can support risk-based decision-

»» Accuracy

making. Nonetheless, building an effective

»» Completeness

repository can be a complex task as it involves

»» Appropriateness

numerous detailed steps:

»» Relevance

1. Users within the business define the
information and reports they require and the

»» Consistency
»» Reliability

drill-down (granularity) capabilities needed –

The quality of data in most insurance

often the main point of failure

organizations is often poor, so improvement is

2. IT builds a flexible data model to structure
the data and physicalize the repository
3. IT identifies where the data will come from,
determines gaps, and then builds the data
integration and transformation processes
required to load the data into the repository
in a standard and structured format
4. IT constructs the OLAP cubes necessary
1

essential. Improving the quality of data, however,
is a multi-faceted process that takes raw data
and subjects it to a set of algorithms, business
rules, and, as a last resort, common sense. This,
coupled with expert judgment, enables the data
to be validated or corrected. The data quality
tools used to do this have in-built data “logic” in
terms of patterns, trends, and rules which have
been developed over a number of years. Data

to support the generation of reports and

is tested against this logic. Simple errors can be

dashboards specified by the business

automatically corrected and flags raised for data

5. The repository is deployed so that business
users can access and generate the reports and
dashboards, either automatically or on an
ad-hoc basis

that requires expert judgment. The result may
not always produce perfect data (no process can
do that), but the data should at least be fit for
purpose.

How can insurers improve the quality of their
analytical data?

Table 1 looks at a typical process for improving

The previous question looked at the importance

necessarily follow this precise order.

of analytical data in the decision-making
process. Information, though, is valueless if
the underlying data from which it is derived
is inaccurate or of low quality. The numerous
sources of raw analytical data within an
organization give rise to questions regarding its
quality, consistency, and reliability, especially as

the quality of raw data. The steps may not

Besides regulations, which initiatives will take
the most resources to complete?
Another key area that will likely be a major area
of expenditure is legacy technology, which many
insurers will have to address over the next few
years and will represent a significant investment.

the volume of data increases. To compound the

Legacy technologies

problem, both analytical and operational data

The insurance industry is undergoing a

are often organized into separate silos, leading

period of radical change, occasioned by the

to duplication of data and inconsistent values.

principal drivers of cost reduction, legislation,

Analytical data often comes disaggregated from

competition, and ever-increasing critical mass.

multiple silos according to different dimensions,

Thus, the challenge is to radically reduce costs,
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Table 1 Typical process for improving raw data quality

Step
1

Process

Description

Data Extraction

»» Extract data from the various source systems – policy and claims systems, general ledgers, actuarial systems, investment
systems, etc. – and store in repository.
»» Input extracted data into the data profiling/quality tools, which are allied to the repository.

2

Data Profiling

Use data profiling techniques to initially assess the data to understand its overall quality challenges and anomalies. This
primarily uses patterns, trends, and algorithms (both general and specific to the insurance industry) to produce a picture of the
overall data quality – typically expressed as a percentage of the data that appears accurate.

3

Generalized “cleansing and
de-duping”

This is a dual process:
Data cleansing
»» Identify and modify corrupt or inaccurate data from the repository.
»» Remove or modify incomplete, incorrect, inaccurate, or irrelevant data. This process may involve removing typographical
errors or validating and correcting values against a known list of entities. The validation may be strict (such as rejecting any
address that does not have a valid postal code) or fuzzy (such as correcting records that partially match existing, known
records). After cleansing, a data set will be consistent with other similar data sets in the repository.
Data de-duplication
»» Reduce storage needs by eliminating redundant data.
»» Retain only one unique instance of the data within the repository. Redundant data is replaced with a pointer to the unique
data instance.

4

Data Standardization

Execute a series of data quality checks/rules against the data. There are a number of data tools that include many thousands of
pre-built data quality rules (both general and industry-specific). These are then supplemented with a number of user-defined
rules. A best practice is to execute the data quality rules within the repository. Alternatively, this can be undertaken in the
extraction (ETL process).

5

Quality Monitoring

Keep track of data quality over time.
Use software to auto-correct the variations based on pre-defined business rules. The process should only be repeated on values
that have changed; this means that a cleansing lineage would need to be kept, which would require efficient data collection and
management techniques. These processes can be in real time or batch oriented.

6

Enrichment

Enhance the value of internally held data by appending related attributes from external sources (for example, consumer
demographic attributes or geographic data). This may be valuable for the underwriting and pricing of household policies (e.g.,
flood risk) or marketing types of products to customers who have socio-economic attributes (e.g., high disposable income).

Source: Moody's Analytics

while at the same time improve customer service

in Fortran, COBOL, etc. Indeed, insurance

and support new initiatives. Technology is the

systems today account for some 28 billion

main weapon in meeting this challenge; yet,

lines of COBOL code and the number is still

many insurers are burdened by a plethora of

growing.

antiquated core systems built in old technology.
»» The average insurer has 10 to 14 core

they will invariably include provisions for the

systems installed. One multinational insurer

replacement or improvement of multiple legacy

reportedly had more than 80 core systems.

systems. The logic behind this is simple – insurers

This complexity means that a rip-and-replace

spend an enormous amount of time and effort

strategy would be too risky for such a large

developing workaround processes to cover the

project.

functional deficiencies of these systems. While

2

»» Estimates vary, but it is not uncommon
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there is nothing intrinsically wrong with these

for insurers to spend up to 80% of their IT

systems and languages, they are hardly the first

budget on maintaining legacy systems. Many

choice for the straight-through, web-enabled

of these so-called legacy systems are still

processing necessary to reduce costs and provide

running on expensive mainframes and built

efficient service.

3
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If you review many strategic plans of insurers,

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

Many of these systems have outlived their

support. Moreover, lengthy development times

usefulness and continue to operate in expensive

for change requests can negatively impact

mainframe environments. Outdated green-

an insurer’s productivity, product life cycles,

screen systems impede an insurer’s ability

and service delivery. A detailed analysis of the

to scale for growth or compete effectively.

options to solve the legacy issue is beyond the

Finding people with the technical expertise

scope of this article, but figure 4 highlights the

and willingness to work on legacy platform

four main options. In many cases, the solution

applications is increasingly difficult, as many

will involve several or even all of these options.

do not see a future in working with outdated
development tools such as COBOL, FORTRAN,
or C++.

What is clear from all the research is that
updating the core technology platforms that
underlie the main processes in insurance is

Cost is a major issue, but the inherent

imperative for survival and for competing

inflexibility of systems means insurers cannot

effectively.

adapt at the same pace as the businesses they
Figure 4 Four main options for solving legacy issues
1. Wrap

2. Replace

Reduce policy acquisition, servicing, and maintenance
costs by “wrapping” the legacy systems with modern
business process management technology, web
capability, product/business rules engine, and
workflow.

Cut out entire cost centers and extend technical
capabilities by replacing old systems with new
bespoke system or package systems from specialist
vendors. Most legacy systems can then be migrated
into the new system in phases or simply run-down.

Legacy Options

3. Renovate
Reduce systems maintenance and running costs by
consolidating legacy systems logic and data onto
more modern technical platforms, using data
migration and design recovery toolsets and methods.

4. Outsource
Replace uncertain costs with fixed charges for some or
all of outsourced business processes, administration,
facilities management, and application management,
etc. The majority of resources (systems, IT staff and
admin staff) can be transferred if desired.

Source: Moody's Analytics

1 An OLAP cube is an array of data within which the cells comprising the cube hold a number that represents some measure that
an element of the business, such as premium, claim, capital, expenses, budget, or forecast. The OLAP cube effectively provides the
drill-down capability and granularity required. 								
2 The Telegraph, Modernize insurance legacy systems without the pain, April 30, 2014.
3 Risk Management Magazine, Practical Strategies for Dealing with Legacy Systems, Gavin Lavelle, February 2005.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR CREDIT AND
COUNTERPARTY RISK MANAGEMENT
Featuring Michael Infante

ABOUT MICHAEL INFANTE
Michael leads Cisco Capital’s Global Credit & Risk
Management organization. He focuses on developing
Cisco Capital’s enterprise risk management strategy,
portfolio management and risk analytics capabilities,
and systems integration to support their global
business.
Michael has been with Cisco Capital for 13 years and
previously led the Business Economics team, where
he was responsible for pricing and structuring leases
and loans globally, along with risk analytics. Prior to
joining Cisco Capital in 2000, he spent eight years
at Ameritech Capital, serving as Vice President of
Business Development, Director of Sales and Director
of Portfolio Management. He holds an MBA from the
University of Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana and a
Bachelor’s Degree from St. Norbert College in DePere,
Wisconsin.

During this Q&A, Mehna Raissi, Director of Product Management
– Enterprise Risk Solutions at Moody’s Analytics, talks with Michael
Infante about credit and counterparty risk, related to on-boarding,
a portfolio review process, and ongoing portfolio monitoring of
counterparties on their books.
About Cisco

our lease and loan portfolio – the traditional

Cisco Systems is the worldwide leader in IT that

part of our business – where the lion’s share

helps solve their customers’ most important

of our people within Cisco Capital reside.

business challenges by delivering intelligent

This provides the enablement and packaging

networks and technology architectures built

of financial solutions for Cisco’s customers.

on integrated products, services, and software

Our third business is the asset management

platforms.

function, representing pre-owned equipment

Cisco Capital is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Cisco Systems, Inc. The company is focused
on delivering premier solutions in technology
financing, trade and channel financing, and Cisco
Certified Pre-Owned Equipment. They manage
a portfolio of $10 billion in financings and $48

equipment or if it comes off a lease, we add it to
our inventory, remanufacture, and market it. Our
term and lease portfolio is about $10 billion and
we maintain about 32,000 active invoices.
We are active in more than 100 countries, which

presence in more than 100 countries.

is challenging when it comes to our coverage, as

I hope to provide a unique perspective. How
Cisco performs credit and counterparty risk
management may be different than other global

we engage with countries that are not as active
in captive financing as others. Our team is 600
people strong. For the size of our portfolio and
business, we are frugal and efficient with our
operations.

corporations or financial institutions. We are

The credit organization is the enablement arm

a captive lessor for a high-tech manufacturer

of Cisco, which means that our products and

and therefore our objectives for effective risk

services have a gross margin of about 60%.

management differ from those of a bank.

Within our lending business, we are easily able

Cisco has three distinct lines of businesses.
Our channel financing, which is our resale
model, brings approximately $25 billion a
year and provides extended financing terms
to some of our partners and direct customers.
Our technology financing business represents
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for our organization. When clients return the

billion in trade and channel receivables, with a

Could you tell us more about Cisco and your
role?
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sales. We are also the remarketing function

to cover the cost of goods sold and manage to
keep a very high margin. When comparing our
operations to banks, however, we put our margin
at risk and need to be repaid. Typical for captive
financing, these aspects need to be considered
when providing financing and growing the size
of deals. The high incremental margins result in

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

direct incremental sales for the whole company,
but also needs to be balanced with our fiduciary
responsibilities. We can capitalize on the fact
that we are part of the bigger Cisco organization,
which has a strong balance sheet of $90 billion
in assets and $50 billion in cash, enabling us to
act as a forward-leaning lender at times. Acting
in the interest of our shareholders, though, we
have to make the right decisions for the business
within a complex market place.

Which processes do you follow to assess a
counterparty and what risk measurement tools
do you use?
Beyond basic financial statement analysis, we
use a heavy dose of unbiased risk analytics.
At the center, we use EDFs (Expected Default
Frequencies) that are built into our process.
We put stakes into the ground regarding the
discretion we give to credit managers over their
decisions based on financial statements and
unbiased analytics. Our process for triangulating

We started off as a credit organization, but

information, which is a balance between the

the inclusion of risks such as performance risk,

financial review, our EDF results, and other

sovereign risk, accounting policy, or financial

analytics. We focus on obtaining a positive

regulation within countries to which we provide

answer to the following questions: “Are we going

coverage, have enabled us to act as a credit

to get repaid?” and “What are our repayments

and risk management function. This complex

going to be like?” If debt is maturing in four

environment makes the analysis on a credit and

years, a deal might need to be structured for

fundamental-level very complicated.

three years’ time.

How do you capture customer financials, what
types of due diligence goes around this process,
and how frequently do they get updated?

What are some of your key challenges within
the risk assessment process? What types of
users within the organization do you face and
who use the tools that you employ in your
analysis?

This is a basic question, but for us it is a bit more
complicated. With public companies, we follow
an automated process and use tools, including
those developed by Moody’s Analytics. As far
as the aggregation of data goes, we regularly
collect the financials as they are published for
public companies.

The biggest challenge is clearly taking a
standardized approach in 100-plus countries.
We have a foundation underwriting process, but
there are a lot of nuances, local and sovereign,
and general credit practices that we need to
consider. With primarily US lenders, there is a

With private companies, this becomes more

homogeneous market. But when going beyond

difficult depending on the jurisdiction. For

20 or 30 countries, lenders cannot ignore the

example, in India financial data is only published

local nuances. In order to ensure the best risk

once a year, even within the largest corporations.

assessment process locally, we hire the most

So we do not receive regularly audited financials.

suitable local financial professionals who offer

When looking for smaller private companies, we

exceptional regional expertise.

try to obtain financial data as often as possible.
We look at portfolio performance issues, such
as delinquencies, which outline areas for further
analysis via counterparties. In all cases, the
most relevant data available is balanced with
the actual risk. We follow the most practical
approach, as we may receive different answers
when dealing with a $20,000 deal versus a
multimillion dollar deal.

We also focus on staying upmarket, specifically
in emerging markets. Cisco has extended its
outreach into these markets lately with Cisco
Capital leading the corporate strategy. When
choosing counterparties, we look at their
position by comparing them to their peers and
try to identify whether they are top service
providers within their countries or players in
lower tiers. While assessing the risks in any given
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country, we pursue a very holistic approach,

would, which implies the implementation of

which includes considering a peer set and all

a solid decision-making and communication

available information. This procedure is of great

model throughout. When things get more

important to Cisco’s enablement process. It is

complicated, beyond the first level of authority,

So what are my expectations of credit managers? They are more than credit
managers – they are business decision-makers. They are the chief fiduciaries
in a given transaction. Credit managers are involved in structuring deals and
are often the gatekeepers for whether or not a deal goes forward.
not Cisco Capital’s remit to generate volume

we get a second pair of eyes by involving senior

process or fee income, but rather realize sales for

managers in the process. This allows for a more

Cisco.

robust quality review when compared to the dual

Given your global presence, what do you expect
of credit managers? How have you been able
to standardize the underwriting and decisionmaking processes?

signature approach. As long as our employees
hold true to their fiduciary responsibility, we
expect a high-quality underwriting process.

of time trying to standardize processes across

Do credit managers have flexibility on a
country-level to adjust their processes to the
lending nature of their coverage?

the globe to ensure consistency. But again, we

We have standardized a foundational set of

have to evaluate the local flavor to make the

underwriting templates and documents, and

best decision on behalf of the company. So what

our scoring models are also standard across

are my expectations of credit managers? To me,

the globe. We will though, include local input,

they are more than credit managers – they are

either the sovereign or market perspective,

business decision-makers. They are the chief

where a credit manager can overwrite the

fiduciary in a given transaction. Credit managers

scoring template. The template itself cannot

are involved in structuring deals and are often

be manipulated, even for the financial analysis

the gatekeepers for whether or not a deal goes

with the inputs in the template. We allow them

forward. They must balance their responsibilities

the flexibility to overwrite credit decisions,

as credit professionals with enablement for

which sometimes requires a second set of eyes

Cisco, knowing when to take a forward-leaning

depending on how big those decisions are.

My team and I have spent a substantial amount

approach and when to pull back.
The standard underwriting practice helps
My team members view themselves as not

us to judge the general level of quality and

only providing underwriting services, but also

decision-making process. When we conduct

as actually adding value. We give our credit

our quality review, we inquire about the quality

managers the authority to make decisions and

of underwriting and decision-making. We have

the insurance of a dual signature, the so-called

a scoring model for all credit managers that is

“second pair of eyes.” At a basic level of credit

reviewed twice a year, based on a sample of their

management, however, we take a very pragmatic

work. We drive standardization while realizing

view and do not have that dual signature

that we do not operate in a homogenous market.

requirement. We want credit managers to own
and be accountable for their portfolios. Often,
the dual signature is just a peer checking off
somebody else’s work, which we don't see
as effective as someone who truly has taken
ownership. Instead, we support the decisionmaking process and have a robust quality
assessment process. This means that we assess
ourselves much stricter than even our auditors
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What are the tools and techniques that you use
to perform portfolio reviews?
With our portfolio review framework, we bring
the information to our credit managers to drive
efficient decision making. We aggregate many
data points. For example, we use RiskFrontierTM
which helps determine our expected loss or
economic capital. We add that information,

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

along with other data, into a proprietary

we stay upmarket and manage our portfolios

database that we internally call “My Portfolio

effectively. The fact that Cisco is a premium price

Manager.” All credit managers have access to

provider allows us not to overload on weak credit

that database, where they can see their credit

too often. It is important to assist our sales

portfolio with delinquencies.

teams with the formulation of their messaging,

One of our biggest challenges was aligning the
data before we built the foundation with a clean
scoring model of traffic lights. This allows us to
judge different levels of risk, including near-term,
long-term, or concentration risk. We triangulate
that with the EDF measures and delinquencies
and deliver a consolidated view to the credit
managers.
We believe that managing the portfolio starts
with the credit manager. We perform a portfolio
review on many levels, on a day-to-day basis.

which we ensure by displaying the risk appetite
in a simplistic fashion through the traffic lights
signal framework, which quickly resonates with
non-risk professionals who do not require a
detailed understanding of credit information on
a daily basis. The process of risk management
places some importance to risk-adjust pricing,
which translates to limits management. If you
up-price your products in the process of lending,
it may not be advantageous anymore for some
clients to finance; but instead, they would decide
to purchase.

The biggest challenge is clearly taking a standardized approach in 100-plus
countries. We have a foundation underwriting process, but there are a lot
of local and sovereign nuances and general credit practices that we need to
consider.
Our credit managers review their portfolios,
observe the latest feeds and delinquencies, as
well as relevant developments. They monitor
the predictive analytics and measure to identify
any trends. Our chief risk officers (we have one
in EMEA, one in the Americas, and one in APJC)
are responsible for their portfolios, too, which
they review on a quarterly basis. I take a look at
the global portfolio, which is also reviewed on a
quarterly basis. If we combine what is happening

Is there anything you would like to add with
regards to country or sector risk?
It cannot be stressed enough to stay upmarket
when taking on risk in emerging markets.
Another important factor is balance. We are a
strong player in the US, Europe, and major Asian
countries with well-performing portfolios, which
subsequently allows us to take on risk in other
areas.

within credit managers, portfolio reviews occur

What is your process for conducting peer
analysis at the portfolio or counterparty level?

almost daily. From a macro standpoint, we focus

Starting with the peer analysis at the

on quarterly data, unless there are trigger events

counterparty level within the portfolio, we look

that compel us to look closer at a specific sector,

at different peers within the industry. We are

client segment, or country based on some recent

currently building tools to quickly identify what

sovereign developments, such as in the Ukraine,

quartile someone is in when doing peer set

Argentina, or Venezuela.

reviews. We judge the portfolio on a correlated

How do you measure risk and set limits within
your portfolios? By sector, country, or both?
Most companies take a pragmatic approach
to diversifying their exposures and answering
the question about how much exposure they
have in a single country or counterparty. We
are a bit more flexible than that. Our mission
is aligned with Cisco’s; we lend where they sell.
That doesn't mean that we lend to anyone, but

basis when it comes to risks such as near-term,
short-term, or concentration risks. There is an
active infrastructure that we have built that
translates down to the traffic signal framework
as well. That is the iterative process built into
the decisioning and evaluating of counterparties.
At the portfolio or the enterprise level, we
actively look at our peer group of lenders such
as IBM Global Finance or HP Financial Services.
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There is a good amount of disclosure, just as

We focus on the outliers on the risk and

there is with Cisco in year-end reports regarding

analytics, including our EDFs, our portfolio

our lending practice. We can normalize the

data with delinquencies, and general market

information we gather and realistically compare

intelligence. We often get asked about the

portfolios based on this disclosed information. It

scenario of an executive from company XYZ

is important to compare ourselves as a baseline

announcing on CNBC that their earnings were

of what a portfolio looks like, what are the

lousy and we want to know our exposure and

reserves compared between companies, how is

outlook. We really need to be flexible, on top of

that risk adjusted, and what percentage of the

the accounts, and react really quickly at a credit

manufacturer’s business is the captive finance

manager level and at the organization level.

company. We synthesize anything that is public
metrics, and do our best to compare ourselves

How do you monitor reports used internally at
different levels? Who are the typical users of
these reports?

against peers with information that is available.

We synthesize and provide relevant and

information, simply as it is organizational health

How frequently do you monitor your portfolios’
exposures?

red light, yellow light, and green light. It is easy

important sovereign events, but credit managers

for someone on the board that may not have

evaluate this daily. The key is delivering the

the financial background to understand what

information to credit managers so they have

we are talking about when we have a red light.

to be data gatherers. When I took on this role,

We use that at appropriate levels and we feel

one of the first things I did was sit down with

that we have a leading practice when it comes to

one of our long-standing credit professionals

aggregating those analytics, especially reporting

and walked through his underwriting and true

that up through the organization. One of the

assessment processes. They had to use many

things that every risk professional worries about

separate systems, in eight to ten different places.

is that if you do take the risk and something

Bringing it in one place and synthesizing it

goes wrong or goes against you, do you get in

allowed us to be much quicker with decisioning.

trouble or get fired? What we promote at Cisco

The ownership of portfolio management really

is that the transparency is the key. We don't

started to resonate with individual contributors.

expect to win 100% of deals. So we have to be
very transparent and timely with our reporting
as things migrate, as risk comes on board. When
we do take the risk, we take it on a very informed

We typically monitor quarterly, as monthly

basis.

reviews tends to be too quick, unless there is
implemented a process where we look at EDFs

How would you like to enhance your risk
management processes, what are some of your
future plans?

and their movement quarter-over-quarter. If we

We are constantly evolving and trying to

see a big jump then we take a deeper dive. If we

improve our processes. We seek to learn from

see a strong deviation of EDFs from our assigned

our portfolio as we take on risk. We study what

credit rating, we look for justification. We look

has worked and what has not in order to get

at delinquencies; for example, if the customer is

better and better. It is a continuous journey.

a single B and there is a delinquency, we focus

We continue to develop our risk analytics and

on that account. If it is a single A customer, and

deliver more value to our credit managers and

there is a delinquency, we are not concerned.

to our sales staff. Often they represent the

In most cases for those with stronger credit, we

credit team out in the field when we are trying

found that delinquencies less than 60 days old

to make a deal work with a unique structure and

tend to be an administrative issue, such as a

sales is involved. We arm them so that they can

dispute on the taxes, so we rely on our collection

not only articulate our messaging, but are also

team for that.

responsible for making decisions.

relevant news, such as on WSJ or CNBC. We
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organization, aligned with a basic framework of

Quarterly, at a portfolio level, we look at

What do early warnings mean to you? What
factors do you monitor and how often do you
monitor them?
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consistent reporting throughout the

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

The other piece of our journey is that our team

be functioning as a pilot for Cisco. This pilot

has expanded the mandate to take on enterprise

involves separate initiatives from governance

risk management for Cisco Capital, meaning that

and control to stock and compliance. Our goal is

we will be focused on managing, overseeing,

to help bring some of those functions together

taking inventory, and mitigating all risks within

under one roof, and use that framework of

the company. Whether it's performance risk,

information to report on more risk than just

sovereign risk, execution risk, or doing gap

counterparty risk. In my opinion, it is the future

analysis, the foundation that we have built for

for risk organizations to be able to leverage some

our counterparty risk management translates

of these core competencies on a broader basis

into a much broader enterprise risk management

throughout a corporation.

role. We are forming the team now and will
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REDUCING THE STRESS IN STRESS TESTING
By Greg Clemens and and Michael Richitelli

Greg Clemens
Director, Stress Testing Solutions

As a member of the Stress Testing Task Force at
Moody’s Analytics, Greg helps clients automate their
stress testing processes – providing insight about
architectures, data management, and software
solutions for risk management.

Michael Richitelli
Director, Enterprise Risk Solutions

Michael leads the Regulatory Compliance and Capital
Management solutions team for the Americas. He
focuses on assisting banks across the United States
with various aspects of the CCAR/DFAST and Basel
regulations.

Moody’s Analytics surveyed our banking clients to help better
understand how they currently use information technology to
improve the efficiency of their stress testing processes. In this article,
we present our key findings regarding the current best practices,
along with how the banking industry wants to be more efficient in
the future.
Completing the Comprehensive Capital Analysis

continuous risk management. Furthermore,

and Review (CCAR) and Dodd-Frank Act Stress

the Fed has recently issued Matters Requiring

Test (DFAST) exercises in a timely, efficient, and

Attention (MRAs) and Matters Requiring

accurate manner has presented US banks with

Immediate Attention (MRIAs) to banks that

a number of challenges since the inception of

currently fall short of the Fed’s expectations from

the capital plan review process in 2009. One of

a process and governance standpoint. In order to

the more difficult aspects of the stress testing

integrate the evolution of credit defaults, losses,

exercise is coordinating the inputs and outputs

and recoveries with the associated impact on net

from various business units in a controlled

interest income and other non-interest revenues

environment that is auditable, repeatable, and

and expenses, banks have developed several

allows for increased automation. The Federal

approaches.

Reserve Bank (the Fed), in their August 2013
paper, Capital Planning at Large Bank Holding
Companies: Supervisory Expectations and Range
of Best Practices, outlined some of the weaker
practices at many CCAR banks, including a
lack of coherent integration among credit loss
models, pre-provision net revenue (PPNR)
calculations, and the final FR Y-14A reporting.
This common theme was again highlighted in
their response to the 2014 submissions, noting
that the stress tests and capital plans still lack
sufficient detail and explanation.
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Moody’s Analytics works with many CCAR and
DFAST banks to solve process challenges related
to their stress testing and capital planning
programs. Financial institutions of all sizes
told us that their most pressing concern is to
further improve their conditional loss modeling,
which they would like to do in a stress testing
environment with an auditable and flexible
workflow. We have also found that most clients
seek assistance with idiosyncratic scenario
design, regulatory reporting, or infrastructure
related projects (e.g., scenario, model, and

In summarizing the most recent round of stress

business process management and integration).

test reviews for 2014, the Fed emphasized

Our experience thus far suggests that, while

the need for banks to develop transparent,

a number of best practices for managing the

repeatable, and well-supported processes to

CCAR/DFAST process are starting to emerge, the

generate the stress test results. Recent guidance

industry overall is still in the nascent stage of

suggests the Fed wants banks to transform the

developing a full-scale approach to stress testing

bi-annual stress testing process into a tool for

automation.

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

Figure 1 How do banks use their stress testing results?
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Source: Moody's Analytics

This inaugural survey serves as both an early

is quicker to implement, but the bottom-up

benchmark and a stimulus for ideas on how

approach is the preferred methodological

institutions can improve their information

target for modeling the impact of stresses

technology to build a more sustainable,

on a bank’s portfolio. The top-down

repeatable, and efficient stress testing process,

approach is inevitably a less sophisticated

reduce manual processes, maximize their

modeling technique, and cannot identify

investment in staff and resources, and utilize the

the idiosyncratic risk factors driving stressed

results for strategic growth.

losses or capture non-linear loss reaction to

Five Key Findings
1. The devil is in the details: granular data

macroeconomic stresses across the portfolio.
However, banks reported that they are
looking to model their portfolios at the loan-

aggregation informs the entire process.

level and thus need more granularity in the

One of the more difficult challenges facing

data driving their forecasts.

banks during the stress testing exercises
is the need to standardize, integrate,
and reconcile data from both finance
and treasury. Underdeveloped business
processes, technological challenges, and
poor coordination between functional
groups conspire to complicate the exercise.

The majority of banks use their ALM system
to forecast balances. However, many
financial planning systems don’t possess
the granularity or calculation rigor of the
ALM systems, or simply absorb as input the
output of the ALM platform. While this is
not the universal standard, the majority of

A common theme among the banks we

banks we talked to viewed both the ALM

surveyed was that a stress testing platform

and financial planning and analysis (FP&A)

must have losses and cash flows computed

systems as critical components of the CCAR

at the instrument level (bottom-up). Some

process, and expect the systems will have

banks use a top-down approach because it

to reconcile at some point in the process.
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Advanced hierarchy management across

have not chosen a solution that can aggregate

numerous systems, however, along with the

both sets of models, along with the requisite

data required for bottom-up loss estimation

data inputs and results.

and PPNR modeling, remain elusive. Finally,
reconciling data between the ALM, FP&A, and
credit modeling systems is also an aspect with
which banks continue to struggle.
2. The square peg and round hole: integrating
both cash flows and credit models is a
challenge.

3. Create or renovate: banks want to leverage
existing infrastructure as much as possible.
A majority of the banks surveyed indicated
that they are generally reluctant to replace
or add duplicative systems to their current
processes and infrastructure. This is
understandable given the heavy amount

Forecasted cash flows are a key component

of investment they have made in recent

of the data required to perform regulatory

years in ALM, FP&A, and credit modeling

stress testing. However, the ALM systems

systems. However, they need to consolidate

A common theme among the banks we surveyed was that a stress testing
platform must have losses and cash flows computed at the instrument level
(bottom-up). Some banks use a top-down approach because it is quicker to
implement, but the bottom-up approach is the preferred methodological
target for modeling the impact of stresses on a bank’s portfolio.
utilized by the banks we surveyed are

data, develop workflows to manage and

typically not able to project forecasted cash

audit the process, and extend the bank’s

flows at the same granularity as their current

internal and external reporting capabilities,

loan portfolios. Most banks use their ALM

all while utilizing elements of their current

system for the forecasted balance sheet and

infrastructure. In some cases, ALM systems

income statement in order to support the FR

are being used as a final aggregation point

Y-14A output. In each case to date, all credit

for reporting. However, this can lead

work occurs outside of the ALM models.

to stress testing and workflow process

Programs are often utilized as part of the

constraints. Other banks report that they

credit conditioning of forecasted cash flows.

are attempting to use their FP&A system

When forecasting new business volume, the

as a final aggregation point, though again

most common case is that assumptions are

with constraints on data granularity and

qualitatively estimated using data sourced

auditability. Overall, banks remain interested

from an FP&A (top-down aggregation)

in the integration of risk with balance sheet

system. New business assumptions are then

management. They are, though, still looking

incorporated into an ALM system to support

for potential solutions to emerge, which

net interest income calculations. Credit

also include data management, model and

assumptions are provided to the ALM system

scenario management, auditability, and

via spreadsheets. There is recognition of a

regulatory reporting features.

need to move toward credit-adjusted new

workflow management will be an emerging

assumptions are not often “credit” adjusted,

best practice.

and banks generally assume new business
adopts the current position risk profile.
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4. The cacophony of process orchestration:

business volumes. New business volume

There is an emerging need to more tightly
integrate the data handoffs between multiple

Current ALM systems are not adept at

bank systems throughout the stress testing

handling the credit modeling portion of the

process. One example of the need for

exercise. Several banks we surveyed would

transparent, auditable workflows is within

like to incorporate credit-adjusted cash flows

the forecasting of the balance sheet. Most

into their stress testing engine, though many

banks opined that in today’s environment,

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

a common practice is to hold the balance

forecast horizon, this is a practice that many

sheet composition (i.e., the “mix”) constant

banks plan to refine.

in the various scenarios, although the overall
size of the balance sheet may be reduced in
the stress scenarios. Various “views” of the
balance sheet will be passed to credit risk or
credit administration, who will then estimate
non-performing asset levels in the various
scenarios, create the conversion of economic
losses into charge-offs, and pass these
assumptions back to either finance or treasury
for inclusion in reporting. ALM is often the

Managing the workflows between the risk,
finance, and treasury groups presents a
tremendous challenge. A majority of banks
would like to move away from “spreadsheet
risk” and toward an integrated system that
can more efficiently automate and document
the assumptions utilized throughout the
process.
5. Every journey starts with a single step: an

source system for prepayments as required

integrated solution is preferred, but start

by various schedules, and for forward-period

with a roadmap.

valuations. In some cases, these assumptions

Most banks have not implemented – let

are passed through various committee

alone developed – a plan for integrating their

structures, such as the loss forecasting

operations with an end-to-end stress testing

committee, credit portfolio management

solution. Some are building roadmaps for

committee, or similar governance structures.

integration, but are not yet certain what the

New business volumes don’t appear to

end-state will look like. This is largely because

generally contain a credit dimension,

most banks have not adopted the stress

although most banks agreed that this would

testing exercises into their capital planning

Figure 2 Does your bank have a stress testing roadmap?

No – 23%

Yes – 77%

Source: Moody's Analytics

be a welcome addition to their modeling
framework. In some cases, pro-forma RWA
calculations are also being performed within
the ALM system. It is more common, however,
for banks to pass a detailed output file to
the capital team for estimation of RWAs.
Given that balance sheets are generally held
constant, RWAs change in accordance with
balance sheet shrinkage, not in the nature
of a shifting risk distribution. With the Fed
now estimating balance sheets and RWAs for
each of the CCAR banks over the nine-quarter

and business management processes on a
consistent basis. The industry is still early in
the process of determining what the endstate for a stress testing solution will look
like. At this point, a few emerging trends
are starting to take shape, such as granular
data management, integration of cash flows
and credit models, the leveraging of current
infrastructure, and automated workflows to
manage the process.
Many banks are beginning to develop a
“roadmap” or “glide path” toward building a
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more automated, controlled, and transparent

modeling capabilities in a stress testing

stress testing platform to provide more

environment.

consistency in the process. This involves
taking manageable steps in the near term to
automate certain FR Y-14A schedules, while
looking for ways to leverage IT to use stress
testing for more strategic business planning
purposes in the medium term. This approach,
while highly practical from a resourceplanning standpoint, has the added effect of
demonstrating real incremental progress to
the regulators.

Regulators have indicated they will look at a
number of areas as they continue to refine their
focus for the stress testing and capital planning
exercise. These include expecting more detail in
the banks’ capital policies, better documentation
for model assumptions, and adjustments and
explanations across the process, from their
models through their idiosyncratic scenarios and
capital plans.

Looking ahead

To continue complying with the evolving

The Fed again noted the need for banks to

regulatory requirements and making their

develop transparent, repeatable, and well-

stress testing processes more efficient through

supported processes to generate the stress

automation, banks may spend significantly

test results, and outlined a lack of coherent

on infrastructure over the next few years. To

integration among credit loss models, pre-

get more out of the stress testing exercise and

provision net revenue calculations, and the final

use the results for more than just regulatory

FR Y-14A reporting as one of the weaker practices

compliance, banks need speed and repeatability

industry wide.

– which they will not get without revamping

This is consistent with what financial institutions
of all sizes told us. While their most pressing
concern is improving their conditional loss
modeling, they would like to improve their

key elements of their existing infrastructure. As
stress testing becomes more ingrained within the
bank’s current risk and finance infrastructure, the
process should become less “stressful” and more
of a consistent application for capital planning.

KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM THE SURVEY
» A stress testing platform must have losses and cash flows computed at the instrument
level
» Forecasted cash flows are a key component of the data required to perform regulatory
stress testing
» Banks would like to incorporate credit-adjusted cash flows into their stress testing engine
» Banks are generally reluctant to replace or add duplicative systems to their current
process and infrastructure, but remain interested in the integration of risk with balance
sheet management
» A majority of banks would like to move away from “spreadsheet risk” and toward an
integrated system that can more efficiently automate and document the assumptions
used throughout the process
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With regulatory and industry change accelerating, banks need
to ensure their enterprise risk management practices also
maximize opportunities, drive growth, and fuel the next big idea.
Moody’s Analytics helps more than 150 global banks
manage risk, achieve regulatory compliance, and
make better informed, risk-aware business decisions.

MoodyAnalytics.com/smallrisk2015

Essential insight serving
global financial markets
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MOODY’S ANALYTICS RISK MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS
LEVERAGE POWERFUL SOLUTIONS FOR INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT
Moody’s Analytics offers deep domain expertise, advisory and implementation services, in-house economists, best-in-breed modeling
capabilities, extensive data sets, and regulatory and enterprise risk management software. Our risk management solutions:
»» Improve strategic business planning and facilitate meeting regulatory requirements
»» Assist with defining both macroeconomic and business-specific scenarios
»» Offer a comprehensive and granular credit risk, economic, and financial data set
»» Help model the impact that macroeconomic cycles, regulatory directives, and/or outlier events may have on an institution’s risk profile
»» Deliver an integrated risk management software solution to calculate performance indicators across the risk and finance functions
For more information, contact our integrated risk management experts at RiskPerspectives@moodys.com.
INFRASTRUCTURE

Regulatory Reporting for Solvency II

Scenario Analyzer™

Integrated with our end-to-end insurance regulatory capital solution, the

Coordinates the stress testing process across the enterprise, centralizing a

easy-to-use and cost effective Regulatory Reporting module produces

wide range of Moody’s Analytics, third-party, and proprietary models.

accurate management and regulatory reports in local supervisors’

RiskAuthority™

commonly used formats and languages.

Delivers comprehensive regulatory capital calculation and management

B&H Capital Modeling Framework

for Basel I, II, and III, including the risk-weighted asset (RWA) calculations

Comprised of three products: B&H Economic Capital Calculator, B&H

required for CCAR reporting.

Proxy Generator, and B&H Risk Scenario Generator. Together, they

RiskAnalyst™
Provides comprehensive and consistent view of your firm’s counter-party
risk by combining financial spreading, credit analysis, and robust data
storage using one flexible, secure enterprise platform.
RiskOrigins™
Risk-focused, workflow-driven software platform that allows commercial
lenders to streamline and standardize the commercial credit underwriting
process, incorporating Moody’s Analytics industry-leading risk

provide a rapid and highly flexible approach to calculating economic
capital for complex liabilities in the life insurance industry, and establish
the processes required by Solvency II and ORSA for assessing insurance
capital solvency.
B&H Proxy Generator
Creates proxy functions that can be used to meet a range of business
needs, such as interim valuation, capital calculations, and hedge
effectiveness.

assessment capabilities, which help lenders demonstrate compliance to

B&H Property & Casualty ESG

regulators.

Provides automated Economic Scenario Generation solutions for P&C

Regulatory Reporting Module
Create, validate, and deliver monthly, quarterly and annual CCAR (FR
Y-14) and DFAST reporting requirements. Fully integrated with our

insurers with modeling capability and calibration content. It is specifically
developed to meet the needs of P&C insurers, as part of an internal
capital model or for asset portfolio risk management.

enterprise risk platform, this module creates and delivers reports in the

B&H Defined Benefit ALM

required formats.

Is a sophisticated ALM solution underpinned by the B&H Economic

RiskIntegrity™
Provides a comprehensive and modular solution to manage all aspects
of Solvency II compliance, ranging from centralized data management,
internal model development, solvency capital requirement calculations,

Scenario Generator and calibration content. Provides a comprehensive
risk modeling framework that allows advisors, asset managers, and inhouse pensions teams to measure and manage the risks facing defined
benefit pension funds.

risk type aggregation, and integrated regulatory and business reporting.
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B&H PensionsLite

time series from the best national and private sources, as well as key

Differs from B&H Defined Benefit ALM in that it has a simpler, more

multinational data sets.

accessible user experience that enables interactive meetings with trustees
or corporate sponsors, and a slightly less sophisticated modeling engine.

Is the world’s largest and cleanest database of private firm financial

RiskFrontier™

statements and defaults, built in partnership with over 45 leading

Produces a comprehensive measure of risk, expressed as Credit VaR

financial institutions around the world.

or Economic Capital, which comprises the basis for deep insight into
portfolio dynamics for active risk and performance management.
SCENARIOS
Global and Regional Macroeconomic Scenarios
Delivered by a team of over 80 experienced economists, who offer

Exposure at Default (EAD)
Data is derived from a subset of the CRD Database and is compiled of 10+
years of usage data for estimating and calculating EAD. The EAD database
contains quarterly usage and Loan Equivalency Ratio data for both
defaulted and non-defaulted private firms since 2000.

standardized alternative economic scenarios, supervisory scenarios, and

PD Time Series Information

bespoke scenarios customized to your specific needs for 49 countries, as

Offers time series of observed default rates and calculated PDs, covering

well as US states and metro areas.

more than two economic cycles. This data is collected and calculated for

B&H Economic Scenario Generator

both public and private firms.

Provides Monte Carlo simulation paths for the joint behavior of financial

Credit Migration Data

market risk factors and economic variables. The automated, market-

Enables users to construct detailed credit migration (transition) matrices.

leading Economic Scenario Generation for life insurance offers modeling

This detailed private firm data allows users to be more granular with

capabilities and calibration content for many levels of user sophistication.

segmentations across industry, region, and asset size using several

B&H Market-Consistent Economic Scenario Generator

different PD rating calculation methodologies.

Addresses the challenges of market-consistent liability valuation required

Credit Cycle Adjustment Data

in Solvency II. It includes the award-winning B&H Scenario Generator

Combines financial statement ratio information of private firms with

(ESG).

credit cycle factors in the public equity markets to derive a dynamic,

B&H Scenario Service

through-the-cycle PD measure.

Is an alternative to ESG software and provides insurers with scenario sets

Structured Finance (SF) Data

on an annual, semi-annual, or quarterly basis. Insurers and reinsurers can

Offers loan, pool and bond level performance data for RMBS, CMBS, ABS,

decide between the control and flexibility of a software installation or the

and CDOs. SF Data can be used for bottom-up mortgage stress testing

simplicity and ease-of-use offered by the scenario service.

model creation and calibration. SSFA data and calculations are also

DATA

available.

RiskFoundation™

Default and Recovery Database

Integrates your enterprise financial and risk data to calculate regulatory

Allows users to look at how default experience varies at different points

capital, economic capital, ALM, liquidity, counterparty risk, and for a

in the economic cycle, and which factors made default experience in each

global view of your exposures.

economic cycle unique. The data includes detailed rating histories, 30-

Moody’s Content Licensing Services
Provides a suite of comprehensive data covering all current Moody’s
Investors Service issuer and issue-related ratings.

day post default pricing, and three views into ultimate recovery.
INVESTMENT ANALYSIS/SURVEILLANCE
Moody's CreditView

Global and Regional Macroeconomic Scenarios

Research and data to assist risk practitioners with investment analysis,

Delivered by a team of over 80 experienced economists, who offer

creation of internal risk scores, and meeting due diligence requirements.

standardized alternative economic scenarios, supervisory scenarios, and
bespoke scenarios customized to your specific needs for 49 countries, as
well as US states and metro areas.

MODELS
CreditCycle™
Provides retail credit portfolio insights into the expected and stressed

Global Economic, Financial, and Demographic Data

performance of existing and future vintages, enabling loss forecasting and

Provides a comprehensive view of global economic conditions and trends.

stress testing.

Our database covers more than 180 countries with more than 260 million
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CreditEdge Plus™

SERVICES

Bridges the equity, bond, and credit derivative markets, enabling an in-

Enterprise Risk Solutions Services

depth understanding of their impact on credit risk.

Provide stress testing, model validation, and implementation services.

Stressed EDFs™

Valuation and Advisory Services

Estimate PDs for public firms using a range of macroeconomic scenarios,

Provide stress testing, model validation, and implementation services for

including EBA and user-defined scenarios.

all structured finance assets.

Commercial Mortgage Metrics (CMM®)

B&H Calibration Service

Is the leading analytical model for assessing default and recovery risk

Is a market-leading calibration service that provides prompt quarterly

for commercial real estate (CRE) loans. CMM’s stress testing capabilities

updates for Moody's Analytics models, reflecting the latest market

leverage Moody’s Analytics Economic and Consumer Credit Analytics,

conditions and economic outlook. Also provides a range of calibration

Federal Reserve’s CCAR, and custom scenarios.

types for specific applications.

GCorr®

Outsourcing Services

Moody’s Analytics Global Correlation Model (GCorr) is an industry-

Our Copal Partners unit is one of the world’s leading providers of

leading granular correlation model used to calculate each exposure’s

outsourced high quality research and analytics services to institutional

contribution to portfolio risk and return for improved portfolio

customers. Copal’s workflow processes are designed to ensure the highest

performance.

possible level of data integrity and auditability while delivering rigorously

GCorr® Macro

verified research and analysis.

Macro Stress testing with GCorr Macro produces instrument-level stress

TRAINING & CERTIFICATION

expected losses across multiple asset classes to help manage credit risk.

Moody's Analytics designs, develops and facilitates training programs and

LossCalc™
Calculates the Loss Given Default (LGD) for loans, bonds, sovereigns,
municipals and preferred stock using a range of asset classes and a
comprehensive database of defaulted instruments.
Portfolio Analyzer (PA)
Is a loan level capital allocation and risk management tool providing
stressed PDs, LGDs, and prepayments for RMBS, auto ABS, mortgage, and
auto loans under the Fed’s CCAR scenarios and custom scenarios.
RiskCalc™ Plus
Enables clients to calculate forward-looking PDs for private firms across
different regions and industries and measure how borrowers would be
affected by stressed scenarios versus a baseline scenario.

solutions for financial services institutions and individuals interested in
banking, finance, and personal and organizational development.
Company Learning Solutions
Instructor-led Training
Our subject-matter expertise and course selection can be tailored to the
needs of multiple levels of an organization – from new hires that need
basic training to experienced professionals seeking an update on current
thinking or insights into new markets.
eLearning and Blended Solutions
Offer a suite of training solutions for financial institutions that enable
companies to minimize people risk, with customized learning solutions
using practical learning methodologies and the Moody’s Analytics
expertise in credit and finance.

RiskFrontier™
Produces a comprehensive measure of risk, expressed as Credit VaR

Individual Learning Solutions

or Economic Capital, which comprises the basis for deep insight into

Public Seminars

portfolio dynamics for active risk and performance management.

Moody’s Analytics offers over 200 open-enrollment courses throughout

WSA Platform
Is a risk and portfolio management tool used for stress testing structured

the year, in major financial centers around the world, on fundamental
through advanced topics in finance and risk.

finance transactions. Moody’s Analytics maintains a global structured

eLearning Programs

finance deal library. WSA integrates macroeconomic, credit models, pool,

Provide the industry’s most comprehensive eLearning curricula for

and loan level performance data to forecast cash flows, PDs, LGDs, and

corporates, commercial and investment banks, as well as asset managers

prepayments.

and regulators. Our programs are accessible online and on-demand from
any web-enabled computer.
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CONNECT WITH US
Are you LinkedIn to
our Risk Practitioner
group?
Great things happen when people from across the globe join
forces to share ideas, best practices, and new ways to overcome
their enterprise risk management and regulatory challenges.
Join the Moody’s Analytics Risk Practitioner group on LinkedIn.
Connect with the Risk PerspectivesTM magazine authors and your
peers, discuss key topics, and keep up with the latest trends and
news. With nearly half of the group’s membership at senior level
or above, it offers an opportunity to learn more about leveraging
best practices to support your core risk management objectives.
Contact Rich McKay to join the Moody’s Analytics Risk
Practitioner group: rich.mckay@moodys.com

ABOUT US
Moody’s Analytics offers award-winning solutions and best practices for measuring and managing risk through expertise and experience in credit
analysis, economic research, and financial risk management. By providing leading-edge software, advisory services, data, and research, we deliver
comprehensive investment, risk management, and workforce solutions. As the exclusive distributor of all Moody’s Investors service content, we
offer investment research, analytics, and tools to help debt capital markets and risk management professionals worldwide respond to an evolving
marketplace with confidence.
We help organizations answer critical risk-related questions, combining best-in-class software, analytics, data and services, and models –
empowering banks, insurers, asset managers, corporate entities, and governments to make informed decisions for allocating capital and maximizing
opportunities. Through training, education, and certifications, we help organizations maximize the capabilities of their professional staff so they can
make a positive, measurable impact on their business.
More information is available at moodysanalytics.com.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ADC

Advanced Data Collection

FTP

Funds Transfer Pricing

ALCO

Asset and Liability Committee

GAAP

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

ALM

Asset and Liability Management

G-SIB

Globally Systematically Important Banks

AQR

Asset Quality Review

HPE

Hybrid Point-of-Entry

BCAR

Basel Capital Adequacy Reports

ICAAP

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process

BCBS

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

BHC

Bank Holding Companies

ILAAP

Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process

BIS

Bank for International Settlement

ITO

Information Technology Outsourcing

BoE

Bank of England

J-FSA

Japan Financial Supervisory Agency

BPO

Business Process Outsourcing

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

C&I

Commercial and Industrial

KPO

Knowledge Process Outsourcing

CAD

Computer Aided Design

L&D

Learning and Development

CCAR

Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review

LCR

Liquidity Coverage Ratio

CCP

Central Counterparty

LEI

Legal Entity Identifier

CDS

Credit Default Swap

LGD

Loss Given Default

CLO

Commercial Loan Origination

MABL

Moody’s Analytics Banking Lab

COBOL

Common Business Oriented Language

MLAC

Minimum Loss Absorbance Capacity

CoCo

Conversion of Contingent Convertible

MPA

Mortgage Portfolio Analyzer

COREP

Common Reporting

MPE

Multiple Point-of-Entry

CRD

Capital Requirement Directive

MRA

Matters Requiring Attention

CRE

Commercial Real Estate

NCA

National Competent Authorities

CRO

Chief Risk Officer

NSFR

Net Stable Funding Ratio

CRR

Capital Requirements Regulation

OCC

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency

CVS

Calculation, Validation & Support

OD

Organizational Development

DFAST

Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test

OFR

Office of Financial Research

DM

Delivery Manager

OLAP

Online Analytical Processing

D-SIB

Domestically Systematically Important Banks

ORSA

Own Risk Solvency Assessment

EBA

European Banking Authority

OSFI

Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions

ECB

European Central Bank

P&L

Profit and Loss

EDF

Expected Default Frequency

PD

Probability of Default

EL

Expected Loss

PPNR

Pre-Provision Net Revenue

EMIR

European Market Infrastructure Regulation

PRA

Prudential Regulation Authority

ERM

Enterprise Risk Management

QA

Quantitative Analytics

ETL

Extract, Transform, and Load

RRP

Recovery and Resolution Plan

EWALGD Estimated Weighted Average Loss Given Default

RWA

Risk-Weighted Asset

FBO

Foreign Banking Organizations

SCR

Solvency Capital Requirement

FCA

Financial Conduct Authority

SFA

Supervisory Formula Approach

FDSF

Firm Data Submission Framework

SIFI

Systemically Important Financial Institutions

FINREP

Financial Planning Reporting

SPE

Single Point-of-Entry

FP&A

Financial Planning and Analysis

SSFA

Simplified Supervisory Formula Approach

FPC

Financial Policy Committee

VaR

Value-at-Risk

FPML

Financial Products Markup Language

XBRL

eXtensible Business Reporting Language

FSB

Financial Stability Board
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